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Abstract
Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) technology has attracted interest as
a cleaner alternative to conventional coal-fired power generation processes. While a
number of pilot projects have been launched to experimentally test IGCC technolo-
gies, mathematical simulation remains a central part of the ongoing research efforts.
A major challenge in modeling an IGCC power plant is the lack of real experience
and reliable data. It is critical to properly understand the state of knowledge and
evaluate the impact of uncertainty in every phase of the R&D process.
A rigorous investigation of the effect of uncertainty on IGCC system requires
accurate quantification of input uncertainty and efficient propagation of uncertainty
through system models. This thesis proposes several uncertainty quantification meth-
ods which expand the sources of information that can be used for parameter esti-
mation. Key features of these methods include the use of entropy maximization to
translate subjective opinions to probability distribution functions, and a more flexible
probability model that easily captures anomaly associated with small sample data.
In addition, Bayesian estimation is extended to dynamic models. Aided by a compu-
tationally efficient algorithm, termed sequential Monte Carlo method, the Bayesian
approach is shown to be an effective way to estimate time-variant parameters. Uncer-
tainty propagation is performed using the deterministic equivalent modeling method
(DEMM) which is based on polynomial chaos representation of random variables and
probabilistic collocation algorithm. One major issue often overlooked in the analysis
of IGCC models is to represent correlation in the input parameters. This thesis pro-
poses the use of principal component analysis (PCA) to represent correlated random
variables. The resulting formulation is the same as the truncated Karhunen-Lodve
expansions. Explicit incorporation of correlation not only improves accuracy of the
approximation but also reduces the overall computational time.
A comprehensive study of the MIT-BP IGCC model is carried out to determine
uncertainties of the key measures of performance and cost, including energy output,
thermal efficiency, CO 2 emission, plant capital cost, and cost of electricity. When-
ever possible, the probability distributions of input parameters are estimated based
on realistic data. Experts' judgments are solicited if data acquisition is infeasible.
Uncertainty analysis is conducted in a three-step approach. First, technology-related
input parameters are taken into account to determine uncertainties of plant perfor-
mance. Second, cost uncertainties are determined with only economic inputs in order
to identify important economic parameters. Finally, the plant model is integrated
with cost model and they are evaluated with the key technical and economic inputs
identified in the previous steps. Our study indicates the property of coal feed has a
substantial impact on the energy production of the IGCC plant, and subsequently
on the cost of electricity. Immature technologies such as gasification and gas turbine
have important bearing on model performance hence need to be addressed in future
research.
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Title: Hoyt C. Hottel Professor of Chemical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Statement
There is an increasing level of public acceptance that global warming is occuring and
human activities are an important contributor [171]. The risk of adverse climate
change in part driven by growing greenhouse gas emissions is high. A primary source
of the increased greenhouse gas emissions is the carbon dioxide from fossil fueled power
plants. Coal has been, and will continue to be, a major and indispensable component
in the world's energy portfolio. The use of coal is projected to increase under any
foreseeable scenario despite its well-known adverse environmental impacts. Therefore
governments and industry are facing the challenges of finding a path that mitigates
carbon emissions while continuing to utilize coal to meet the growing energy needs
of the world [126]. Developing coal combustion and conversion technologies with
emission reduction measures represents a promising route toward carbon-constrained
economies.
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle (IGCC) is a leading candidate for power
generation with carbon emission control. IGCC has attracted tremendous attention
for its abilities of producing electricity and poly-generating fuels. It is estimated to
have lower cost to integrate with CO 2 capture than conventional pulverized-coal-fired
power plants; however, commercial demonstration of IGCC technologies has yet to
be done mainly due to the lack of performance guarantee and significantly higher
captial costs. Uncertainties, including but not limited to the lack of standard plant
design, unreliable operation of gasifiers and unknown prospect of carbon regulations,
impose significant challenges to the development and implementation of IGCC. There
is an urgent need for understanding the impacts of uncertainties on the technology
performance and commercial viability of IGCC plants.
Mathematical modeling and computer simulaiton have become the primary tools
for the conceptual design and preliminary development of advanced energy technolo-
gies. Early-stage R&D has to rely on limited and often incomplete information and
this results in uncertainties in the model parameters that characterize the IGCC tech-
nology. Simulation of the plant model with uncertain parameters yields uncertainties
in the prediction of plant performance. Perplexingly, the scale of challenges is beyond
technology. Power generation firms are facing a business environment characterized
by volatile energy prices and uncertain future regulation of carbon dioxide emissions.
The combination of market and regulatory uncertainties has substantial impacts on
the financial performance of energy projects. As a result, failure to account for uncer-
tainty may produce point estimates of performance and costs that are based on poorly
calibrated data or assumed values of parameters. Such estimates are unable to cap-
ture the full spectrum of possibility and may have misleading implications regarding
comparative analysis of alternative technologies [124].
Uncertainty needs to be analyzed systematically and explicitly to examine its
impact on model outcomes and establish confidence limits. The insights afforded by
uncertainty analysis are essential to the R&D of IGCC technologies, including but not
limited to evaluating design trade-offs, comparing alternative technologies, identifying
research priorities, robust process design and risk management [58]. However, the
challenges are multi-faceted:
" An IGCC plant integrates several complex technologies, such as gasification,
combustion turbines, steam turbines and CO 2 capture. The mathematical mod-
els underlying these systems can be strongly nonlinear and high-dimensional.
" Simulation of the IGCC model is non-trivial and probably time-consuming.
This requires efficient methods to perform uncertainty analysis.
" Uncertainties of some iodel parameters may be difficult to quantify because
there is little or none information available.
" It could be difficult to identify the subset of parameters driving the uncertainties
in the outcomes among a vast number of model parameters.
" Finally, many existing methods for uncertainty analysis are error-prone because
they rely on simple but unrealistic assumptions of the nature of uncertain pa-
rameters. It is necessary to develop methods that are not subject to restrictive
assumptions thus able to treat a broader range of parameters.
To address the above challenges and facilitate the application of uncertainty anal-
ysis in technology evaluation, this thesis has made the following contributions:
" An informaiton theoretic method has been developed to quantify parametric un-
certainty based on sparse and fragmented informaiton. This method is applica-
ble to parameters for which no measurement is available and experts' knowledge
has to be elicited.
" A probability model has been developed to parameterize distributions based on
small sample data. It has been demonstrated that the model is able to capture
irregular distributional features of small sample data better than many common
probability models.
" A unified Bayesian framework has been developed for parameter estimation.
It is shown that the Bayesian approach can be efficiently implemented using
Monte Carlo simulation-based algorithms. It is able to quantify the probability
distribution consistent with existing belief and experimental evidence.
" Sequential Monte carlo methods have been developed to perform Bayesian es-
timation in a dynamic manner. Sequential Bayesian estimation is useful for
models with time-variant stochastic behavior, e.g. market prices.
" A novel procedure has been established to incorporate correlated random vari-
ables in the uncertainty analysis framework based on polynomial chaos expan-
sion.
" A comprehensive study has been conducted to examine the performance of an
IGCC model and the impacts of uncertainties. The uncertainties of key per-
formance measures, including power output., plant efficiency and CO 2 emission,
were obtained using calibrated input uncertainties. The parameters which con-
tribute the most to outcome uncertainties were also identified.
" The commercial feasibility of IGCC plants has been investigated in terms of
capital costs and cost of electricity. Particular emphasis was given to the effects
of technological and economic uncertainties.
The above points will be discussed in details in following chapters. Before pro-
ceeding, we propose a general framework for conducting uncertainty analysis. It is
not just a way of better organizing our thoughts but we find it intuitive and plausi-
ble guidelines in dealing with uncertainties. The central theme of this framework is
that our understanding of uncertainty can be used to facilitate the advancement of
knowledge. The existence of uncertainty is unavoidable and sometimes undesirable,
however it is only through direct treatment of uncertainty that the negative effects
of uncertainty can be mitigated. We hope the discussion can induce more systematic
thinking of uncertainties.
To put this into perspective, we consider the process of developing mathematical
models for a physical system. As the first step, the form of the model can be postulated
from the physical and chemical principles that govern the system, or alternatively, a
model can be adopted from previous research.
y = f(x;O) (1.1)
where x is the independent variable whose values can be manipulated, and 0 is the
model parameter related to the structure of the system. At this stage, the model
may or may not be an accurate representation of the system, and it is well likely
to consist of parameters whose values are either unknown or poorly characterized.
Experimental measurements of the output/input pairs need to be taken in order to
estimate the values of the parameter. This step is often called model calibration. Once
calibrated, the model can be used to predict the behavior of the system at conditions
different from those used in calibration. However, uncertainties inevitably appear in
the predictions because of measurement noise, system disturbance and model bias,
etc. The uncertainties in the predictions can be quantified by means of uncertainty
propagation techniques. If multiple parameters are present, it is helpful to assess
their impacts on the overall uncertainties so that main sources of uncertainties can
be identified. This is done via sensitivity analysis. It should be noted that the term
'sensitivity analysis' bears a different meaning from conventional interpretation. More
details can be found in Section 2.3. The inclusion of feedback loops in this framework
signifies a mathematical concept fundamental to our approach: Bayesian updating.
To treat uncertainty analysis as a continuous learning process is a key feature that
distinguishes our approach to the conventionals. In this thesis, we introduce several
methods for parameter estimation, uncertainty propagation and sensitivity analysis.
Experimental design is not covered in this thesis, however, we want to emphasize it is
a technique that, when properly utilized, can yield significant amount of information
for uncertainty reduction. As for this, it should be favored direction of future research.
1.2 Motivation
With the world's energy demand projected to rise rapidly, coal is becoming an es-
pecially important fuel because of its low cost and wide availability. Today, coal is
often the fuel of choice for electricity generation and perhaps for synthetic liquids pro-
duction in many parts of the world. Statistics show nearly 100 new coal-fired power
generation plants have been announced in the U.S. since 2000 [166], see Figure 1-21.
'The reports also shows the actual capacity, commissioned since 2000, has been far less than
the proposed capacity. The delay and cancellations in recent years are mainly attributable to the
economic downturn and regulatory uncertainty
*.s.
Figure 1-1: A general framework for uncertainty analysis.
On the other hand, multiple paths are being pursued to develope a broad portfolio of
technologies that can continue utilizing coal to generate electricity while significantly
reducing the adverse environmental impacts . The goal is to ensure the availability of
abundant, ultra-clean and low-cost domestic electricity and fuel to power long-term
economic prosperity and strengthen energy security [135]. The technological advance-
ment may make coal an attractive fuel to meet the world's pressing energy needs in
a carbon-constrained economy.
1.2.1 Coal-Fired Power Generating Technologies
Pulverized-coal (PC) combustion is the predominantly prevailing power generation
technology worldwide. In a PC unit, the coal is grounded to talcum-powder fineness,
and injected through burners into the furnace with combustion air [12, 169]. The
fine coal particles rapidly heat up and undergo pyrolysis and ignition. The bulk of
the combustion air is then mixed into the flame to completely burn the coal char.
Saturated steam is generated in the furnace boiler tubes and is further heated in
the superheater section of the furnace. The high-pressure, superheated steam then
drives the steam turbine to generate electricity. The low-pressure steam exiting the
steam turbine is condensed and the condensate pumped backed ot the boiler for
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Figure 1-2: Number of proposed new coal-fired power generation plants and gigawatts
of capacity.
further steam generation. The flue gas exiting the boiler passes through the flue gas
clean-up units to remove particulates, SO., and NO., before discharged to atmosphere.
Figure 1-3 shows a schematic diagram of a pulverized-coal unit without CO2 capture.
Depending on the temperature and pressure of the steam achieved in the boiler,
steam cycles can be classified into three categories - subcritical, supercritical and
ultra-supercritical - each having different generating efficiencies. Subcritical PC units
typically refer to operations with steam pressure below 22.0 MPa (3200 psi) and tem-
perature about 550'0 (1025'F), and have generating efficiencies between 33 to 37%
(REV), depending on design, operating conditions and coal type. Higher generating
efficiency is achieved by designing the unit operated at higher steam temperature and
pressure. For example, current state-of-art supercritical units are operated at 24.3
MPa (3530 psi) and 565'C (10500'F), resulting generating efficiencies from 37 to 40%
(HHV) for bituminous coal. Some ultra-supercritical units operated at temperature
above 565'C (1050'F) can increase generating efficiency to about 44%. Supercritical
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Figure 1-3: Pulverized coal power generating process without CO 2 capture. Source:
The Future of Coal [126]
PC units were not commercialized until late 1960s, mainly hindered by materials and
manufacturing capabilities. Technological advancement over the past three decades
have overcome these problems and made supercritical operations highly reliable.
The flue gas exiting the gas clean-up unit contains 10-15% Co 2. The CO 2 emis-
sion from a 500MW plant amounts to an astonishing 3.85 million ton per year, or 855
kg/MWh[135]. This massive CO 2 emission is blamed to be the major factor driving
the global climate change. CO 2 capture and sequestration (CCS) technologies are be-
lieved to be a promising option for greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation. CO2 capture
with PC units involves separation and recovery from flue gas at low concentration and
low partial pressure. Among all the possible techonology options, post-combustion
chemial absorption with amines, such as monoethanolamine (MEA), offers high cap-
ture efficiency and selectivity for PC combustion units. In a chemical absorption
process, CO 2 is first captured from the flue gas by absorption into an amine solution
in an absorption tower. The absorbed CO 2 is then stripped off the amine solution by
increasing temperature so that the amine solution is regenerated for recycle to the
absorption tower. The recovered CO 2 is cooled, dried and compressed for geological
storage. CO2 separation and recovery require energy thus reduce the net power out-
put from the plant. The energy is consumed primarily in absorbent generation and
Stack Gas
CO 2 compression. It is estimated that a 500MW subcritical PC unit has a generating
efficiency of 25.1%, 9 percentage points lower than a unit with the same net power
output but no CO 2 capture [126].
As an alternative to PC combustion, integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC)
technology is receiving considerable attention because of its potential for easier CO 2
capture at a lower marginal cost and high generating efficiency. An IGCC plant first
gasifies coal, instead of combusting it as in a PC plant, to produce syngas - a mixture
of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The syngas, after clean-up, is burned in a gas tur-
bine which drives a generator. Gas turbine exhaust passes through a heat recovery
generator to produce steam, which further drives a steam turbine generator. In an
IGCC plant with CCS, carbon is removed from syngas before syngas is combusted in
the gas turbine. This scheme differs from the post-combustion capture described for
PC plants, thus is called pre-combustion capture. CO 2 capture in an IGCC plant re-
quires two additional units: water gas shift (WGS) reactors and CO 2 separation. CO
in syngas is converted to CO 2 by reacting with steam over a catalyst in WGS reactors.
The gas exiting WGS composes of mainly CQ2 and 112 which are then separated using
chemical absorption. Because the gas stream is at high pressure and contains a high
concentration of CO 2 , the energy penalty caused by CO 2 separation and recovery is
far smaller than that of MEA systems. Higher pressured CO 2 release also increase
the efficiency of CO 2 compression, resulting an overall superior generating efficiency
for IGCC to PC plants.
Pulverized-coal technologies encompass virtually all the coal-fired power genera-
tion units currently in operation and being built in the U.S. and worldwide. Most
of these units in the U.S. are between 20 and 55 years old, with an average age of
35 years[134]. Technology enhancements may extend the life of operation by about
30 years. As such energy and utility industries are facing an aging coal-fired gen-
eration fleet in an environment characterized by uncertain future regulation of CO 2
emission. Because most PC generation units were not designed with CCS, firms are
confronting retirement and replacement of existing coal plants confounded by invest-
ment in CCS. The prospect of future CO 2 regulation is argued to create incentives for
technologies with lower cost of CCS retrofitting, however it remains an open question
whether IGCC is a ready-to-go technology. An IGCC plant is projected to require
significantly higher capital investment, and it is unclear whether it can be offset by
higher operating margins associated with lower retrofitting cost and higher generating
efficiency. Moreover, CCS has never been demonstrated with IGCC plants in com-
mercial operation, resulting uncertainties in operational reliability and availability.
Uncertainties in the performance and cost need to be directly addressed in evaluation
and comparison of technologies for future deployment.
1.2.2 The Need for Uncertainty Analysis
For research planning and technology selection of clean energy technologies, several
interrelated tasks need to be accomplished. These include performance and cost
evaluation, comparison of design alternatives and competing technologies, and R&D
scheduling. One common thread in these tasks is the inevitable existence of uncer-
tainty. Specific examples are presented in the following to illustrate the impacts of
uncertainty.
Model Prediction
Modern scientific and engineering research increasingly relies on mathematical mod-
eling and computer simulation. Uncertainties in model parameters will propagate
through the model and result in uncertain predictions. Sometimes small or even neg-
ligble input uncertainties can have a big deal. Consider the Peng-Robinson model
[182], one of the most popular equations of state (EoS) for natural gas systems in the
petroleum industry.
RT a
P = Ta (1.2)V -b V(V+b)+b(V -b)
where the temperature-dependent parameter a is
S 1 I+ (0.37464 + 1.54226w - 0.26992w2 )(- _ ) 0 5 (1.3)
Coefficients a and b are functions of the critical properties
a = 0.45724 R2 TC2  (1.4)
PC
b = 0.07780 RT* (1.5)
PC
Presume the critical parameters, To and Pc, are equal to 562K and 18.04MPa
respectively for a certain gas. Applying equation 1.2 to compute the mole pressure
Pm at T = 254C and Vmr = 1000 cm 3/mol yields Pm = 0.16MPa. Furthermore, Tc
and Pc are assumed to be uncertain variables and both are normally distributed, with
mean equal to their nominal values and standard deviation 0.5% of mean values. A
quick calculation 2 shows the mean of the predicted mole pressure is 0.16MPa and
standard deviation 0.03MPa, nearly 20% of the mean. Surprisingly, a tiny amount
of uncertainties in the input parameters is amplified so drastically as to make the
point estimate poorly representative of the model prediction. The severity of the
consequence of failing to account for uncertainty is well manifested in this example.
Technology Comparison
Important decisions have to be made in regard to technology selection in the course
of developing and implementing clean power generating technologies. As discussed in
Section 1.2.1, PC and IGCC are among the most popular technologies that are consid-
ered suitable for integrating CCS, however they have different cost characteristics and
risk profiles. The decision is essentially the trade-off between cheaper electricity prior
to carbon regulation and higher cost thereafter. Another critical decision relevant to
the IGCC technology is which gasifier design to employ. A number of different gasifer
technologies have been developed. Basically, they can be classified to three categories
based on the flow regime and operating temperature - moving bed, fluidized bed and
entrained flow [126]. Moving bed and fluidized bed are proven technologies and bear
lower capital costs. The drawback is they generally have low carbon conversion and
inferior environmental performance. The oxygen-blown, entrained flow gasifier is be-
lieved to offer high carbon conversion, high outlet temperature and less particulates
2The methods for computing uncertainty in model output are discussed in Section 5.4
in the syngas. Thus the entrained flow gasifer is increasingly viewed as the most
promising technology.
Of all commercial designs available, General Electric Energy Radiant, Cono-
coPhillips E-Gas and Shell Global Solutions gasifiers have emerged as the state-of-art
gasifier technologies, shown in Figure 1-4. Because little information on the perfor-
mance of different technologies is readily available, comparison based on deterministic
point estimates may provide misleading implications for research planning and allo-
cation of resources. Moreover, characterization of uncertainty is crucial to developing
gasifier models. Models of fine granularity are more expensive to build, however, they
might not offer more accurate prediction than coarse models because of uncertainty.
In that case, it is unnecessary to build more detailed models until uncertainty is
resolved.
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Figure 1-4: Commercial gasifier designs, a) GE Energy Radiant - Pressurized, single-
stage, downward firing, entrained flow, slurry feed, oxygen blown, slagging, radiant
and quench cooling; b) ConocoPhillips E-Gas - Pressurized, two-stage, upward firing,
entrained flow, slurry feed, oxygen blown, slagging, fire-tube boiling syngas cooling,
syngas recycle; c) Shell gasifier - Pressurized, single-stage, downward firing, entrained
flow, dry feed, oxygen blown. convective cooler.
R&D Planning
A R&D process typically spans multiple years and can be divided into a number
of distinct phases that must be implemented sequentially and all succeed before the
project is commercialized and yields any financial benefits [321. A digram of a general
R&D process is shown in Figure 1-5. Power generation firms are confronting an
impending carbon emission regulation whose timing and severity remain uncertain.
As any risk-averse investor, they want to make investment decisions that minimizes
the expected present value of future CO 2 capture costs. The decisions related to
technology selection and the optimal timing of investment will be strongly affected
by both the energy prices and CO 2 regulation uncertainties. Although preliminary
study shows IGCC will incur a lower retrofitting cost than PC, the difference in the
net present value of an IGCC and PC plant will depend heavily on the timing and
severity of the future carbon regulation. The decision to build a plant is irreversible,
yet the decision of when to build is reversible. Therefore the uncertain timing of
regulation, however, at least creates an valuable option for the decision maker [122].
Uncertainty needs to be properly evaluated to take advantage of this option.
Figure 1-5: A general scheme of an R&D process. This is intended to illustrate the
nature of multiple-stage decision making under uncertainty.
1.2.3 The Relevance of Non-Gaussian Distributions
Many conventional metjhods of statistical estimation and uncertainty propagation are
generally built on normality assumptions3 . The popularity of Gaussian distribution
is in part due to its convenience of use, e.g. mean and variance are sufficient to
characterize Gaussian distribution. The central limit theorem (CLT) is another main
factor to explain the prevalence of Gaussian distribution. Since real-world quantities
are often the balanced sum of many unobserved random events, Gaussian distribution
provides good approximation to these quantities, as justified by CLT.
Nonetheless, awareness of the conditions under which normality breaks should be
raised for at least the following three reasons. First, Gaussian distribution is defined
on the set of real numbers - positive, negative and zero. This makes Gaussian distri-
bution inappropriate for inherently positive-valued quantities, such as reaction rate,
pressure and power prices, etc. Secondly, many observed quantities are influenced
by non-Gaussian disturbance. Estimates of parameters based on these observables
may unlikely be normal. Thirdly, normality may not be preserved when propagat-
ing uncertainties characterized by Gaussian distributions through nonlinear models.
This effect is exacerbated when dealing with large complex models. To illustrate the
third point, consider a simple exponential function Y = ex where the independent
X is normally distributed N(p, u'). The probability density function (PDF) of Y
can be derived analytically. The PDF in Equation 1.6 corresponds to the lognormal
distribution which arises from exponential transformation of Gaussian random vari-
ables, hence can only take positive values. Regrettably, non-Gaussian uncertainties
are often ignored in previous research in part because conventional methods are inapt
for consistently quantifying and propagating uncertainties. This subject is the main
focus of this thesis and will be directly addressed in the subsequent chapters.
1 n A) 2
p(y) = e (1.6)
yo-v2i
3The terms Gaussian distribution and normal distribution, Gaussianity and normality are used
interchangeably in this thesis
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The primary objective of this thesis is to systematically analyze various sources of
uncertainties and to evaluate their impacts on the performance and cost of the IGCC
technology. Conventional engineering research and practice have mainly focused on
deterministic modeling and decisions are often made based on point-estimates of
key performance and cost measures. Consequently, a number of questions remain
unresolved, including
" How much does one know and NOT know about the IGCC technology? How
can one quantify uncertainties based on what is currently known?
" What is the expected performance and cost of an IGCC plant, should it be built
today?
" How reliable are the estimates?
" What factors drive uncertainties in plant performance and cost?
" How can one reduce uncertainty by additional research and experimentation?
" What is the advantages and risks of a new technology compared to conventional
technologies?
This thesis aims to develop a systematic framework and quantitative methods to
address the above questions, including
* To develop rigorous methods to quantify parametric uncertainty. These meth-
ods should be applicable to various types of knowledge and different levels of
information availability.
* To develop an efficient methods that can compute uncertainty estimates of
model outcomes by propagating input uncertainties through the model. The
method should be adaptable to different types of models and incorporate un-
certain variables with different characteristics and correlations.
* To integrate uncertainty analysis tools with the core models of IGCC plants so
that the impacts of uncertain inputs on model outcomes can be evaluated.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized according to the diagram in Figure 1-6. Chapter 2 discusses
on a conceptual level different types of uncertainties and compares ways of repre-
senting uncertain variables. Based on these discussions, an analytical framework for
systematic characterization of uncertainty is proposed and will be used in a series of
applications in later chapters. Chapter 3 and 4 address the topic of estimation of
probability distribution functions. Three types of methods are developed to encode
information from data into appropriate probability models. The choice of estimation
methods depends on the nature and amount of available information. Chapter 5 re-
views the methodology of uncertainty propagation with an emphasis on the stochastic
polynomial chaos approach. Built upon the existing DEMI framework, a novel ap-
proach to incorporating correlation is introduced. The framework and methodology
introduced in the previous chapters are implemented through three case studies elab-
orately discussed in Chapter 6, 7 and 8. Each of these case studies is focused on
an important aspect of the IGCC technology. It is demonstrated that uncertainty
analysis is a critical part of technology assessment as deterministic approach tends to
lead to incomplete or misleading characterization of emerging technologies. Finally,
Chapter 9 and 10 discuss the conclusions and directions for future research.
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Figure 1-6: Schematic overview of the thesis structure.
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Chapter 2
Methodology of Uncertainty
Analysis
Uncertainties in input parameters will induce uncertainties in model outcomes. The
outcome uncertainties are determined by the probabilistic properties of input pa-
rameters and the mechanistic nature of the model. For a better understanding of
how uncertainty can be quantified and propagated through models, it is important
to explore in-depth the cause and origin of uncertainty in realistic problems. Uncer-
tainty analysis has traditionally been sidestepped in modeling complex engineering
systems, leaving misconceptions on this methodology. This chapter intends to estab-
lish a general framework that can aid the conceptual understanding and numerical
implementation of the uncertainty analysis methodology.
2.1 Types and Origins of Uncertainties in Energy
System Models
Uncertainty arises from incomplete or biased information. Depending on their origin
and how they can be resolved, uncertainties in energy system models can be classified
as Parametric, Structural and Scenario uncertainties. They are discussed in the
following.
2.1.1 Parametric Uncertainty
Uncertainty in model parameters is the most common type of uncertainty affecting
our confidence in the results of numerical models. Parametric uncertainty arises
from a variety of sources. Some model parameters, such as empirical quantities and
defined constants, may not be observable and are derived from scientific principles
or human experiences. For such parameters, uncertainties exist mainly because of
incomplete knowledge. For instance, the stage efficiency of a distillation column is an
empirical construct dependent on the compound effect of operating condition, flow
regime and material properties. This generally results in significant uncertainty in
the estimate of the stage efficiency. Other model parameters, though measureable
in practice, are subject to uncertainties because of measurement errors. The causes
of measurement errors generally involve (a) random errors in analytical instruments,
(b) systematic biases that occur due to imprecise calibration, or (c) inaccuracies
in the assumptions used to infer the actual quantity of interest from the observed
surrogate or proxy variables[85]. Furthermore, other potential sources of uncertainties
in model parameters include misclassification, estimation of parameters based on
small samples, and estimation of parameters through non-representative samples[181].
The concept of parametric uncertainty, though seemingly evident, is often confused
with another type of randomness, stochasticity. The above discussion essentially
addresses parameters with unknown but fixed numeric values or at least deemed
fixed-valued under certain circumstances. It is our belief or estimate of the value
of a parameter that is uncertain, instead of the value itself. Such parameters are
usually modeled as random variables as a practical matter due to the apparent fact
that it is impossible to measure their values with perfect precision. On the other
hand, stochastic variables are truly random quantities whose values are in principle
determined by outcomes of random events. For instance, a precise estimation of
the velocity profile of turbulent fluid is not possible. An example most relevant to
the IGCC technology is that the future prices of electricity are unpredictable, nor
is the timing of enaction of CO 2 regulation. In these cases, uncertainties can be
characterized via ensemble average. Unfortunately, additional uncertainties will be
introduced in constructing the ensemble. This will be briefly discussed in section 2.1.3
below.
2.1.2 Structural Uncertainty
Mathematical models are essentially simplified representation of the phenomena be-
ing studied and a key aspect of the modeling process is the judicious choice of model
assumptions[85]. The goal of any model is to provide adequately accurate represen-
tation of the mechanistic factors affecting the behavior of the system. The principle
of parsimony also requires sufficient simplification be applied to ensure the efficiency
of model implementation. To understand uncertainties associated with the model,
consider expressing a model M into two parts A = (S, 6), where S represents the
structural assumptions - such as a particular type of reactor model suitable for
the gasifier. or a particular form of time dependence of a transient process - and
O represents parameters which are specific to the chosen structure S[51, 81]. It is
common practice to acknowledge parametric uncertainty about 6 once a particular
form of structure S has been chosen, but it is less routine to acknowledge structural
uncertainty about S itself[50].
Structural uncertainty arises mainly from the following sources[85]:
" Model assumptions - Different sets of scientific or technical assumptions may
result in different forms of the model, which in turn could produce different
predictions. This is often the primary source of structural uncertainty. This
type of uncertainty can be reduced by refining assumptions and developing
high-fidelity models.
" Model granularity - Models are simplified for computational tractability yet
simplication can cause biased representation of the phenomenon being stud-
ied. For example, a Gibbs reactor is one of the simplest approximation to a
gasifer. It determines the temperature, pressure and composition of the syngas
by miniminizing the Gibbs free energy of reacting system. This is a grossly
simplified representation of the physical and chemical processes taking place
inside the gasifier because it neglects important phenomena such as chemical
kinetics, fluid dynamics, and heat and mass transfer. Uncertainty associated
with model simplification can be assessed by comparing models of different level
of granularity.
" Model extrapolation - Models are typically valid only within the region
of parameter space where the underlying assumptions hold. Extrapolation to
other regions of input space may be completely unjustified and could produce
inaccurate predictions.
" Model resolution - Numerical simulation results can be sensitive to the selec-
tion of temporal and/or spatial grid size in the numerical schemes. Uncertainty
associated with model resolution is particularly relevant to numerical solution
of differential equations, with examples including computational fluid dynamic
(CFD) modeling of the gasification process.
Finally, the interplay between structural and parametric uncertainties is worth
special attention. On one hand, uncertainties about model structure tend to dominate
those about estimates of parameters, especially when there exist multiple competing
structures and each produces different predictions. In that case, the efforts to improve
parameter estimation could be undermined and model validation should be of first
priority. On the other hand, excessively strong assumptions may eliminate much
of model uncertainties and produce narrow prediction intervals that look good on
accuracy grounds. But if they consistently miss the truth, calibration would lead to
undesirable estimates of the parameters. This problem, often referred as overfitting,
occurs when the model is excessively complex, such as having too many degrees
of freedom, compared to the amount of data available. An overfitted model will
generally have poor predictive performance, as it can exaggerate minor fluctuations
in the data. Modelers need to strike a balance between model struncture and data,
properly accounting for the complexity of model and amount of data available, the
conformability of the model structure with the data shape, and the magnitude of
model uncertainty compared to the expect uncertainty in the data.
2.1.3 Scenario Uncertainty
Evaluation of burgeoning technologies like IGCC involves uncertainties related to the
expectation of future realization of key economic and regulatory factors. The sets of
expectations, or scenarios, form the basis for modeling assumptions. Forecast of the
future state of economy - e.g. double-dip recession, slow growth, moderate growth
and fast growth - is essential to forecast financial market returns which in turn will
largely determine the discounting factor and financing cost of the project. Energy
prices, e.g. indicated by prices of natural gas, is a pivotal factor in determining
the financial competitiveness of technologies. Projection of low natural gas prices
will make natural gas-based generating technologies more attractive and trigger a
shift of firms' interests away from coal-based technologies, and vice versa. Finally,
environmental policies on CO 2 emissions, possibly in the forms of cap and trade,
or economic incentives for renewable energy, will strongly influence firms' investment
decisions. For example, low carbon charge and longer grace period will give the private
sector more time and flexibility to develop renewable energy sources while continue
using coal-based technologies. In the contrary, stringent and abrupt regulation will
force firms to adopt natural gas or nuclear energy.
2.2 Uncertainty Representation Approaches
Various types of uncertainties and their origins were dicussed in section 2.1. For the
purpose of uncertainty analysis, proper representations need to be chosen such that
uncertainties can be incorporated into models of engineering systems. A vast amount
of literature is available on the approaches to uncertainty representation[150, 102,
103, 1041. Some of the most common uncertainty representation approaches used in
modeling chemical and environmental systems are presented by Tatang[180), including
interval mathematics, fuzzy theory. and the probabilistic approach. They are briefly
summarized in the following. It should be pointed out that this thesis will focus on the
theory and numerical application of the probabilistic approach because probability
theory has been well established as the classical way of quantitative estimation of
uncertainties. It has been proven to be a reliable and powerful method in numerous
practical applications [129].
2.2.1 Interval Mathematics
Uncertain parameters are described by a bounded interval, therefore in the context of
interval mathematics, uncertain parameters are assumed to be unknown but bounded,
and each parameter has an upper limit and a lower limit. No probabilistic structure
is defined within the range, or in other words, the likelihood of a parameter bearing
a particular value is unspecified [164, 23]. Interval mathematics aims to estimate the
bounds of model outcomes based on the bounds of input parameters. The propaga-
tion of uncertainties characterized by intervals can be conducted using the interval
arithmetic rules [5, 137].
This method is suitable for treating uncertainties that arise due to imprecise mea-
surement. In many cases, it is difficult to take repetitive measurements hence inference
of the error statistics is not possible. It is therefore infeasible to assign probabilities
to different values of the measurement error and only error bounds can be obtained.
Despite its convenience and ability to represent uncertainties to which the probabilis-
tic approach is inapplicable., interval mathematics suffers from several drawbacks.
One problem is this method could lead to undefined intervals for some functional
expressions [180]. Moreover, intervals do not provide as adequate information about
the model uncertainty as often needed in decision making [112], as such is not the
desirable method of choice when more advanced techniques are available.
2.2.2 Fuzzy Set Theory
Fuzzy set theory is a method that addresses parametric uncertainty arising from the
imprecision of actual observed values or vagueness of verbal description [54]. The use
of fuzzy theory for uncertainty representation is based on the concept of fuzzy set. A
fuzzy set is defined as a class of objects with a continuum of grades of membership
[200], meaning whether an element belongs to a set is not just a matter of affirmation
or denial, but rather a matter of degree. This is a generalization of the classical set
theory which has a crisp definition as to whether an element is a member of a set or
not. It is easy to see that under the classical set theory, uncertainty arises when there
are more than one mutually exclusive alternatives and one is desired. This form of
uncertainty is often regarded as nonspecificity.
Another form of uncertainty emerges when the definition of an attribute is vague,
e.g. the price of oil can be specified as 'high' or 'low' yet definitions of 'high' and 'low'
are subject to subjective judgment. Fuzzy theory is able to express uncertainties due
to vagueness using a continuous membership function defined on [0, 1]. In describing
the oil price, the membership function gives the degree of truth that the price is
high or low. The concepts involved in fuzzy theory have been discussed extensively
in literature [19, 168]. Fuzzy arithmetic and its application in uncertainty analysis
of process engineering, reliability assessment, system design and quality control have
been demonstrated [111, 110, 145, 198]. However, it has been noted that fuzzy theory
appears to be more suitable for qualitative reasoning than for quantitative estimation
of uncertainty [172]. One possibility of improve the applicability of fuzzy theory is
to combine with other types of uncertainty representations, such as the probabilistic
approach [180, 189].
2.2.3 Probabilistic Approach
The probabilistic approach is the most widely used method for characterizing un-
certainties in engineering systems. The premise is that uncertain parameters can be
modeled as random variables. This is not to contradict the fact that some parame-
ters are not random variables per se. It is our belief or estimate of the value of the
parameter that involves randomness. In the probabilistic approach, uncertainties are
characterized by probability distribution functions. The cumulative probability func-
tion (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) are used extensively in this thesis
as they constitute a complete description of the probabilistic properties of a random
variable. Much efforts will be directed to estimating these probability distribution
functions from incomplete information. The concepts of random variables and their
distributions are covered in detail in probability theory texts [18].
In addition, there are other ways to characterize the distribution of random vari-
ables. These include the moments, the characteristic function and other transforma-
tions of the probability distribution. We shall present the definition of moments since
they will be used in various circumstances in this thesis.
Definition 2.1 The i-th moment of a continuous random variable X(w) with
probability density function fx(x) is defined by.
+oo
mi (X) = Jx fx(x)dx (2.1)
These values of moments are defined with reference value zero, and are called the
raw moments in some textbooks. The first moment, i1 , which is commonly known
as the expectation or the mean value, t(x), defines the value where the mass of the
probability density function is centered, or the average value of the random variable.
Similar to the concept of moment in mechanics, the moments can also be defined with
non-zero reference,
mi(X - p) = (x - p)' fx(x)dx (2.2)
where p is a non-zero real number. In many cases, the mean value, p(x), is a con-
venient choice of p, giving the so-called central moments ci(X) = mi(X - p(X)).
Several measures of a random variable that are based on its second, third and fourth
central moments are known to be important.
" The second central moment is a measure of the degree of dispersion of the
corresponding probability distribution from the mean value. It is known as
the variance and denoted as o2 (X) in probability theory. The square root of
variance is known as the standard deviation.
" The third central moment is related to the degree of asymmetry of the cor-
responding probability distribution around its mean value. A measure of the
degree of asymmetry is called the skewness factor, defined as
_c 3 (X)(X) - (X) (2.3)
oX 93(X)
A positive skewness factor indicates the probability density function is skewed
to the right, meaning there is more probability mass in the tail towards the
higher end; a negative skewness factor signifies a left skewed probability density
function; a zero skewness factor relates to a symmetrical probability density
function.
e The fourth central moment is a measure of the degree of peakness or flatness of
a probability distribution function relative to that of the Gaussian distribution.
A dimensionless coefficient, called the kurtosis factor, is defined based on the
fourth central moment
_c 4 (X)(X) 4 (X) (2.4)
o_4(X)
The kurtosis factor of a Gaussian density function, regardless of its actual pa-
rameters, equals to three. A probability distribution function with a lower-
than-three kurtosis factor is less peaked and has fatter tails than the Gaussian
distribution; a probability distribution function with a higher-than-three kur-
tosis factor is more peaked and has thinner tails than the Gaussian.
Finally, the relations of two or more random variables are discussed. For this
matter, the concept of independence is of fundamental importance.
Definition 2.2 Let Q be a probability space and P a probability measure on Q.
Two subsets of Q, A and B, are independent if
Pr(A n B) = Pr(A) - Pr(B) (2.5)
Let let X and Y be random variables on Q. They are independent if the following
equality holds
fxy (x, y) = fx (x)fy (y) (2.6)
where fx(x) and fy(y) are the probability density functions of X and Y respectively;
fxy(x, y) denotes their joint density function.
If X and Y are independent, their probability density functions do not affect each
other's. However, this is not necessarily the case in general. We are often interested
in how the probability of the occurrence of one event is affected by another event.
The conditional probability of event A, assuming that event B occurs is defined as
Pr(A |B) - Pr(A B) (2.7)
Pr(B)
The conditional density function can be defined in similar fashion
fxP"l (y) = fxy(Xy) (2.8)fy (y)
The concept of conditional probability will play a critical role in the formulation of
Bayesian estimation method, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.
In the probabilistic approach, uncertain parameters are represented by random
variables. A solid theoretical foundation is in place for the characterization and
manipulation of random variables. It will be the focus of the next few chapters to
address how the probability distribution of a random variable can be estimated and
how input uncertainties can be propagated through models.
2.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Before proceeding to the methodology of uncertainty analysis, it is helpful to discuss
a closely related but essentially distinct class of techniques, known as sensitivity
analysis. There are often misconceptions over the role of uncertainty analysis because
it has not been the traditional realm of process modeling. It can only be through
explicitly addressing their difference that the awareness of uncertainty analysis be
raised and its methodology be better utilized by practitioners.
The objective of sensitivity analysis is to estimate the rate of changes in model out-
puts with respect tQ the changes in input parameters. Such information is important
for the following purposes[156, 151]
1. Understand the behavior of the system being modeled. Parametric sensitivity
can provide insights into the mechanistic dependence of model outputs on input
parameters, the interplay of different parts of the model, and the coherence
between model performance and the underlying assumptions;
2. Evaluate the applicability of the model. If a parameter shows extremely high
sensitivity, the model may be built upon too restrictive assumptions and valid
only in a small region of the parameter space. On the other hand, very insensi-
tive parameters are often an indication of redundancy and excessive complexity
of the model;
3. Identify the parameters whose variabilities have the largest impacts on model
output thus need more accurate measurement. These parameters are often
cruicial to improve process control and achieve optimal process performance.
The available sensitivity analysis methods can, in general, be divided into two
categories based on the nature of the sensitivity measures they produce[146]. Consider
an ordinary differential equation model that is widely used in such different fields as
reaction kinetics, combustion, air pollution, process system analysis, etc.
dy f(y 0, t), y(0) = Yo (2.9)dt
where y is an n-vector of state variables to be solved which, in the context of reaction
kinetics, are typically related to species concentrations. 0 is an m-vector of model
parameters which may include reaction rate constants, thermodynamic coefficients
and initial conditions yo. The model is generally solved at a given set of nominal
parameter values 0. The roles of two classes of methods are briefly summarized in
the following:
2.3.1 Local methods
Sensitivity is characterized through gradients or partial derivatives, S = By(t)/a, at
the nominal values of the parameters. Once the sensitivity coefficients are calculated,
they can be used to rank the relative importance of model parameters. In this case,
both the model and the adjoint sensitivity equations
S - - =0 (2.10)dt 8O Yy A A
need to be solved simultaneously, which could be computationally expensive for large-
scale systems. A number of numerical methods have been developed to solve the cou-
pled differential equations[26. 27, 138]. One class of approaches attempts to solve this
set of 2n equations directly[146]. However, direct solution of equations 4.22 and 3.39
is not the optimal procedure under many circumstances[109], e.g. it can be unstable
and inefficient when applied to stiff equations[52]. A variation to the direct method is
a decoupling strategy in which the sensitivity equations 3.39 are still derived from the
model equaitons 4.22 but solved separately. Kramer et al. argued that the total com-
putational effort required by the decoupled direct method is approximately the same
as that in solving the system equations[108] and this approach does not suffer the in-
stability problems found with the coupled direct methods. Other efficiency-enhancing
techniques, including staggered direct, simultaneous corrector and staggered correc-
tor methods, can be used to solve large-scale coupled differential-algebraic equation
(DAE) systems[55]. A second class of methods-relies on the Green's function method
which is developed to overcome the difficulties that the direct methods suffer[49]. This
approach calculates the sensitivity coefficients from integrals of the Green's function
of sensitivity equations derived from the model equations. However the implementa-
tion of this method can be inconvenient for complicated models, especially for those
with a modular structure[199]. For a comprehensive review of the local sensitivity
analysis methods, see[185].
2.3.2 Global methods
Local sensitivity analysis produces sensitivity measures based on the gradients of the
model response surface in the vicinity of the nominal solution. The applicability of
local methods is limited because a) only small variations in input parameters are
considered, b) sensitivity coefficients are computed by varying one parameter at a
time. Therefore local methods are suited for systems that do not deviate substantially
from their steady-state behavior.
Global sensitivity analysis is intended to address the shortfalls associated with
local methods. Global methods compute certain global sensitivity measures which
take into account variations of all input parameters over a wider range. The simplest
of these involves repeated solution of the model equations using various values of the
parameters, to construct the response surface in the parameter space, that is y(O, t)
as a function of 0. The choice of the parameters to be varied in this procedure can be
made in a systematic way by using factorial design techniques and response surface
methods[22]. Various screening methods are aimed at ranking the model parameters
in order of their importance at a low computational cost[130, 157]. However, these
methods cannot quantify the percentage of output variation that is attributable to
each input parameters[158]. Another widely used class of global methods is that
based on Monte Carlo regression and correlation analysis. Regression statistics, such
as standardized regression coefficients (SRC), correlation measures and partial corre-
lation coefficients (PCC), can be used to rank the model parameters [78]. Regression
methods are easy to implement and are able to produce intuitive results. The draw-
back is the ranking of parameters is obtained from the linear regression model, not
the system model itself. The Fourier amplitude sensitivity test (FAST), introduced in
the 1970s, is highly popular method and offers an elegant approach to global sensitiv-
ity analysis [41, 160, 105]. FAST associates each uncertain parameter with a specific
frequency in the Fourier transform space of the system and computes the global sen-
sitivity measures by solving the system equations for discrete values of the Fourier
transform variable and then computing the Fourier coefficients associated with each
parameter frequency[191]. The FAST method is ideally suited for nonlinear models
subject to variations of arbitrary size in input parameters.
2.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis and Uncertainty Analysis
It is clear from the above discussion that sensitivity analysis is aimed at addressing the
very question - how sensitive are model outputs to variations in model parameters?
The sensitivity measures essentially quantify the rate of change, or the magnitude
of change in model output. The relative importance of parameters can then by
determined and ranked using these measures. However, one thing that is consistently
overlooked by sensitivity analysis is the fact that not all values within the range of a
parameter are equally likely. The variations in model outputs are determined not only
by the magnitude of variations in input parameters, but also by their likelihood. This
phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2-1. The sensitivity coefficient By/89 can take
different values depending on the choice of the nominal value 0. Figure 2-1 presents
a scenario where the model response is not sensitive at the most probable value of
the model parameter. Consequently, the model response is unlikely to be subject to
large variation.
The above example underlines the major difference between sensitivity analysis
and uncertainty analysis[101, 100]
* Sensitivity analysis does not consider the randomness in model parameters and
solves the model deterministically. Uncertainty analysis is aimed at revealing
the probabilistic properties of the model;
* Sensitivity analysis quantifies parametric variability by its magnitude whereas
in uncertainty analysis, parametric variability is weighed by its probability;
* Uncertainty analysis not only determines the range of possible values of model
response, but also quantifies the probability of specific values. Sensitivity anal-
ysis does not tell how likely a specific output value is;
* Uncertainty analysis computes the probability distribution of model response
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Figure 2-1: Difference between sensitivity analysis and uncertainty analysis. The vari-
ations in model outputs are determined by the compound effects of input variations
and their likelihood.
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as the result of the collective uncertainty in all parameters whereas sensitivity
analysis, especially the local methods, quantifies the importance of a specific
parameter when others are kept constant.
Uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis are meant to serve different purposes.
Uncertainty analysis offers a comprehensive assessment of the uncertainties of the
system model due to randomness or incomplete knowledge in the model parameters.
Such information helps modelers to identify knowledge deficiency so that they can
prioritize further research efforts and to evaluate risks of system failure so that appro-
priate hedging can be set in place. Sensitivity analysis does not address uncertainty
explicitly, rather it provides insight on the structure of the model which is useful to
improve our understanding of the system being modeled. It should also be noted
that these two methodologies share many common grounds, for example , sensitivity
analysis is the basis of one class of uncertainty analysis mehtods, as will be dicussed
in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3
Parametric Uncertainty
Quantification
Parametric uncertainty emerges when there is insufficient information to establish a
perfectly accurate estimate. Quantification of uncertainty is the first step towards di-
rect incorporation of uncertainty in technology evaluation. Since probability theory is
a broadly accepted language to describe uncertainty, uncertainty quantification aims
to compute the probability measures that are best in accordance with the available
information. Figure 3-1 presents a conceptual depiction of the uncertainty quantifi-
cation problem. This process is not a trivial task and will involve the development of
methods to model uncertainties of different types. The choice of uncertainty quan-
tification methods depends on (a) the nature and amount of available information,
(b) the desired level of accuracy in the estimates, and (c) the computational costs
involved. Before proceeding to the methdology we developed, we briefly discuss a few
theoretical topics and provide an overview of conventional methods for parameter
estimation to facilitate the understanding of the methodology.
3.1 Introduction
The methods of uncertainty quantification take root in the theory of statistical pa-
rameter estimation. In this context, the quantities to estimate cannot generally be
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Figure 3-1: Make inference about the probability distributions of unknown parameters
is the primary objective of parametric uncertainty quantification.
observed. Parameter estimation attempts to construct an estimator to infer the value
of the unknown parameters based on the observations. An overview of statistical es-
timator is presented, followed by a discussion of their common properties, and an
explanation of how the performance of estimators can be assessed. Finally, uncertain
variables involved in models of the IGCC technology are classified based on available
information.
3.1.1 Estimator
In statistics, an estimator is an observable function of the data, that is used to infer
the value of an unknown parameter[116]. Consider a model X = g(6), where the set
of observations is represented by the vector X, and a vector of unknown parameters
is denoted by 0. In many cases, n independent and identically distributed (IID)
realizations X = (X 1 , X 2, ..., X,) are drawn from the distribution f(x 10). An
estimator 0 of the parameter vector is given by
0 = h(X) (3.1)
Because of the random nature of the data X, the estimator 0 derived from the
data must also be a random variable, hence can be characterized by probability
distributions. A particular realization of this random variable is called an estimate
of the model parameters. In what follows, an estimator of the parameter 0 is simply
denoted as 0(X), to indicate its dependence on the data. As a simple example,
consider the following 1-D linear model
y = 00 + i1x
Given a set of measurements, (x 1 , y1), (x 2 , Y2), ..., (x, y,), a system of linear equations
can be formed
Y1 1 x1 - - Ei
= i1 3 + [ (3.2)
where e, denotes model errors. Or in a compact matrix form
y = XO + C
Assuming ci's are I.I.D. random variables with Gaussian distribution, N(O, U2 ), an
estimator of unknown vector 3 can be derived
3 = (XTX) 1 XTy (3.3)
The standard error of this estimator is given by
&0 -U2 (XTX) - (3.4)
Existing parameter estimation methods can be divided into two classes: classi-
cal estimation and Bayesian estimation[133]. This division reflects the fundamental
distinction between the classical and Bayesian views of statistics, despite decades of
efforts to bring them together[118, 63].
" Classical estimation treats the parameter 0 as deterministic vector with un-
known value. The estimator is obtained by seeking sufficient statistics 0(X)
that render the conditional distribution f(x 10) independent on 0. Some of
the most commonly used classical estimators include maximum likelihood esti-
mator (MLE)[4, 6], least squares estimator (LSE)[148, 97], minimum variance
unbiased estimator (MVUE)[98] and moment-based estimator[76, 72].
" Bayesian estimation departs from the classical methods in that the parameter
0 is considered as a random vector. It is assumed that available knowledge
of 0 is given by a density function f(0), called the prior distribution. The
observed data are likewise samples from a distribution that depends on the
unknown parameter through the conditional density function f (x 0), called
the likelihood function. The updated knowledge of 0 is given by the posterior
distribution, which, following the Bayes' theorem, can be written as
f (x )f(0) (35)
f~~~ ~ ((xX) ' '(35
The Bayesian estimators are then built on the posterior density function and
their expression will depend on the probabilistic properties of the prior knowl-
edge and sample distribution. Bayesian estimation will be the subject of Chap-
ter
3.1.2 Properties of Statistical Estimator
Once an estimator 0(X) is found, we are usually concerned about the goodness of
that estimator, that is how close 0(X) is to the true value of 0. The performance
of an estimator can be evaluated based on its statistical attributes, such as mean
squared error, unbiasedness, variance, consistency and asymptotic distribution. The
are clearly defined in the following.
Definition 3.1 (Mean squared error) For a given set of observations X, the
error of the estimator 0 is defined as 0(X) - 0, where 0 denotes the true value of
the parameter being estimated. The mean squared error (MISE) is then defined as the
expected value of the squared errors:
ISE(O) Eo [((X) - )2] (3.6)
where the expectation is taken with respect to the conditional distribution of the data
f(x 0).
MSE is used to indicate how far, on average, the collection of estimates are from
the true value of the parameter being estimated. It measures the overall accuracy of
the estimator in a statistical sense. A low MSE means the estimates, as samples from
the posterior distribution f(0|X), are highly clustered around 0.
Definition 3.2 (Unbiasedness) The bias of 0 is defined as
B(0) = Eo(6) - 6 (3.7)
An unbiased estimator of 6 is one that satisfies B(6) = 0.
Bias is the distance between the average of the collective estimates, and the pa-
rameter being estimated. It is also the expected value of the error. The difference
between "error" and "bias" is often a source of confusion. Error pertains to a single
estimate whereas bias is a property of the estimator. That the error of an estimate
is large, does not mean the estimator is biased. As long as the expected value of the
error is zero, the estimator is unbiased. Bias is often considered as a measure of the
"systematic" error of an estimator.
Definition 3.3 (Variance) The variance of 0 is the expected value of the squared
sampling deviation 0(X) - E(6), that is
var(6) = Eo 6(X) - Eo(0) (3.8)
Variance is a measure of how far, on average, the collective estimates are from
their expected value. As opposed to bias, variance measures the random error of an
estimator. Note the difference between MSE and variance. A low variance implies the
estimates are clustered. Yet clustered estimates may still be far off-target, resulting
a high MSE. On the contrary, even if all estimates grossly miss the true value, if they
nevertheless all falls at the same point, the variance is zero. In fact, the MSE. bias
and variance are related by
MSE(6) = var(O) + (B(O)) (3.9)
The above equation can be interpreted as total estimation error = random error +
systematic error. Indeed, the relationship between variance and bias is analogous to
that between precision and accuracy. An ideal estimator should be unbiased and have
minimal MSE, however these two requirements cannot be satisfied simultaneously
in practice. It is often the case that a biased estimator may have sufficiently lower
variance thus lower MSE than any unbiased estimator. As such it may be preferable to
use despite its bias. Moreover, there often exists one, among all unbiased estimators,
that has the lowest variance. It is called the minimum variance unbiased estimator
(MVUE). The Rao-Cramer theorem establishes a theoretical lower bound on the
attainable variance of any estimator [10]. An estimator is called efficient if its variance
satisfies the Rao-Cramer bound.
Finally, a property related to the asymptotic behavior of an estimator is discussed
below
Definition 3.4 (Consistency) A sequence of estimators {Tn; n > 0} is a con-
sistent sequence of estimators for parameter 0 if and only if, for all c > 0, the
following condition holds
lim Pr {ITn - 01 < E} = 1 (3.10)
n-4 00
Therefore, a consistent sequence of estimators converges in probability to the param-
eter being estimated as the sample size increases. The consistency defined by Equa-
tioneq:consistency is usually called weak consistency. Strongly consistent sequence
converges almost surely to the true value, that is, for all E > 0,
Pr w E GQ : lim T(w) - 01 < c) = 1 (3.11)
n1 oo0
In practice, one usually constructs an estimator based on an available sample of size
n, and expects to improve the estimate by collecting more data. Consistency is an
essential property in this regard because it ensures the distributions of the estimators
will become more and more concentrated around the true value of 0, so that the
probability of the estimator being arbitrarily close to 0 converges to unity.
Among the properties that we have defined, the most important in practice is the
mean squared error. It provides a complete measure of the accuracy and precision of
an estimator. Little is gained by making a highly biased estimator very efficient, or
to eliminate bias in an inefficient estimator. More details on the statistical properties
of an estimator can be found in [10, 186].
3.1.3 Goodness of Fit
A cruicial question that arises after an estimator has been obtained is whether our
model fits the data. The key to answering this question lies in the residuals of the
fitted model. In parameter estimation, the models used to account for stochasticity
have the following general functional form
y = h(x; 0) + E (3.12)
The first part on the RHS of Equation 3.12 represents the deterministic component
that relates the model output y = {y , ..., yz}T to a set of independent variables
X {X1, X2, ... , Xm}T. The model parameters are denoted by 0 = { 1 , 02, ... , On}T. The
I-dimensional vector E models errors that stem from inaccurate model and imprecise
measurements, and is called the residuals. Be that as it may, the vast majority of
prevalent estimation methods are built upon the probabilistic properties of residuals,
typically characterized by their joint distribution f (E I ), where T denotes the set
of distribution parameters.
It is very difficult, if not impossible, to possess perfect a priori knowledge of
the error distribution, therefore a certain form of residual distribution has to be
assumed in order to derive the estimates for the parameter 0. Once 0 is obtained,
residuals can be computed as the differences between the observed values y and
the "computed" values h(x;6) of the model outputs. The goodness-of-fit is then
examined by testing the hypothesis that, with certain reservations, the residuals form
a sample from the distribution that has been postulated for the errors. For example,
least square estimators, as will be discussed in the next section, are typically based
on the assumption that the errors E in each experiment are realizations of a Gaussian
random variable with zero mean and covariance matrix V. If the residuals display a
pattern materially different from Gaussian distribution, that they cannot be ascribed
to the random observation errors, then we say the model does not fit the data.
Statistical hypothesis testing usually proceeds as follows. A null hypothesis is
formulated to express the prevailing belief, e.g. the residuals are samples from the
error distribution. The negation of the null hypothesis constitutes the alternative
hypothesis which is to be investigated. A certain statistic A is first computed from
the sample of residuals. It is then compared to a certain reference value Ao which
depends on the distribution of the test statistic and the confidence level. The null
hypothesis is rejected if A > AO. Many statistics have been developed to test the
goodness-of-fit of models. The chi-square test or F test can be used to test the
hypothesis of zero-mean residuals [7]. Korin derived a statistic and its distribution
that can be used to test the hypothesis that the residuals possess a given covariance
matrix [107]. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test is widely used to test the equality
of the empirical distribution of the sample with a reference distribution [37, 174]. An
desirable feature of the K-S test is that it is distribution free in the sense that the
critical values do not depend on the distribution being tested. The chi-square test is
an attractive alternative to the K-S test because it is applicable to both discrete and
continuous distributions whereas the K-S test is restricted to continuous distributions
[170, 175].
3.1.4 Classification of Available Data
In principle, quantification of uncertainty is a process of extracting information from
observations and encoding it to appropriate probability measures. The choice of un-
certainty quantification methods heavily depends on the type and amount of available
data. Upon carefully examining the variables involved in the process and economic
models for the IGCC technology, we can make the following classification, based on
data availability:
" With few or no data Certain parameters regarding the technology perfor-
mance and cost lack direct measurements. This could occur when (a) a physical
process or equipment is so complex that a full-scale model would be computa-
tionally intractable, hence a reduced model has to be used. Reduced models
often employ artificial parameters whose value cannot be measured in practice.
One example in the IGCC model is the temperature approach which represents
the composite effect of all reaction-hindering factors. (b) a parameter is contin-
gent on future realizations of a random experiment. It is impossible to observe
the value of the parameter due to our inability to predict the future. (c) infor-
mation is unavailable due to various constraints, e.g. experiment is too costly
to conduct, or access to classified information is prohibited, etc. In the absence
of data, uncertainty can only be quantified using knowledge of experts. Section
3.3 will elaborate on how uncertainty can be quantified by taking advantage of
expert knowledge.
" With direct data Many variables are directly observable, yet uncertainty
exists because some variables are inherently stochastic, e.g. energy and power
prices, ambient temperature, etc., or measurements are plagued by system-
atic bias and random disturbance. For parameters of this kind, provided that
repeated observations are attainable, appropriate probability distribution func-
tions can be identified and parameterized based on the observations.
" With indirect data Observations are sometimes not the parameters of in-
terest, thereby cannot be directly used to fit probability distribution functions
of the unknown parameters. For example, coefficents in the Arrhenius equa-
tion - the pre-factor, temperature exponential and activation energy - cannot
be measured in experiment, rather they have to be inferred from the measure-
ments of reaction rate constants. Estimates of parameters and their uncertainty
characteristics should be computed by means of statistical estimation.
Various uncertainty quantification methods have been developed in this thesis to
deal with parameters of different kinds. In the next section, conventional estimation
methods will be reviewd, followed by an explanation of their limitations. They are
primarily applicable to parameters with indirect data. How to derive probability
distribution functions from expert knowledge is the subject of section 3.3. Several
parametric and nonparametric methods are available for fitting probability density
functions to direct data. However, it becomes less straightforward when the sample
size is small. In section 3.4.2, a robust parametric framework suitable for small sample
data is presented.
3.2 Conventional Estimation Methods
The estimation methods presented in this section have received widespread applica-
tions in scientific research and engineering practice. At least some of their popularity
is due to ease of computation and robustness. Our discussion will focus on the as-
sumptions underlying these methods and their domain of applicability. Needless to
say, estimates obtained using these methods may be very unsatisfactory when the
underlying assumptions are violated in real situations. Limitations of these methods
will be highlighted to motivate the development of more effective alternatives.
3.2.1 Least Squares Estimation
The least squares estimation (LSE) solves for 0 of the structural model in Equa-
tion 3.12 by minimizing the following objective function:
#( T) = E (O)C(O) (3.13)
which is, in component form
I A
#(6) = Z e () (3.14)
i=1 j=1
that is the sum of squared residuals is minimized. In Equation 3.14, 1 is the number of
equations (or dependent variables) and N is the number of observations. When I = 1,
the problem is referred to single equation least squares. In practice, most estimation
problems fall into this category. In the most common case of a single reduced model,
E = y - h(X, 0), Equation 3.14 becomes
M
#(>) [y - h(X, 0)]2 (3.15)
j=1
The least squares estimator OLS can be found by solving the normal equations
_# _ ah(X, 6)
k k :c .2 .. n(-6(90k .n1j=1 n
When the model is linear in its parameters 0, we have the following general ex-
pression
y(x) = Oichi(X) + e (3.17)
i=1
where D1 (X), ... , <(X) are arbitrary fixed functions of X, called the basis functions.
Polynomials and trigonometric functions are often used in curve fitting. Given M
observations (Yk, Xk) 'L1 , adjoining the equations for all values of k, we obtain, in
matrix form
Y = <bo+ (3.18)
where <D is a A x n matrix whose components are the n basis functions evaluated at
the M1f abscissas Xk
<D1 (X1 ) <D2 (X1 ) -- Dn(X 1 )
Dl1(X 2 ) (D2 (X 2) ... (b(X 2 ) (3.19)
11(XAI) < 2 (XAI) ... Dn(X1)
The optimal estimate 0* is again determined by minimizing the function
#(0) = (Y - <b)T(Y - <b6) (3.20)
Provided <bT4< is nonsingular, solving the normal equation yields
0* (<bTb)- <bT(h (3.21)
It can be shown that, under the assumption of zero-mean errors, E(0*) = 0, thus 0*
is an unbiased estimator of 0. The Gauss-Markov theorem asserts that Equation 3.21
yields the minimum variance unbiased estimator among all unbiased estimators [202].
If, furthermore, the distribution of the residuals c is Gaussian, 0* is the efficient
estimator. In the case where the errors of all observations are independent and of
equal variance o.2 , the covariance matrix of the estimate is given by
EO= Or2(4)T(D1 (3.22)
In the above formulation, all observations are assumed independent and equally
weighted. This may turn out to be unrealistic in many cases. For example, when some
observations are known to be less reliable than others, it makes more sense to have
our estimates be less influenced by those than by the more accurate ones. In order
to account for heterogeneity of the observations, Equation 3.20 should be modified.
Suppose the observations have a covariance matrix V. Instead of minimizing the
objective function in Equation 3.20, we minimize the following
0(0) = (Y - <b0)TV-1(Y - <b6) (3.23)
The optimal estimate turns out to be
0* (>TV-4) - <bTV-1y (3.24)
with covariance matrix
ZO = (<bTV-l1b))- (3.25)
This is the well-known formulation of generalized least squares (GLS) estimation.
It is clear from the above discussion that GLS is built upon the following assumptions
1. The model is a linear function of the unknown parameters;
2. The basis functions of explanatory variables <bi(X), ..., C,(X) are uncorrelated
(no multicollinearity), i.e. cov(<Di, <D') = 0 for i $j
3. There is no correlation between the explanatory variables and the residuals (no
simultaneity), i.e. cov(4i, ej) = 0;
4. The explanatory variables are measured with perfect accuracy (no error in vari-
ables);
5. The residuals are normally distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix
E, i.e. c ~ N (0, Z).
The least squares method can be applied to nonlinear problems. In general, no
closed expression of the parameter estimate is available and numerical solution of the
normal equation is often necessary. The nonlinear least squares estimate is usually
neither unbiased or efficient. Its properties may also be affected by the accuracy of
numerical techniques.
3.2.2 Maximum Likelihood Method
The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) is probably the most widely used estima-
tion method. Its generality and relative ease of application confer it huge practice
interest. Again consider the structural model in Equation 3.12. Assume the observa-
tion errors have a joint probability density function (PDF) f(x I ), where the vector
b denotes the parameters specific to the density function. Express the residuals
as the difference between observed values Y and those computed with h(X, 0) and
substitute it into the PDF, we have
f(O, @) = f(E I|@) = f(Y - h(X,0) 1|) (3.26)
It is frequently the case that the errors in different experiments are statistically in-
dependent, hence the joint PDF can be expressed as product of the marginal PDF
associated with each measurement
k=1
f(0, i) = f (Y - h(X, 0) Jk)= 1 f (Yk - h(Xk, 0) - (3.27)
Since both Y and X are known quantities, Equation 3.27 is a function of 0 and 4,
alone, and is called the likelihood function of the sample.
The maximum likelihood estimate of 0 is the value for which the likelihood func-
tion attains its maximum value, while satisfying the equality constraint imposed by
the model equation and all other possible inequality constraints
0 ML = arg max ((0, 4,) (3.28)0
Since the logarithm is a monotonic increasing function of its argument, the value of 0
that maximizes f(0, 4,) also maximizes log t(0, 4,). Also since log f is often of simpler
form than f itself, it is usually via maximizing log f that MLE is formulated
k=1
OML = arg max lOg f (yk - h(Xk, 0)|4) (3.29)
Al
It is easy to show that MLE reduces to weighted least squares if errors are assumed
normally distributed with known covariance. If further assuming errors are indepen-
dent and of equal variance, MLE becomes equivalent to ordinary least squares.
The MLE method has been shown to possess many asymptotic optimal properties
which make it very attractive in practice [29, 38]. It is asymptotically consistent,
which means that as the sample size gets larger, the estimate converges to the right
values. It is asymptotically efficient, which means that for large samples, it pro-
duces the most precise estimates. It is asymptotically unbiased, which means that
for large samples, one expects to get the right value on average. Moreover, under
relatively mild conditions, the MLE is asymptotically distributed with Gaussian be-
havior. This property makes it possible to calculate the confidence region whenever it
is prohibitively difficult to derive the true distribution of the estimate. These provide
a strong argument for using MLE when the sample is large.
Unfortunately, the sample size necessary to achieve the aforementioned properties
can be quite large. The MLE does not usually possess any optimal properties for small
samples, i.e. it is generally neither unbiased or efficient. It is known, for example,
that MLE estimates of the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution are badly
biased for small samples. This bias can cause major discrepancies in analysis [35].
Finally, the use of MLE can often be contrained by the lack of precise knowledge of
the error distribution.
3.2.3 Moments Method
The moments method can be used to quickly estimate parameters, provided a prob-
ability distribution can be postulated. Despite the fact that the resulting estimates
do not usually possess any optimal properties, this method can work satisfactorily for
large sample. It is frequently used to find initial estimates for iterative algorithms.
The moment method proceeds as follows. Suppose the proposed density function
consists of n unknown parameters. We can analytically derive n moments of the
distribution, e.g. the first n raw moments (see definitions in Section 2.2.3). These
moments, being functions of unknown parameters, are then equated with the corre-
sponding moments computed from the data, leading to the following set of equations
/11 - 91(1: 0 2..., On)
P2 = 92(01 -02, ...,On)
yin= gn(O1,02, ...,On) (3.30)
that is, a system of n equations, nonlinear in general, is constructed by moment-
matching. For simplicity, Equation 3.30 is rewritten in a compact form
ty = g(6) (3.31)
The estimate 0 is the one that makes the equality 3.31 hold, that is 0 = g- 1 (p). In
the case that not all equations in 3.31 can be satisfied simultaneously, an optimization
procedure is generally recommended, such as least squares. It should be noted that
not for all cases the first n moments should be chosen. For instance, if a distribution
presents symmetry with respect to the mean value, the odd moments will be all
but zero. So those moments cannot be expressed using the distribution parameters.
What is surely a general rule is that lower-order moments should be preferred as the
variance of the sample moments increases with the order.
3.2.4 Limitations of Conventional Methods
The conventional methods have the advantage of being easy to implement and able to
produce estimates of parameters and quantification of uncertainty that are intuitive
to interpret. The least squares estimate is the value of parameter that minimizes the
overall discrepancy between the observations and model predictions. The maximum
likelihood estimate makes it the most probable to observe the given data. The confi-
dence intervals obtained from these methods give bounds of the possible realizations
of the parameters such that the true value would lie within the range with certain
level of confidence, should the same experiment be repeated a large number of times.
As pointed out in the above discussion, the estimates obtained by these methods
often possess optimal properties under modest conditions.
Despite these favorable features shared by the conventional methods, several lim-
itations have been identified. First of all, prior knowledge is not utilized in obtaining
parameter estimates. The use of confidence interval as uncertainty characterization
reflects their adoption of the frequentist view of probability in which the notion of prior
probability is rejected. The conventional methods implicitly assume non-informative
priors and search for the optimum in the likelihood function. The least squares
methods are based on normal assumption for the likelihood function. The maximum
likelihood methods, though not based on any specific form of the likelihood, require
a priori specification of the likelihood function. For small sample, the MLE estimate
could be sensitive to the choice of likelihood functions. From the learning perspec-
tive, parameter estimation is a process of updating existing estimates and reducing
uncertainty by incorporating new information afforded by the data. Being unable to
utilize prior knowledge, the conventional methods are essentially static hence does
not permit a continual and coherent knowledge updating.
Secondly, the conventional methods are not applicable to dynamic systems whose
characteristics are changing over time. Dynamic models are frequently used in mod-
eling real-world systems and have applications in diverse fields like process control,
transient process analysis and optimization, target tracking, econometrics, etc. The
time-varying nature of these problems necessitates the treatment of uncertainty in a
dynamic manner.
Finally, uncertainty analysis often requires a complete characterization of the
uncertainty in a parameter estimate over the entire feasible range. An "optimal"
estimate with a quantity representing the estimation error, as obtained from the
conventional methods, are proven inadequate in many situations where uncertainty
quantification across the whole spectrum is necessary.
3.3 Quantifying Uncertainty with Expert Knowl-
edge
There are two basic approaches to uncertainty quantification, data analysis and elic-
itation of experts' knowledge. Data analysis is always preferred when experimental
measurements are available. In that case, the parameter estimation techniques dis-
cussed in previous sections can be used to compute probability distributions of the
uncertain parameters. Unfortunately, data is not always available, especially during
the early stage of technology development.
In the absence of data, estimation of probability distributions can only be based on
limited information which is usually in the form of moments and other distributional
characteristics. Examples include the average value, standard deviation, and upper
and lower limits between which the parameter value could possibly lie. Information of
this kind is not generated with the level of scientific rigor that most experimental inea-
surements possess. Possible sources of such information include empirical knolwedge,
incomplete study or even subjective judgment of technology specialists. For example,
a process engineer may say the tray efficiency of a dissillation column is "75% with a
5% error" at certain conditions while he/she does not have means of measuring the
actual value of the tray efficiency. As subjective as it appears, information afforded
by specialists is regarded as "expert knowledge" in the following texts.
Expert knowledge is insufficient to fit an unambiguous probability distribution
function because many distributions of different types may have identical values for
a finite number of moments. We therefore want to select the most appropriate prob-
ability distribution among many that satisfy the same constraints. The question is
how to define "appropriate".
Fortunately, Laplace's principle of incomplete reason1 can serve this purpose [881.
This principle is simple and intuitively plausible. It argues that only the informa-
'The principle of incomplete reason (also called principle of indifference) is a rule for assigning
epistemic probabilities. Suppose that there are n , mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive
possibilities. The principle of incomplete reason states that if the n possibilities are indistinguishable
except for their names, then each possibility should be assigned a probability equal to 1/n.
tion given to us should be used, and discourages the use of unwarranted additional
information. It can help choose the probability distribution to the best of our knowl-
edge. In the context of probability theory, the principle of incomplete reason can be
interpreted as: the distribution with the largest uncertainty or least amount of infor-
mation should be chosen among those satisfying the same set of constraints. This is
the well-known principle of maximum entropy or principle of maximum uncertainty
developed by Jaynes in information theory [87]. Ve shall show that common prob-
ability distributions can be derived from certain information with the aid of Jaynes'
principle.
3.3.1 Entropy as a Measure of Uncertainty
Before we discuss the maximum entropy method, the concept of entropy in the context
of information theory needs to be clearly defined. The notion of entropy in information
theory was introduced by Shannon as a measure of uncertainty of a random variable X
with probability distribution function Pr(x) [1651. Shannon postulated the properties
that an uncertainty measure should have:
1. The measure should be a continuous function of the probabilities.
2. If the probabilities of all the possible values of X are equal, i.e. Pr(zi) =
where {x 1 , x2 , ..., oX} is the set of values X takes, the measure should be a
monotonically increasing function of n.
3. The measure should be additive, that is the measure of the union of two mutu-
ally exclusive events should be the sum of the measures of the two events.
Shannon showed that the only measure having the above three properties is of the
following form
n
H (X) - Pr(i) log(Pr(xi)) (3.32)
and proposed to call it the entropy of the probability distribution of X. Although it
remains an open question in the scientific community about whether Shannon entropy
is the unique useful measure of uncertainty [193 and several forms of entropies have
been proposed based on various postulated properties [53, 43, 183, 192], Shannon
entropy is by far the most famous and widely used one in practice. Likewise, the
entropy for a continuous real-valued random variable X with probability density
function fx(x) can be defined as
H(X) - j fx(x) ln(fx (x))dx (3.33)
The entropy H(X) is a scalar measure of the uncertainty or disorder associated with
the possible realizations of a random variable. A large value of H(X) indicates a high
level of uncertainty or a low amount of information that a probability distribution
bears. This is illustrated by the following example. Consider two discrete uniform
distributions:
1
pA = -,i = 1, 2, ..., m
1
q =-, j= 1, 2, ...,I n (3.34)n
where m < n. The Shannon entropies for the two distributions are given by
H(p) = - In =In n
'Tf T11
H (q) = -Z In = lnn (3.35)
j~1
Clearly H(p) < H(q) as m < n. This is an intuitively plausible result because the
probability mass function p is more informative than q because p is composed of fewer
possible states hence less uncertainty. It should be noted that Equation 3.38 is an
ill-defined expression for the entropy of continuous random variables because it vio-
lates some of the defining properties of information measure pertaining to Shannon's
original definition. It also does not represent the absolute information of the proba-
bility distribution [8]. Nonetheless, Equation 3.38 has still been widely used due to
its overall analogy to Equation 3.32, simplicity in computation and more importantly,
extensive evidence of its applicability to real problems.
As an example, we compute the Shannon entropy of a multidimensional Gaussian
distribution. The joint Gaussian probability density function of an n-dimensional
random vector X is given by
fx(x) = (27r)-I IEI- exp [ (z - p)E (X - pt)] (3.36)
where y is the mean vector and E the covariance matrix. With a fair amount of
algebra, we obtain the Shannon entropy for an n-dimensional Gaussian distribution
1n
H(fx) = - In {(2ir)"IE l] + - (3.37)
2 2
The above entropy depends on the covariance matrix and the dimension n of the
distribution. As the determinant of covariance matrix increases, so does the diagonal
elements which equal the variances of the individual random variables, the uncertainty
of the distribution increases. The uncertainty also increases with the dimension n
since the random variables may assume more possible states for larger n.
3.3.2 Maximum Entropy Method
The principle of maximum entropy proposed by Jaynes [88] argues that the prob-
ability distribution that has the maximum uncertainty (entropy) permitted by the
available information should be used to make inference based on incomplete informa-
tion. This implies that any other probability distribution with less uncertainty will
invoke unwarranted additional information thus could be biased. Based on this prin-
ciple, to find the maximum entropy distribution consistent with available information
is essentially a constrained maximization of the Shannon entropy. We illustrate this
method via a simple example.
Suppose a random variable X follows a continuous probability distribution with
an average value y and standard deviation o (sometimes called standard error in
practice). No additional information is available. This situation arises when a point-
estimate representing the most probable value and a quantity related to the obser-
vation error are known but nothing beyond. W'Ve try to find the probability density
function fx(x) that maximize the Shannon entropy
H(X)=- fx(x)ln(fx(x))dx
subject to constraints
I00
-00
C
(fx(()d = p
((- p/)2 fx ()d = o2 (3.38)
fx (( )d= 1
The last equation in 3.35 represents the normalization constraint for any probability
density function. Another condition to keep in mind is the non-negativity fx(x) > 0.
We will not explicitly include it in the optimization as it is satisfied automatically in
most cases. We formulate a Lagrangian function
L(fx) - fx(x) In(fx(x))dx - A1 [ fx()d - p -
- 0 OO -_- f 1 - -
A 2 (1 -0 p)2fx(d -- U2] - As 10 fx( )d( - 11 (3.39)
The optimum of the adjoint equation 3.39 can be
equation
3L
Ofx
obtained by solving the following
U9 { f ~fx(x)ln(fx(x))dx - A1 [j (fx(()d( - p -
A2 f ( -- )2fx(()d - .21 [f 00  1 -1A2 Af Li<C -f()c -lj 2] -A 0 (3.40)
Simplifying Equation 3.40 by rearranging and combining common terms yields
[In fx (() + A1 (( -- p)2 + A2( + A3 + 1]d = 0 (3.41)
The above equality holds for any density function if and only if the integrand equals
zero
In fx(x) + 1 (x - y)2 + A2 x + A3 + 1 = 0
.fx(x) = exp [-A(x -- L)2 - A2( - A3 - 1] (3.42)
The constants (Lagrangian multipliers) can be computed by substituting 3.41 into
the constraints 3.35-3.37
1
A, = , 0, A = In /2ro_2 _ i2,A 2 =O 3 l io
The maximum uncertainty probability density function is thereby
fx(x) = exp [- I)
which is exactly the probability density function of a Gaussian random variable.
It has been shown that the Gaussian density function has the greatest Shannon
entropy among all distributions with the same values of mean and variance. This
justifies the assumption of Gaussian distribution if the only information available is
the mean and variance. Any distribution, whose Shannon entropy is larger than that
of Gaussian, must be based on unwarranted information which may cause bias. The
principle of maximum entropy discourages the use of such information hence should
be avoided in practice.
Almost all common probability distributions, discrete or continuous, can be de-
rived from entropy maximization given information of certain moments. We shall
not elaborate on the derivation. More details can be found in information theory
related texts like [95]. We derived some probability distributions most relevant to the
uncertainty analysis of the IGCC technology. They are listed in Table 3-2.
Figure 3-2: Maximum entropy distributions for various types of available information
Available Maximum Uncertainty Probability
Infonnation Distribution Density Function
None Uniform fx(x)= xe[a,b]
0 otherwise
E[X]=p Truncated f(X) = cexp(-kx)* x e[a,b]
[a, b] exponential 0 otherwise
2(x -1) xe[a,c](b-a)(c-a) x cMode[X] c Triangular fx(x)= 2(b-x)
(b-a)(b-c) xe[c,b]
E[X] Exponential fx(X) exP
[ 0 , + 0 0 ] [ n X , o -n n n lf ( )XO+o]E[ln X]=jp 1 1' (ln_ ,u-2
E[ln (X2)] .2 p Log-normal 2x + xo-i 2.2a
[-oo, +0o E[X] p Normal fx(x) 1 exp r-2E[X2] =U 2 ±+f/ 2 a- 2i ~ 2&
3.4 Estimation with Small Sample Data
Uncertainty analysis of physical systems requires information on the distribution of
uncertain model parameters. The accuracy of the analysis results depends on the
accuracy of the distribution functions that characterize the variability of the model
parameters. When it is feasible to collect sample data from the target population,
quantification of uncertainty can be accomplished by (a) hypothesizing a standard
parametric distribution and (b) estimating the associated parameters based on in-
formation in the sample data. In that case, diagnostic checks are performed to as-
sess the adequacy of the fit based on a comparison of the sample distribution with
the fitted distribution. In the presence of multiple distributions, the goodness-of-fit
test discussed in Section 3.1.3 can used to discern the most appropriate distribution
function. This approach is usually straightforward when a large number of data is
available.
However challenges arise when the sample size is small. Small sample data may
exhibit extraordinary randomness and irregular distributional pattern. It may render
common distribution functions insufficient to characterize the data. Moreover, differ-
ent distributions fitted to the same data set can have similar values of the goodness-
of-fit measures when the sample size is small. This means the goodness-of-fit test may
be inadequate to discern the best distribution with small sample data. We illustrate
this problem in the following example.
3.4.1 How Goodness-of-Fit Test Fails with Small Sample Data
The chemical composition of coal, in particular the elemental carbon content, deter-
mines its heating value which is the amount of chemical energy that can be released in
complete combustion. Coal is usually classified into various subgroups known as an-
thracite, bituminous, lignite and peat, according to the elemental carbon content and
heating value. The composition of coal varies considerably from sample to sample, for
instance, bituminous coals from different geological origins may very well have differ-
ent carbon content. The composition of coal is therefore considered as an important
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Figure 3-3: Distribution of carbon content, in mass fraction, of Illinois #6 coal (25
samples from the Penn State Coal Databank).
source of uncertainty that may influence the performance of IGCC. To investigate
the variability in the coal composition, we requested samples for the Illinois #6 coal
from the Penn State Coal Databank. We received 25 samples whose carbon content
ranges from 63.5% to 74.5%. The frequency of sample carbon content is shown in
Figure 3-3.
It is seen in Figure 3-3 that the spike near the lower end of the data makes
the frequency plot apparently asymmetric. Thus it is logical to fit an asymmetric
probability distribution, e.g. a three-factor Weibull distribution, to the data. It is
important to point out that prior knowledge on the physical cause of the variability
should always be sought if possible before selecting candidate distributions though it
is unavailable in this case. In addition, a shifted log-normal distribution is also fitted
to the data in comparison with the Weibull distribution. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) test is used as goodness-of-fit measure. The K-S test allows one to determine
whether the data is indeed drawn from the assumed distribution by computing the
distance between the empirical CDF of the data and that of the fitted distribution.
A critical p-value of 0.05 is chosen so that the null hypothesis is rejected when the
calculated p-value is less than this critical value. A critical p-value of 0.05 is chosen
so that the null hypothesis - the data follow the assumed distribution - is rejected
when the calculated p-value is less than 0.05. The fitted log-normal and Weibull
distributions are plotted against the data in Figure 3-4. The maximum likelihood
estimates (MLE) of the parameters are shown in Table 3.1, along with the respective
K-S statistics and p-values.
Table 3.1: Parameter estimates and goodness-of-fit measures of fitted distributions.
Distribution Type Log-normal Weibull
Probability f(x; 6, y1, a) = f(x; 0, a, b) =
I [In (XO)-,i] 2 L b exp /xObdensity function (X exp - ) e xp [ ( )
Parameter estimates y = 1.47, o = 0.63, 0 = 63.0 a = 5.75, b = 2.05, 6 = 63.0
K-S statistics 0.1653 0.1185
p-value 0.4538 0.8342
Reject null
hypothesis No No
Both distributions pass the goodness-of-fit test, yet they do not seem to match
the data very well. Neither distribution is so peaked as to catch the spike near the
lower end of the data. Furthermore, the data show a bumped tail toward the higher
end which is not well captured by either the log-normal or Weibull distribution.
From the above example. we notice the major hurdle in quantifying uncertainty of
small sample data is the irregular pattern resulted from increased randomness, like
the abnormal peakness and inflated tail shown in the carbon content data. The
common probability models, such as the shifted log-normal distribution, are defined
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Figure 3-4: Probability density function of samples of carbon content (column) fitted
with log-normal (red) and Weibull distribution (green).
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by only two parameters which may be insufficient in characterizing the anomaly in
the data. Models with more degrees of freedom and higher manipulability are needed
to accomplish the task. We introduce one in the next section.
3.4.2 The Johnson System of Distributions
Through the example discussed in the previous section, we see modeling uncertain-
ties of input parameters may be hindered by the limited applicability of standard
distributions. As pointed out by Schmeiser [161], many of the standard parametric
distributions have an extremely limited range of possible shapes. Thus a fundamental
consideration in modeling parametric uncertainties is the initial selection of a flex-
ible family of distributions, that is, a family capable of yielding a wide variety of
distributional shapes [46].
The Johnson system, named after the statistician Norman Johnson, is a flexi-
ble family of parametric distributions that can describe a wide range of distribution
shapes [91]. A distribution is uniquely defined by its moments - mean, variance,
skewness, kurtosis and higher moments. Members of the Johnson system include a
unique distribution corresponding to almost every valid combination of mean, vari-
ance, skewness and kurtosis. In principle, if we compute the sample values of each
of these moments, we can find a distribution function in the Johnson system that
matches the moments of the data. The most appealing feature of the Johnson system
is all possible types of distribution are included in a unified parametric framework.
It is often unnecessary to choose a distribution based on a priori knowledge of the
variability of the data-generating process.
The Johnson system is based on three transformation functions - exponential,
logistic and hyperbolic sine - plus the identify transformation, to transform a contin-
uous random variable X whose distribution is unknown to a standard normal random
variable Z. The transformation has the following general form:
Z = + Jh (3.43)
where Z - N(O, 1); y, 5, and A are parameters defining the shape, scale and location
of the distribution to be estimated. The function h(.) that transforms an arbitrary
distribution to the standard normal distribution is one of the following, as proposed
by Johnson:
Inx SL
ln (x +\1 x2) Suh (x ) = (3.44)
In x SB1 - x
x SN
The four cases correspond to the log-normal (SL), the unbounded Johnson (Su), the
bounded Johnson (SB) and the normal (SN) distributions respectively. Determining
the appropriate type of Johnson distribution involves computing the sample skewness
and kurtosis
01 = 02 = (3.45)Mi 3/2' ~ 2
2 '2
where mi, (i = 2, 3, 4) are the second, third and fourth central moments of the sample
data
n
k=1
n
mi Z (xk -mi)i i = 2,3,4 (3.46)
k=1
Venkatraman and Wilson [187] suggested the type of Johnson distribution can be
identified by locating the (#1, /2) pair on the following chart:
DeBrota [46] suggested several methods for estimating the parameters of the John-
son distribution. They are briefly described in the following. All methods assume the
type of Johnson distribution has been determined:
* Moments method - The parameters are determined by solving a system of
equations that match the sample moments and the corresponding moments of
the fitted Johnson distribution.
SL System Line S0 System
~ u SU System
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Figure 3-5: Identification of Johnson systemn distributions.
" Percentile matching - This method solves for the parameters by matching a set
of selected quantiles of the standard normal distribution with the corresponding
sample quantiles of the target distribution. Equation 3.43 provides a one-to-
one mapping from the target random variable to the standard normal random
variable. Examples of fitting the Johnson distribution using this technique can
be found in reference [121].
* Minimum L -norm estimation - Instead of matching the moments of the target
distribution to those of the samples, this method attempts to minimize the
distance between the CDF of the target distribution and the empirical sample
CDF at a global level. The LP-norm is used as a measure of distance in the
function space. The most commonly used metric is the Li and Le, norm.
If - g|i, = (s If - gPdy) 1 (3.47)
" Least squares - This method minimizes the squared deviation of a vector of
uniform order statistics from its expected value. More details of this methods
are provided in reference [178]
After estimating the parameters, generating random samples from the fitted John-
son distribution of X is straightforward. Ve first generate a sequence of standard
normal random variables Z. Then apply the inverse transformation of Equation 3.43
to obtain samples of X
X=(+Ah_-1 (3.48)
3.4.3 Numerical Illustration: Estimating the Uncertainty of
Coal Carbon Content
We modeled the carbon content sample data with log-normal and Weibull distribu-
tions in Section 3.4.1. They were shown to have reasonably good fit to the data
except for mismatching the spike near the lower end of the data range. The Johnson
distribution system provides a more flexible framework to describe a broader range of
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Figure 3-6: Probability density function of samples of carbon content (column) fitted
with log-normal (red), Weibull (green) and bounded Johnson distributions (magenta).
distributional shapes. It will shed more insights into the effectiveness of the Johnson
system to apply this technique to the carbon content data and compare it to the
results obtained by other alternatives. The bounded Johnson (SB) distribution is
found to be consistent with the data and the Johnson parameters are estimated using
the minimum Loo-norm method. In Figure 3-6, the PDF of the fitted Johnson dis-
tribution is plotted with the frequency of data and the PDF's of the log-normal and
Weibull distributions. The Johnson distribution clearly provides an improved match
over the other two distributions, particularly the sharp peak that agrees closely with
that of the data. A closer comparison among these fitted distributions can be done by
examining their predicted moments with the moments of the data. These moments
are tabulated in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: First four moments of the carbon content data and the fitted distributions.
Distribution
Moment Sample Johnson SB Log-normal Weibull
Mean 68.0908 68.0669 68.4225 68.0975
Variance 7.0257 6.2663 14.1503 6.7437
Skewness 0.7374 1.0646 2.2073 0.6216
Kurtosis 3.8800 3.3903 3.2647 3.2536
Overall the Johnson SB predicts moments quite close to those of the data, in
particular the kurtosis which is a measure of the peakness. Weibull distribution
also matches the moments of the data very well. Nevertheless log-normal distribution
significantly over-estimates the variance and skewness. With a detailed comparison of
these fitted distributions., we can see that from a moment-matching perspective., both
Johnson SB and Weibull distributions provide a satisfying parametric characterization
of the sample carbon content. That being said, the Johnson distribution nonetheless
represent a more powerful and flexible framework for quantifying uncertainty in small
sample data, as it does a better job in capturing the anomaly in the distribution of
the data.
In summary, quantifying uncertainty in random variables involves estimating prob-
ability distribution functions from available data. Oftentimes, we have to fit several
distribution functions and select one that best characterizes the distribution shape of
the data. Small sample data typically pose significant challenge due to elevated level
of randomness and irregular distribution shape. We have shown the Johnson system
distributions provide a versatile parametric framework that includes a wide range of
combinations of mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis. For most not-so-eccentric
data, there is very likely to be a unique member of the Johnson system that provides
a good match of the data. The ability of the Johnson system to model a wide range
of distribution shapes derives from its expanded set of functional forms and increased
number of parameters.
Finally, we remark on the benefits of estimating parametric distribution functions
of random variables from sample data. Besides the fact that the available information
can be reduced to a compact and portable mathematical formula, there are a number
of not so obvious ones. First, a probability distribution function allows the underlying
distribution to be sampled on a broader range than the range of the sample data.
Random samples from the distribution underlying the data can be drawn using non-
parametric methods. However, it is unlikely that the range of the data coincides with
the support of the underlying distribution. Thus non-parametric methods can only
sample a subset of the entire sample space. In contrast, a fitted distribution function
provides access to larger subset of the sample space. Second, the uncertainty estimates
of random variables, once represented by distribution functions, can be updated easily
using Bayesian methods when new data become available at a later time. This ensures
the continuity and consistency in the study of uncertain systems. The use of Bayesian
methods in parameter estimation is the topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Bayesian Parameter Estimation
4.1 Introduction
Direct quantification of parametric uncertainty by fitting probability distribution
functions to data is not always possible as some variables may not be observable.
In such circumstances, we have to rely on observations of other variables which are
related to the parameters to estimate. Estimating hidden parameters using indirect
observations requires efficient statistical methods. The vast majority of physical sys-
tems involved in the chemical and power industries are characterized by nonlinear
models and non-Gaussian noisy observation data, for which many of the conven-
tional statistical methods are insufficient. With research efforts increasingly directed
towards simulation-based and data-driven approaches to the analysis and design of
complex engineering systems, recent years have seen an impressive growth in the va-
riety of statistical techniques used in practice. As part of this trend, the Bayesian
approach is enjoying growing popularity among academics and practitioners alike.
Three fundamental factors are behind the increased adoption of the Bayesian ap-
proach by the engineering community [15]. The Bayesian approach provides (a) a
rigorous and unified framework for combining various sources of information; (b) a
robust estimation scheme that explicitly incorporates uncertainty in observations;
and (c) the flexibility to handle complex and realistic models. Though conceptually
simple and theoretically plausible, computing the Bayesian solutions to realistic prob-
lems had not been possible until recently. It is only in the last two decades that the
advancement of computing power and the development of efficient numerical methods
have fostered the acceptance and application of the Bayesian approach in practice. Ir-
respective of its practical purposes, Bayesian computation is focused on calculation of
posterior expectations, which typically requires complicated integrals to be evaluated
over arbitrary probability distributions. Oftentimes these integrals are analytically
intractable and difficult to approximate. The term "curse-of-dimensionality" is often
used to express the degree of complexity that Bayesian computation encounters.
The traditional numerical methods for computing posterior expectations include
numerical integration, Laplace approximation and Monte Carlo importance sampling.
A review of various numerical integration techniques was given by Monahan and
Genz [127. This type of methods can be effective in moderate dimensional prob-
lems. Laplace and other saddlepoint approximations were dicussed by Strawderman
[176]. Until recently, Monte Carlo importance sampling was the most commonly used
method of computing posterior expectations. The method can work in very large
dimensions and has the nice feature of producing reliable measures of the accuracy of
the computation [14, 154]. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) has become one of
the most popular Bayesian computational methods to data, because of its simplicity
and effectiveness in dealing with complex problems. Two sampling algorithms, the
Gibbs sampler [64, 62, 61] and the Metropolis-Hastings sampler [77, 33, 69, 66], have
been extensively studied and are considered the methods of choice in many cases. It
should be noted that MCMC will not necessarily replace the traditional methods in
any situation, for instance, numerical integration will remain the favored method in
low dimensions especially when extreme accuracy is needed [15].
The Bayesian parameter estimation has been increasingly used to analyze complex
chemical and biological systems. Bois et al. [20] and Pouillot et al. [143] applied the
Bayesian approach to estimating growth parameters of microbial systems. Coleman
and Block [36] showed that Bayesian parameter estimates of a nonlinear model for
theEscherichia coli fermentation process yielded better predictions of the final protein
concentrations than the weighted least squares estimates. de Man [45] demonstrated
the effectiveness of Bayesian approach in estimating the kinetic rate parameters for
the atmospheric quenching of O('D) with N2. The Bayesian approach was shown
to produce more precise parameter estimates because of its ability to extract more
information from the available data. Furthermore, because Bayesian approach al-
lows incorporation of prior information in the current estimation, the reduction of
uncertainty as the result of accumulating information can be easily evaluated on a
consistent basis. Although successful applications of Bayesian approach have been
demonstrated in these previous studies, the real power of Bayesian parameter esti-
mation is yet to fully unfold. One common feature shared by the above studies is
that the physical systems were described by static models, for which the parame-
ter characteristics remain constant (though unknown). Another important class of
problems in engineering and economics are characterized by dynamics models, that
is, not only the state of the system is evolving but also the parameters. Estimating
the parameters of a dynamic model is also called filtering problems. Unfortunately,
Bayesian filtering has not been fully addressed in chemical engineering literature.
In this chapter, we develop a M\lonte Carlo method for solving the sequential
Bayesian estimation problems. The method, built upon the importance sampling al-
gorithm, approximates the posterior distribution with discrete samples and updates
the ensemble of samples as new data becomes available. We found the Monte Carlo
method very effective in handling nonlinear models with non-Gaussian noise. In
the remainder of this chapter, Section 4.2 provides a brief overview of the theory
of Bayesian methods and associated computational strategies. Since de Man [45]
presented an elegant and detailed discussion of these issues, the scope and depth of
the overview are subordinated to the methodological requirements of the sequential
Bavesian estimation discussed in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we introduce the sequen-
tial Monte Carlo methods for solving Bayesian estimation with recursive observation.
The sequential importance sampling algorithm is explained in depth. Several practical
issues of this algorithm are dicussed and efficient implementation strategies outlined
in Section 4.5. The peformance of the algorithm is experimentally demonstrated in
Section 4.6. It is proven more effective to handle the nonlinear and non-Gaussian
problems than most traditional algorithms, like the extended Kalman filter.
4.2 The Bayesian Paradigm
4.2.1 Bayes' Theorem
The Bayesian framework is a formal expression of one of the fundamental learn-
ing mechanisms undertaken by human being: assimilating information from external
sources, e.g. experimental observations, and updating the existing knowledge, e.g.
distribution of unknown parameters, based on new information. From the Bayesian
perspective, probability is interpreted as the degree of belief one has about an un-
certain event. Therefore, the Bayesian approach to parameter estimation consists
of revising probability distributions in light of new information as it becomes avail-
able. Bayes' theorem, named after the late Thomas Bayes, a British minister and
mathematician, is the mathematical formulation of the Bayesian learning process
f (0jy f Y(y 1)f(0) (4.1)
f~ ~~ ((y)=(41f(y)
where f (0 1y) is the posterior probability distribution of the parameter 0, given the
data y; f(0) is the prior distribution, representing the existing belief regarding the
estimate of 0; f (y |) is a probability distribution constructed to summarize the
information contained in the data given certain value of the parameter, called the
likelihood function; and f(y) is the unconditional distribution of the data y, over the
entire probability space of 0
f(y) Jf (y 10) f ()d (4.2)
The essential idea embodied by Equation 4.1 is that the existing knowledge regarding
the distribution of a parameter can be updated by combining information in the data
to form the posterior knowledge, as schematically illustrated in Figure 4-1.
Bayes' theorem in Equation 4.1 can be considered to serve a single step in the up-
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Figure 4-1: Bayes' theorem provides the formal means of iterative learning.
dating sequence. With additional data arriving, the posterior distribution obtained
initially subsequently enters the next estimating cycle as prior distribution. This will
produce an updated posterior distribution which supposedly contains more informa-
tion thus less uncertainty. The sequential implementation of Bayesian estimation
will be dicussed in-depth in Section 4.3. We now describe the basic components
of Bayesian estimation, the prior distribution and likelihood function, followed by a
discussion of inference from the posterior distribution.
4.2.2 Prior Distribution
Being able to incorporate prior knowledge, often in the form of empirical and sub-
jective judgments hence could be vague and imprecise, to the estimation is where
Bayesian approach diverges from the classical (frequentist) statistics [60]. One's prior
knowledge and intuition are formalized into the prior distribution which is then com-
bined with the distribution of data to produce updated knowledge. For the simplicity
of exposition, Bayes' theorem in Equation 4.1 can be rewritten as the following, given
the fact that f(y) in the denominator is merely a normalizing constant
-f (0| 1) oC F (0| 1) f (0) (4.3)
where t (0 y) replaces the former expression of the likelihood f (y 0) to emphasize
the functional dependence of the likelihood on 0. Equation 4.3 clearly shows the
posterior distribution is determined by the aggregate effects of the prior distribution
and distribution of the data. The choice of prior distribution may greatly influence
the posterior conclusion when few data are available.
How to translate one's prior knowledge into appropriate distribution functions f(9)
has been a research subject of considerable interest in Bayesian literature. There is,
unfortunately, no single best way to specify the prior distribution and the choice of
prior generally depends on the level of confidence one holds about the possible value
of the parameter. Two types of prior distributions are commonly used in Bayesian
estimation: informative and noninformative.
Informative prior
Informative prior is selected to reflect one's strong belief regarding the distribution
of a parameter. In that case, the prior distribution can be specified with the help of
distributional constants @, called hyperparameters to distinguish from the parameter
to estimation 0. Initially, the values of hyperparameters are assumed known yet their
uncertainties will be quantified just as 0 in the inferential proecss. As an example,
suppose that we have knowledge about the median of the distribution of 0 and the
distribution is assumed to be symmetric and concentrate around the median. A
normal distribution may be an appropriate choice for the prior 9 ~ N(p, U2 ), where
t is the prior mean and u2 the prior variance. One needs to determine the values
to these hyperparameters in order to fully specify the prior distribution. Here, the
maximum entropy method introduced in Section 3.3.2 can serve as a useful guidance
in prior selection. Notice that the posterior density and likelihood function will be
denoted as f (9, V) |y) and f (y 10, 0) respectively in the following texts to reflect the
inclusion of hyperparameter V).
Noninformative prior
Noninformative priors, also called flat or diffuse priors, are typically ones with min-
imum amount of information. They are chosen to reflect our ignorance about the
model parameters, like when none but upper and lower limits are known. Generally,
the choice of noninformative priors hardly affects the the posterior inference because
it will be predominantly determined by the information in the data. However, care
should be taken as improper priors could lead to improper posteriors [143. Most often,
the noninformative prior is chosen to be a uniform density defined on the support of
the parameter. Besides, there exist many other choices among which Jeffery's prior is
the most commonly used. Jeffery [90] defined a noninformative prior of a parameter
(vecter) 0 as
f(0) oc 1(0)|1/2 (4.4)
where
1(0) = -E |6logf Y 10)] (4.5)
is the Fisher's information matrix for 0. In general, this definition leads prior densities
in the forms f(p) oc k for location parameters t and f(o) oc a-- for scale parameters
o. When one is concerned with the joint distribution of p and a, Jeffery suggested
these two parameters be considered independent thus have the following joint prior
density
f(1 , a) oc 1 (4.6)
Another important approach to specifying vague prior information is the refenrence
priors introduced by Bernardo [17] and later refined by Berger and Bernardo [16].
It is based on expected discrepancy measures of information and under asymptotic
normality coincides with Jeffery's prior in the univeriate case.
The issues of prior selection discussed in this section is only relevant before any
data is collected, otherwise, the posterior from the previous estimation is a natural
choice of the prior once new data becomes available.
4.2.3 Likelihood Function
The likelihood function employed in Bayesian approach is an equivalent to the one
underlying the maximum likelihood estimator. The likelihood f(O Iy) = f(0 |y) is a
statistical construct used to summarize the information contained in the data. To
exploit the data in Bayesian estimation requires that we make an informed guess
about the stochastic process that might have generated the data. Mathematically,
any type of probability distribution can be selected as likelihood function. Because
the distribution of a data can oftentimes be specified via its difference from the
"true" value, the decision on which particular distribution to use should be based on
the knowledge regarding the error distribution, which in turn can be derived from
information of the instrument performance.
In the discussion of maximum likelihood estimator, we mentioned it is common in
practice that obervations are statistically independent, therefore likelihood function
is expressed as product of the marginal density associated with each observation
k=1
f(0 ) Y = 0 y|,) = 11f (yk 10,0)
M
It is customary to deal with the log-transformed likelihood
k=1
In (O. @) = In f (y|10, I)= ln f (yk, ) (4.7)
Al
One of the desirable features of the independence assumption is that the likelihood
function 4.7 offers the flexibility to combine observations of different precision and
even different distribution, usually obtained with different instruments or at different
times.
4.2.4 Posterior Inference
Being a combination of the prior and the prior, the posterior distribution f (0,@ y)
contains all the relevant information regarding the unknown parameter 0. Although
the posterior distribution completely describes the uncertainty of 0, it is often ben-
eficial to compute several numerical characteristics of the posterior, especially when
reporting results to an audience used to the classical statsistics. First of all, the hy-
perparameters should be removed from the posterior as they were included only for
computational purposes and are irrelevant to the original problems. Integrating the
joint posterior over V results in the marginal posterior for the parameter of interest,
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f (6|y) =j f (0, |1y)d@ (4.8)
Similiarly, the marginal posterior of individual parameter 0, can be obtained by
f (0i6y) = J -. -f (y6)d1 -. - djid0i+i -.. d6n (4.9)
Commonly used posterior characteristics include
" Point estimates - Descriptive statistics like the posterior mean, the posterior
median, and the posterior standard deviation are useful as always. Except for
rare situations when analytical expression of the posterior density is available,
those point estimates have to be approximated by the corresponding sample
statistics.
" Bayesian intervals - An important inference that can be drawn from the
posterior distribution is regarding the probability that the unknown parameter
falls within a certain range, often called a credible interval [21]. We are usually
interested in finding the range [a, b] such that the probabilty of 6. falling between
a and b is (1 - a)
Pr(a < 63 < b y) = jf (Oijy)d6j = 1-ca (4.10)
For simplicity, the interval may be constructed so that an equal probability,
a/2, is left in the tails of the posterior distribution.
" Bayesian hypothesis test - Unlike the classical hypothesis test which leads
to a binary reject/not-reject decision, Bayesian approach affords the evaluation
of the probability of a hypothesis. Suppose we want to test the null hypothesis
HO : 0 is in e0
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with the alternative hypotheis
Hi : 0 is in E1
where 80 and E1 are sets of possible values of the parameter. The posterior
probabilty of each hypothesis can then by computed as
Pr(0 is in Oo ly) =J f (|y)dO (4.11)
Pr(O is in 01 |y) = J f (0 y)dO (4.12)
These posterior probabilities thereby provide a quantitative measure of the
strength of evidence in favor of each hypothesis.
4.2.5 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Direct implementation of Bayes' theorem by evaluation Equaiton 4.1 in most realistic
situations is impossible because the normalizing constant in the denominator involves,
in general, integral of complex functions over high-dimensional probability space
f () J - -- f (y 10) f( )d61 -.. d6n
Modern stochastic simulation methods circumvent this difficulty by approximating
the posterior density with a set of discrete samples, which is precisely the role of
Monte Carlo integration. Suppose samples 01, 2 0,O have been drawn from the
posterior distribution f (theta ly). The posterior expectation of a function g(O) can
be approximated by
g9(0) ~ g( ) (4.13)
In particular, if we define an indicator function
1 if 0 { A
IfgA (0) =
0 otherwise
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that is, I{A} (0) takes a value of 1 if 0 is in set A and a value of 0 if 0 is not in A, the
probability of 0 falling in the set A is expressed as
Pr(O E A) = Eo(IA}() |Y) - 1 IA ( (4.14)
i=1
where the expectation is taken with respect to the posterior density. This is why the
method of Monte Carlo integration can be used in posterior computation.
Nonetheless, Monte Carlo simulation may not be the best approach in practice,
in part due to its inefficiency in terms of convergence, and in part because it is
often difficult to sample the posterior distributions directly. Therefore, posterior
computation requires advanced simulation algorithms. Markob Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) has proved to be one of the most effective means to this end.
Two types of sampling algorithms have been developed, namely Gibbs sampler
and Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Because Gibbs sampler is actually a special case
of more general Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) algorithm, we only elaborate on the latter.
At each step, the M-H algorithm attempts to randomly generate a sample of 0, given
the value at the previous iteration of the algorithm, 0'-', in a two-stage process: first,
draw a sample from a so-called proposal density q(0 10| ), and second, the sample is
retained if it attains larger posterior probability (or moves closer to the target value),
otherwise rejected. More precisely, the M-H algorithm iterates the following sequence
of steps 2 through 5:
1. Initialize the counter t = 1. Specify a suitable value 00 from the parameter
space of 0. Set 0' = 00.
2. At iteration t, draw a sample, 0*, from the proposal density, q(O 10 -1), where
641 is the parameter value at the previous step.
3. Compute the acceptance probability
a= min 1, p(0*)/q(0* lot 1) (4.15)p('~ 1)/q(Q ~0|*)
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4. Generate a realization u from the uniform distribution U[0, 1], then
e If u < alpha, set 0 ' = 0* ;
" Otherwise, set 0' =6'~.
5. Increase the counter, I = t + 1. Go back to step 2.
A convenient choice of the proposal density is a multivariate Gaussian density centered
at the previous sample
q(0* |0 t-1) = (27)-n/ 2  -1/ 2 exp (0* - Ot~1)TE-1(6* - 6t-1) (4.16)
The dispersion of the Gaussian proposal density, as measured by |Ej could be fine-
tuned to ensure mixing of the Markov chain in the sample space. The M-H algorithm
should iterate a large number of times until the Markov chain converges. Only the
samples obtained after convergence are regarded as realizations of the parameter 0
and used for posterior inference. It should also be noted that samples generated by the
M-H algorithm are not independent, hence proper treatment is necessary to eliminate
autocorrelation. More details about convergence diagnostics and de-correlation have
been provided by de Man [45].
4.3 Sequential Bayesian Estimation
Many real-world problems involve sequentially estimating parameters whose values
may change over time. Other systems, although static in nature, can also be reformu-
lated as dynamic problems because the estimates of parameters are likely to change
as new data become available. In general, a dynamic model consists of two parts: a
transition equation describing the evolution of the state variable {Ot, t = 0, 1, .... N}
a so-called hidden-state process; and an observation equation describing the relations
of observations {Yt, t = 0, 1.... N} with the state of the system. Under the Bavesian
framework, the current estimate of the state variable at time t is represented by the
posterior distribution f(Ot lyi,.... yt). We want to estimate the posterior distribu-
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tion recursively in time. The Bayesian approach is well suited for solving sequential
estimation problems due to its embedded dynamic feature.
Even though the theory of Bayesian estimation was established a few decades
ago, practical implementation was not feasible until recently due to computational
difficulties. Except for a few cases including linear Gaussian state space models for
which the Kalman filter provides the optimal solution [80], it is impossible to ana-
lytically evaluate the posterior distributions. Consequently, most existing methods
rely on simplifying assumptions to obtain a tractable but approximate solution [89].
The most popular algorithms include the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [13] and the
Gaussian sum filter (GSF) [9].
The EKF linearizes the system models with Taylor expansions and assumes Gaus-
sian noise. Hence, it essentially approximates the posterior distribution with Gauss-
sian which may perform poorly if the true distribution is highly non-Gaussian. Varia-
tions to the standard EKF, such as the unscented EKF [93, 190], have been shown to
given better performance for some problems. The GSF approximates the prior and
noise distributions as weighted Gaussian mixtures. These simplifying assumptions
may sometimes distort the true underlying structure and may lead to divergence of
the algorithms. A more direct numerical approach relies on sequential Monte Carlo
integration methods [48]. This approach has the great advantage of not being subject
to any linearity or Gaussianity hypotheses of the models. Since the late 80's, the
advancements in computational power has significantly invigorated the application of
Monte Carlo based algorithms for sequential Bayesian estimation. We will introduce
an important class of algorithms called particle filtering.
4.3.1 Principle of Sequential Bayesian Estimation
The Bayesian approach estimates the probability distribution of unknown parameters
by combining the available information in data with the prior knowledge. This can
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be written via the Bayes' rule
f(IV)- f(y O1)f (0)
f(y)
The current knowledge about the parameter 0, represented by the posterior density
f(O 1y), is a result of combining the prior knowledge and information in the data.
From a dynamic perspective, the Bayes' theorem can be interpreted to assert that
the most recent estimate of 0, given a sequence of observations {yt, t = 0. 1, .... N},
can be obtained by assimilating all the data up-to-date, represented by the likelihood
f (Y1>...>,YN 1)=f( 1 10 f(2 1Y 0)''f(N JN-1>'--, Y1, )(.7
This leads to the posterior distribution
rTN(0) f(0Y N-1- -, YI) c 7O(O)f(Y1...YN 1 0) (4.18)
where, for ease of exposition, we denote the prior and posterior as ro(0) and rN (0),
respectively. The apparent y-dependence of the posterior is also omitted. These
notations will remain in use unless explicit expressions are necessary.
Suppose a new observation is received at time N + 1, we could either start anew
from time 0 to obtain the new estimate of 0
7N+ 1 (0) C 7(0)f (Y 1  YN YN+1 0) (4.19)
Or we could assume all relevant information up to time N has been incorporated in
rN(0) and use it as prior in the subsequent updating
TN+1(0) oc 7TN (0)f(YN+ 1 1YN, 1,,0) (4.20)
Simple manipulation of conditional probability shows that Equations 4.19 and 4.20
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produce the same posterior distribution
7TN+ 1(0) oc 7N ()f (YN+l I YN, -,Y 1)
oc 7ro(O)f(y1, .., N I)(YN+1 IYN, '',Y1,O) (4.21)
cX 7ro(O)f (y. ... , YN, YN+1 7) WN+1(0)
The above discussion implies a refreshing view of the Bayes' rule. It can be interpreted
as (updated current x likelihood) instead of (posterior prior x likelihood). This
means the posterior distribution 7FN(O) contains all the knowledge accumulated up
to at time N. It is all that is needed to update the estimate upon receiving new
observation YN+1. The past can be ignored.
4.3.2 Formulation of Sequential Bayesian Filter
We are concerned with estimating the unknown state of the system at discrete times.
The sequence of state variables, {Ot, t 0,1,..., N} , EC R , is assumed to follow
a hidden Markov process with initial distribution, f(0) = 7r(Oo), and transition dis-
tribution, f(6t| Ot-1). Information on the system is available through successive ob-
servations, {yt, t = 0, 1, ... , N} , ye EE R, which are conditionally independent given
the state process with distribution, f(yt| 10). Denote the set of observations up to
time N as Y1:N = {yt, t = 0,1, ... , N}. Our aim is to estimate recursively in time
the posterior distribution lrN(O) f(ON Y1:N). Other characteristics, such as the
mean, variance, mode, etc., are readily computable with the posterior distribution.
A particularly convenient formulation pertinent to sequential Bayesian filtering is
the state-space model. It consists of a system equation and an observation equation.
The system equation describes the dynamics of the hidden state variable
6t = gt(t-1, u4-1) (4.22)
where, ut E R", represents the system noise and is a zero-mean, white-noise sequence
independent of the past and current states. The distribution of ut is assumed known.
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The observations are related to the state variables through the observation equation
Yt = ht (0t, bt) (4.23)
where, Vt E R"-, is another zero-mean, white-noise sequence with known distribution,
independent of the past and current states and the system noise. The state-space
formulation provides a compact way of representing the system structure and multiple
sources of uncertainty. More importantly for our purpose, it is particularly suited for
the implementation of sequential Bayesian filtering.
In principle, the posterior distribution f(ON IY1:N) can be computed recursively
in a two-stage approach, provided the required PDF, f(ON-1 Iy1:N-1 ), at the previous
time step is available.
* Prediction - The prior PDF of the state at time step k can be obtained via
the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
f (ON lY1:N-1) j /(N1 If ON1 )f( ON-1 Y1:N-1 )dON-1 (4.24)
The probabilistic model of the system dynamics, f(ON JON-1 ), a Markov model,
is defined by the system equation 4.22 and the distribution of UN-1
f(ON ION-i) N-1 f (N ON-1,UN-1)f(UN-1 ON-1 )duN-1
uN-1
= JN-1 f(N 6 N-1, UN-1 )f (uN-1)dNN- (4.25
The second identify holds because UN-1 is assumed independent of the state
variables.
" Update - Once a new observation YN is received at time step N, the Bayes'
theorem is used to obtain the updated posterior PDF
f (ON l:N) f(YN ION)f(ON lYi:vi) (4.26)f(YN Y1:N-1)
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The probabilistic model of observation YN given ON, the likelihood function, is
defined by the observation equation 4.23 and the distribution of UN
f(YN ON) j f(YN ION,vN)f (VN - 1)dVN (4.27)
The normalizing denominator in Equation 4.26 is given by
f(YN IY1:N-1) j f(YN 1 6N)f(ON IY1:N-1)dON (4.28)
The recurrence equations 4.24 and 4.26 constitute a general solution to the sequen-
tial Bayesian filtering problem. In general, analytical solutions do not exist except
for a limited and restrictive class of problems. Analytical solutions typically rely on
linearity and Gaussianity assumptions. For example, it is well known that Kalman
filter is the optimal solution when the system and observation equations are linear
and ut and Ut are additive Gaussian noise. Kalman filter is very popular in target
tracking and process control due to the availability of a close-form solution which
makes its implementation extremely efficient. However, the underlying assumptions
are grossly invalid for many other applications.
In order to address the shortfalls of Kalman filter and obtain tractable solutions,
we need ways of approximating the filtering distribution. An important class of meth-
ods approximates the filtering distribution with a set of random samples instead of
analytical functions. Then the filtering distribution is updated recursively using infor-
mation in the observations. With effective sampling techniques, this approach allows
estimation of the filtering distribution consistent with evidence in the observation.
Moreover, it does not rely on simplifying assumptions on the nature of the model
thus makes the estimation quite accurate. This sampling-based approach is gener-
ally regarded as sequential Monte Carlo methods. We will introduce an important
algorithm next.
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4.4 Sequential Monte Carlo Methods
4.4.1 Monte Carlo Integration
Though a number of numerical techniques have been developed for computating
the posterior distribution in Equation 4.26, the sequential Monte Carlo method
(SIIC) seems to have emerged as the most effective approach. SMC integration
methods were first developed in the 1960's and 70's in the automatic control field
[3, 75, 74]. These methods had been largely ignored until recently possibly due
to the severe limitation in computational power. Following the seminal paper by
Gordon, Salmond and Smith introducing the bootstrap filter [71], there has been
extensive research coverage of SMC algorithms and practical applications in var-
ious engineering and economic areas [196, 120, 119, 48, 142]. Since the sequen-
tial Bayesian estimation implemented with Monte Carlo is often regarded as par-
ticle filter, we will use these two terms interchangeably in the subsequent discus-
sion. Suppose the posterior density, f(ON-1 ly1:N-1), at time N - 1 is known
and random samples, {%_1, k = 1, 2 N...,AM}, can be drawn with associated weights,
{w _1 , k = 1,2, ..., M}, which satisfy the normal condition, E_ i o 1  = 1. Then a
discrete approximation of the posterior density function is given by
M
f(ON-1 IY1:N-1) Ni N (4.29)
k=1
where 6(.) is the Dirac delta function. Any moment of f(ON-1 Iy1:N-1) and other
statistics can be directly evaluated with the sample approximation. For example, the
expectation of an f( 0 N-1 y:N-1 )-integrable function g(x) is given by
M
E [g(x)] = g(s)f (s Y1:N-1 )ds ~ w 1 g(ok- 1) (4.30)
k=1
The law of large numbers ensures, as the number of samples becomes very large,
this MC approximation approaches the true value of the expectation and the dis-
crete characterization in Equation 4.29 becomes an equivalent representation to the
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functional description of the posterior PDF. However, generating samples from the
posterior distribution may not be trivial in many cases because it is yet to be esti-
mated. In practice, several methods are available when direct generation of samples
is not convenient. The importance sampling is a favored method to overcome this
difficulty.
4.4.2 Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) Algorithm
Suppose p(x) is a probability density from which it is difficult to sample, yet p(x) can
be evaluated point-wise at least up to a proportional constant. Importance sampling
relaxes the requirement of directly drawing samples from p(x). Instead it draws sam-
ples {(xk Wk), k = 1, 2,..., M} from a substitute density q(x), called the importance
density. A basic requirement of the important density is that its support should in-
clude the support of the true distribution [65]. An estimate of the expectation of a
p(x)-integrable function g(x) is then computed as
f M
E[g(x)] = g(s)p(s)ds = p s q(s)ds ~ g(xk1k (3)
q) k=1
where
ak W k k __p(Xk)
q1 W k) (4.32)
is the normalized weight of the 4th sample. This implies a discrete approximation to
the density p(x) is given by
M
p(x) ~ k6(X - xk) (4.33)
k=1
Returning to the case of estimating the posterior density f (ON Y1:N), if samples
were drawn from an importance density q (ON Y1:N), the importance weights are
given by
~. f (6 | 1:w f N IY1:A) (4.34)
q (O |Y1:N
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To make the importance sampling recursive, we need to find a way of propagat-
ing existing samples and updating the corresponding weights. Suppose the samples
{(O1 'Wk ) -1k = 1 -2- A} which constitute an approximation of the posterior
density f (ON-1 Y-:N-1) at time N - 1 are available. If we choose an importance
density of the following recursive form
q (ON IY1:N) q (ON ION-1, Yi:N) q (ON-1 ly1:N-1) (4-35)
new samples { O, k = 1, 2, .... A} are then generated from the density q (ON ON-1, Y1:N)-
The weights can be updated via Bayes' theorem when a new observation YN becomes
available at time N [131]. Slightly manipulating the posterior density f (ON jY1:N)
shows
f (ON IX1:N) .(YN ION, X1:N-1) f (ON Y:N-1)f (yN VY1:N-1)
f (YN JON, X1:N-1). (N JON-1, 1l:N-1 )
f (YNlyl:-1) f (ON-1 1y:N-1 ) (4-36)
-f (yN JONf (N ON-1)f(N1l:-)
f/(YN J1:N-1)
C f (YN ION)! (ON ION-1) f (ON-1 yi:N-1)
Substituting Equations 4.35 and 4.36 into 4.34 yields the new weight expression
~ f (YN y f - N Y1:N-1) (437)
( NO -1Yl:N) f (O|_ IX1:N-1)
-k f~yNIO%) f(Ok Iok.l
__ ~k N y-
N1 q (0% Ok 1 ~y~~~ N-1 1 :N)
Equation 4.37 indicates the SIS algorithm requires only point-wise evaluation of the
density functions f (ON ION-1) andf (YN ION) (at least up to a proportional constant)
to update the importance weights. The correcting factor in Equation 4.37 forms a
Bayesian kernel, representing the likelihood of the new sample as is evident in the new
observation xk. This likelihood value provides a measure of the statistical closeness
of the proposed sample to the estimate of the current state. WVeights of the samples
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with higher likelihood will be scaled up compared to the previous step. With the
new samples {(O8,W), k = 1,2,..., AI}, the posterior filtering density f (ON 1:N)
is approximated by
f (0 Iyi: v) k 6(O ~ O (4.38)
k=1
where -, k = 1,..., M are the normalized weights of those computed in Equa-
tion 4.37.
We have shown that Bayesian estimation can be implemented recursively via the
sequential importance sampling (SIS) algorithm. SIS consists of propagating samples
and updating the corresponding weights with information in the new observation.
We haven't imposed any restriction on the nature of the model or the distribution
of the noise in deriving the SIS algorithm. In fact, SIS is not subject to the sim-
plifying assumptions many other filtering methods were built upon. It only requires
an appropriate importance density from which it is easy to draw samples and proba-
bilistic models of the system equation and observation equation which are pointwise
computable. Moreover, SIS is a truly recursive algorithm. At each time step, only
samples from the previous step and the current observation are needed to estimate
the filtering distribution. No past observation is needed as all information in the his-
tory is incorporated in the prior distribution. This reduces the storage requirement
significantly. Needless to say, SIS is generally more efficient than optimization-based
estimation schemes because sampling is much less computationally expensive than
nonlinear optimization and it can easily be parallelized. This makes it feasible to im-
plement Bayesian estimation online over complex systems. A pseudo-code description
of the SIS algorithm is given in Table 4.1.
The selection of importance density can be flexible for the convenience of the
samples generation. However a proper choice of importance density is crucial for
the accuracy and ease of convergence of the estimation algorithm. A general rule is
that the importance density should have a support at least as large as that of the
posterior density. Otherwise convergence is not guaranteed and samples may not be
representative of the true posterior density. It has been shown that the importance
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Table 4.1: A pseudo-code description of the sequential importance sampling (SIS)
algorithm.
For times t = 1. 2...
For k = 1, 2, ..., A
Sample O6 ~ q (Ot IO61 Yi:t)
Evaluate the importance weights (up to a proportionality constant)
~k __ ~,k f ty) t -1 )
End For k
Normalize the importance weights:
Wt -
End For t
density whose shape is similar to that of the posterior density tends to provide better
estimation results and faster convergence. The optimal choice of importance density
will be discussed in the next section.
4.5 Practical Issues and Efficient SIS Strategies
The SIS algorithm in its original setting inevitably suffers from the degeneracy prob-
lem. Degeneracy is a phenomenon where all samples but a few will have negligible
weights after a few iterations. It has been shown that the variance of the impor-
tance weights only increases with time thus it is impossible to avoid the degeneracy
problem. Consequently, computational resource may be wasted in generating sam-
ples with little or no contribution to the estimation. Degeneracy also undermines the
efficacy of SIS since Monte Carlo based estimation methods rely on the diversity of
the samples.
In principle, the effect of degeneracy can be reduced by the brute force of increasing
sample size N. However it is contingent on the computational capacity and is not
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always practical. A reasonable measure of degeneracy of SIS is the effective sample
size Neff, defined as
Neff = (4.39)
1+ var (WO)
where the variance is taken with respect to the importance density q (t-|e1 , Y1:t).
Exact evaluation of Equation 4.39 is usually infeasible, however an estimate can be
obtained as
Neff = N (4.40)
1 g + z (Ok)2
where Of, k = 1, ...,Al are the normalized weights of those computed in Equation 4.37.
Degeneracy occurs when Neff < N and the actions have to be taken when Neff falls
below some threshold value NT. Several strategies have been developed to counteract
the effect of degeneracy. A well-chosen importance density and resampling are among
the most effective.
4.5.1 Choosing Proper Importance Density
The effect of degeneracy can be reduced by choosing an importance density that
minimizes the variance of the importance weights and maximizes Neff. The choice
of importance density has significant impact on the sampling process. As evident
from Equation 4.37, at each step, the weights are adjusted by the information in the
observations, the likelihood. Higher likelihood implies the sample point has higher
probability of being the current state. In other words, samples close to the high
likelihood region will be assigned high weights. This means the importance density
similar to the posterior density is able to generate more useful samples whereas the
importance density which has little overlapping with the posterior density are more
prone to generating degenerate samples. The best possible choice is certainly the
posterior density itself.
In practice, the optimal importance density that minimizes the variance of the
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weights has shown to be
qopt (A Oti -,Yi:t) = f (A IOt-1, yt) (4.41)
Substituting Equation 4.41 into 4.37 leads to
ti tc 1- f U0_1)=w_ f (t yt ) f (6,|t _ ) t(442cc W _ 1 Jf(Yt!Ookf()t-)o (4.42)
Equation 4.42 indicates that the weight at time t, given the previous sample and
current observation, is independent of the new sample Ok, if it is drawn from the
optimal importance density 4.41. Hence the optimal importance density will lead to
fixed values for the weights, regardless of the sample values. The weights certainly
have zero variance. However, it may not always be convenient to use the optimal
importance density. Sampling from f (Ot lOt-, yt) might be difficult. Analytical
evaluation of the weight in Equation 4.42 may not be possible because it requires
integration over the current state which is yet to determine. Finally, a simple and
convenient choice of importance density is the prior density f (Ot lot-). This results
in the following weight updating equaiton
o c o t_if (yt |0 ) (4.43)
This importance density was used in some of the early sequential Monte Carlo algo-
rithms [75, 74, 71]. It has the obvious advantage of importance weights being easy
to evaluate. The drawback is that sampling from the prior density does not involve
the new observation thus the sample space is explored without the guidance of the
observation. This could lead to slow convergence or poor estimation.
4.5.2 Resampling
Another method involves a technique called resampling. The key idea is to remove
samples with small weights and concentrate on samples with large weights. This can
be achieved by drawing a new set of samples {6O*k, k = 1, 2, ..., A} with replacement
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from the discrete approximation ot the posterior density f (Ot Y1:t), given by Equa-
tion 4.38. Samples are drawn such that Pr (6 *k = 6i) = w. Thus newly generated
samples are equally weighted thus they all have weights 1/N.
Several methods are available for implementing resampling. One simple approach
is to generate a uniform random variable uk ~ U[O, 1] and find the sample 6O with
index j satisfying
j j+1
Ew tUk' <EWi (4.44)
i=1 i=1l
The new sample is then given by 0 *k = 6i+1. Other resampling procedures capable
of smaller MC variation are also available, including stratified sampling and residual
sampling. Resampling is applied when significant degeneracy is observed, i.e. when
the effective sample size is below some threshold, Neff < NT.
To reduce the effect of degeneracy by resampling cannot be achieved free of ex-
penses. Several theoretical and practical problems are brought along by the use of
resampling. First resampling hampers the opportunity to parallelize since all parti-
cles must be combined in the resampling procedure. Second the particles with large
weights are statistically selected many times, resulting in a decrease in the number of
truly distinctive particles thus a loss of diversity in the sample pool. This phenomenon
is sometimes regarded as sample impoverishment in literature. Consequently, any sta-
tistical estimate based on diverse sample pool will deteriorate. Numerous heuristic
methods have been proposed to solve the problem of sample impoverishment. This
work employs a roughening procedure proposed by Gordon et al. An independent
Gaussian jitter is added to each sample obtained in the resampling process in order
to restore randomness. Details of the roughening procedure are referred to reference
[71].
The sequential importance sampling with resampling (SISR) algorithm proceeds
as shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: A pseudo-code description of the sequential importance sampling with
resampling (SISR) algorithm.
For times t = 1, 2...
Importance sampling
For k = 1, 2, ... , M
Sample O~ q (t | o_, Y i.)
Evaluate the importance weights (up to a proportionality constant)
f (,k Iv ok)f (Ok Iok 1
~k _ , k t _ _ f t -1
End For k
Normalize the importance weights:
-k ak
Wt 
- A Zj=1 0-
Evaluate the effective sample size:
Neff = N+.1 rk2
Resampling
If Neff > T
No resampling is performed, 0 *k -=k for k = 1, ... A
Otherwise
For i = 1, ... , A
Sample u' ~ U[O, 1]
Find j(i) such that
Set 0 *k - 0 j(z) and W*k - /N
End For i
Perform roughening to the new samples
End If
End For t
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4.5.3 Convergence
The resampling procedure alleviates the degeneracy problem but introduces addi-
tional complication to the convergence of the SMC algorithm. The particles (sam-
ples), after one resampling step, are no longer statistically independent. Consequently,
classical convergence results on Monte Carlo methods, based on independent and iden-
tically distributed (I.I.D.) assumptions, do not hold. In literature, the convergence
properties of SMC have been extensively investigated. A rigorous theoretical treat-
ment of a whole class of SMC methods was given by Del Moral and Miclo [128],
Crisan, Del Moral and Lyons [42, 39]. A survey of convergence results on some SMC
methods was provided by Crisan and Doucet [40]. Recently, Kd'nsch showed that
under weak conditions, the empirical distribution generated by the particle filtering
algorithm converges in probability to the underlying true distribution [94]. Kd'nsch
also established a central limit theorem for the estimate of E [#(x)] (#(x) being a
square integrable function with respect to the true posterior distribution) under the
same conditions as for convergence.
4.6 Numerical Illustration
Dynamic models are an important class for many engineering and economic systems.
The uncertain and time-variant nature of parameters makes it a major challenge to
simulate and risk-manage the underlying system. Direct treatment of uncertainty us-
ing dynamic models can attain useful insights that are not afforded by other methods.
To illustrate its relevance to technology evaluation, we consider an economic model
for a power plant. The operating profit of a power plant depends on, among many
factors, the prices of electricity and fuel, both of which are subject to significant mar-
ket uncertainty. While accurate long-term projection of market price movement is
impossible, an informative and well-calibrated dynamic model can be used to gener-
ate trajectories of future prices. The spread of these trajectories will be instrumental
in determining the risk of profitability. Compared to conventional approaches, this
provides a more rigorous means of evaluating risky projects. As we will see, dynamic
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$ Fuel Price
Figure 4-2: The profitability of a power plant (or any project in general) is inherently
risky given the uncertainties in prices of electricity and fuel, among many factors.
The risk of profitability can be quantified by simulating future price movement and
computing possible trajectories of future profits.
models need to be calibrated to observable information in order to be practically use-
ful. The sequential Monte Carlo methods described in previous section are powerful
tools for model calibration.
This section presents an example to illustrate the application of the sequential
Bayesian estimation methods. The example involves a well-known term structure
model of commodities prices proposed by Schwartz [162]. The model describes the
stochastic behavior of spot price and convenience yield, neither of which is directly
observable in the market. The purpose is to estimate these hidden variables from
observable market signal, such as futures prices. The model consists of nonlinear
state and observation equations for which Kalman filter is inapplicable. The ex-
tended Kalman filter is used as benchmark so that the benefit of sequential Bayesian
estimation can be demonstrated.
4.6.1 The Term Structure Model of Commodities Prices
Many commodities, e.g. crude oil, are more actively traded in the futures market
than in the spot market. In America, the crude oil price typically refers to the price
of WTI/light sweet crude oil futures traded on the New York Mercantile Exchange
(NYMEX). Several models have been proposed to explain the behavior of the futures
price F. The Schwartz (1997) model assumes that the futures price dynamics is
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determined by two factors, namely the spot price S and the convenience yield C. The
spot price refers to. the price of the commodities underlying the futures contracts.
The convenience yield can be interpreted as the benefit associated with owning the
physical commodities. The dynamics of the two variables is given by
dS = (p - C)Sdt + o-sSd 1 .
dC = K(a - C)dt + -cdW42 (4.45)
dW1 dW2 = pdt
where:
p - -the instantaneous rate of return of the spot price;
-s - the volatility of the spot price;
a - the long-term mean of the convenience yield;
r - the strength of convergence of the convenience yield toward a;
0-c - the volatility of the convenience yield;
W1, W2 - the Brownian motions that drive the spot price and the convenience yield;
p - the instantaneous correlation between the two Brownian motions. There are
usually no reliable spot price data for many commodities due to lack of trading of
such physical commodities. Time series of convenience yield simply does not exist
because it is not a traded asset. In practice, the state variables can be estimated
from the observed futures prices F for delivery in T whose relationship with the state
variables is expressed as
1-exp (-Ir)± 1F(S, C, t, T) = S(t) exp -C(t) 1+ B(-r) (4.46)
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with:
. 2 U0sccp 0 1 - exp (-2T)
B(r)=Tr r - a + - --
4 K3
+ (P 1 -exp (-r)
+ as + 0-s-cP ~ 2 (4-47)
K K
A
K
where:
r - the risk-free interest rate;
A - the risk premium associated with the convenience yield;
T(= T - t) - the time-to-maturity of the futures contract;
4.6.2 Initializing the Model
Initial values of the state variables and their covariance matrix are needed to start
the estimation process. In the case of term structure models of commodities prices,
the nearest futures price is generally chosen as the initial spot price S. A reasonable
estimate of the convenience yield C can be obtained with the observed prices of the
two nearest futures contracts for maturity in T and T2 :
00 _ -In F(S, t, Ti) - In F(S, t, T2) (4.48)
T1 - T2
where r is the risk-free interest rate, T is the nearest maturity and T2 is the one
immediately afterwards. The covariance matrix of state variables is computed using
the first 30 points of the estimation period. Similarly we can obtain the covariance
matrix of observed futures prices.
4.6.3 The Data
The data used for estimation correspond to the weekly prices of crude oil for the
settlement of the NYMEX WTI futures contracts, between May 18, 1998 and Oct
15, 2001. In this case, only the time series of futures contract of one month maturity
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Figure 4-3: Weekly prices of NYMEX WTI crude oil futures, front month maturity.
was used, shown in Figure 4-3. The interest rates were set to the three month T-bill
rates. The average T-bill rates of the estimation period was chosen as the value of
r since the model assumes constant interest rate. It is important to note this may
not be a good assumption as interest rates changed drastically during the period, in
particular after the burst of dot-com bubble in late 2000. It is possible to include
the dynamics of interest rate in the model which may improve the accuracy of the
estimation.
4.6.4 Estimating Model Parameters
Model calibration, that is to estimate the unknown parameters, as, oc, a, 7,padA
is a critical step toward making the model practically useful. This can usually be
carried out via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The likelihood function to be
maximized at time k is given by
Lk(6x ) = .f (yk JY1:k-1 ) -. f (yk |6 ) f (Ok ly1:k_1 )dk (4.49)
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With samples generated from importance density, Equation 4.49 can be rewritten as
L(O) = f (y|k 1)f(OkIYk-1) q(Okjk-1,y)dOk (4.50)
()q Okj0 k-1 (k
The integral in Equation 4.50 contains a quantity
f (Yk 1|k) f (Ok 1:k-1)
which is similar to the RHS of Equation 4.37. The term f (Oi 1I1:k-1) can in fact be
obtained as an average of the transition density f (Ok Ok-1) with respect to the prior
distribution, as in Equation 4.24. This implies
W f (Yk 10 k) f (Ok Iy1:k-1) (4.51)
q (Ok |k-1, Yk)
Given that the samples are drawn from the importance density, q(Ok |Ok-1, Yk), we
can approximate the likelihood function in Equation 4.50 with
Al1
Lk(Ok) =Z . (4.52)
i=1
Equation 4.52 suggests a rough interpretation of the likelihood function as the total
weight.
4.6.5 Performance Criteria
Two criteria were used to measure the performance of the estimation, namely the
mean price errors and the root mean squared errors. The mean price errors (MPE)
are defined as the average deviation of the estimated futures prices from the observed
data
MPE 1 F (r) - Fi(T)) (4.53)
where A is the number of observations, Fi(T) is the estimated futures price for ma-
turity T at time i, and F(r) is the observed futures price. Using the same notation,
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the root mean squared errors (RMSE) is defined in the following
1 M 2
RMISE = (11 \ F - F(T) (4.54)
4.6.6 Applying the Particle Filter to the Schwartz Model
In order to apply the SISR algorithm to the Schwartz model, the state equation 4.45
and observation equation 4.46 have to be rewritten in the state-space form. We first
discretize the state equations and express them into vector form
St 1 t _1(1 + rAt - C 1 At) St-1 01 (4.55)
Ct _ L o[aAt + Ct_(1 -KAt) 0 1
where [St, Cj' is the state vector to be estimated, At is the time increment pertinent
to the available data, e.g. a week in the case of weekly data. The system disturbance
ut is a zero-mean vector with covariance matrix
var[ut] = [ 2 (4.56)
[crscxcp 02
The observation equation 4.46 is simply written as
Ft = St exp -Ct +exp(-K-T)  B(T) +Vt (4.57)
KI
where vt is a white noise sequence with varlvt] = o . To determine the number of
particles at each time step that is necessary to achieve convergence, we estimated the
posterior distributions of spot price and convenience yield using 1000, 2500, 5000 and
10000 particles. We found the posterior distribution hardly changes with 5000 par-
ticles or more, indicative of convergence. Since at each step, sampling and updating
weights could be done very efficiently, we decided to use 10000 particles.
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4.6.7 Estimation Results
Both the extended Kalman filter (EKF) and the particle filter are applied to the
crude oil futures prices in order to estimate the hidden state variables - spot price
and convenience yield. The performance of the filtering algorithms is measured in
terms of MPE and RMSE. We first present the optimal parameters obtained with
both algorithm in Table 4.3. The difference between the two sets of parameters is
noticeable, indicating that linear approximation to the model may have a significant
influence.
Table 4.3: Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters of the Schwartz model, based
on weekly crude oil futures data between May 18, 1998 and Oct 15, 2001.
Extended Kalman Particle Filter
Filter
Pull back force r, 1.2581 1.5917
Mean rate of return of spot price t 0.3520 0.3799
Volatilty of spot price os 0.3202 0.2635
Long-term mean convenience yield o 0.2325 0.2523
Volatility of convenience yield ac 0.2884 0.2371
Correlation coefficient p 0.9701 0.9385
Risk premium of convenience yield A 0.1819 0.1772
The difference between the two filters is better illustrated by visualizing the es-
timated spot price series. Fortunately, crude oil spot is a tradable asset in the com-
modities market. The estimated spot prices can be compared against this benchmark.
Figure 4-4 shows the results from applying EKF to the market data. The true spot
prices are represented by a solid line with markers and EKF estimates are given as a
solid line. The dotted line and the dashed line encompass the 95% confidence region
of the EKF estimates (we refer to the interval between the 2.5 and 97.5 percentile
points as the 95% confidence region for the sake of convenience). From Figure 4-4, it
is clear that EKF grossly misestimates the spot prices except in 1999. In particular,
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Figure 4-4: Spot prices estimated by the extended Kalman filter. Blue line with
markers - market prices, red line - estimated prices, black dashed - 95% confidence
limits.
the upward trend between November 1998 and October 2000 is not reflected in the
EKF estimates. In contrast, PF produces a trajectory closely following the actual
spot price during the entire estimation horizon, see Figure 4-5. The actual price
trajectory stays within the 95% confidence region at all times. The performance of
the filters can also be judged by the ability to predict the futures prices. Figure 4-6
and 4-7 show the futures prices calculated with the spot prices and convenience yield
estimated by the extended Kalman filter and particle filter, respectively.
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Figure 4-5: Spot prices estimated by the particle filter. Blue line with markers -
market prices, red line - estimated prices, black dashed - 95% confidence limits.
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Figure 4-6: WTI CLI crude oil futures prices estimated by the extended Kalman
filter. Blue line - market prices, red line - estimated prices.
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Figure 4-7: WTI CL1 crude oil futures prices estimated by the particle filter. Blue
line - market prices, red line - estimated prices.
The trends in futures prices, as shown in Figure 4-6 and 4-7, are in accordance
with Figure 4-4 and 4-5. The particle filter is able to predict futures prices in close
agreement with the market prices, as opposed to the extended Kalman filter which
significant underestimates the market prices. The two performance measures, MPE
and RMSE, can be derived from the forecast errors of futures prices, as listed in
Table 4.4. To better visualize the difference in the performance of the two filters, the
forecast errors of futures prices for the same estimation horizon are plotted in Figure 4-
8. The particle filter clearly outperforms the extended Kalman filter in terms of both
estimating the underlying spot prices and forecasting the futures prices.
Table 4.4: MPE and RMSE of the extended Kalman filter and the particle filter.
Extended Kalman Filter Particle Filter
MPE -7.3236 -0.5762
RMSE 7.3052 1.3141
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Figure 4-8: Forecast errors of futures prices, blue line with marker - extended Kalman
filter, red line - particle filter.
4.6.8 Summary
Our comparative study shows the linearization approximation makes the extended
Kalman filter an ineffective method for nonlinear models. The particle filtering
method can accurately predicts the stochastic behavior of time series generated by
nonlinear models. We want to emphasize the particle filtering method can in fact
estimate the probability distribution of the quantity of interest at any time. The
estimates in Figure 4-5 are actually the average of the samples representing the prob-
ability distributions of the spot prices. Because the method is not restricted by
Gaussian assumptions - either the prior distribution or the errors of models can be
non-Gaussian, the particle filter can reveal the distribution which is consistent with
our belief and information of the data. This feature offers remarkable flexibility for
us to incorporate existing knowledge. It also ensures the estimation results are not
biased by unrealistic assumptions or unjustifiable hypotheses.
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Chapter 5
Parametric Uncertainty
Propagation
5.1 Introduction
One of the most important issues we try to address in uncertainty analysis is given
uncertain inputs, how they translate into uncertainties in the outputs. In principle,
this is a process of simulating the system or solving model equations with probabilistic
inputs, as illustrated in Figure 5-1. A number of numerical techniques are available
for propagating uncertainties in the parameters to the outputs of a given model.
They produce uncertainty characteristics of model outputs of various levels precision
at different computational costs. Examples include perturbation and hierarchy meth-
ods [114, 99], moments method [57], stochastic simulation methods including Monte
Carlo and its variance reduction variations [47, 79], and various expansion methods
including the spectral-based finite elements [2, 67].
The perturbation and hierarchy methods are both built upon assumptions that
are valid only for systems with small randomness. Consequently, they are not able
to produce accurate results for largely uncertain systems. The moments method is
suited for problems in which a finite number of moments are sufficient to describe
the propagation of uncertainty in the model. It employs the Taylor series expansion
to approximate the moments of response variables as functions of the moments of
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Figure 5-1: Propagating parametric uncertainties through the system model.
the inputs. The accuracy of the approximation is limited by the truncation of the
Taylor series expansion. Also the partial derivatives of model response with respect
to the inputs, which appear as coefficients in the Taylor series expansion, may be
difficult to evaluate for complex models for which analytical solution is intractable.
Furthermore, none of these methods is capable of propagating uncertainties that are
represented by probability density functions (PDF).
A more demanding task is to compute the PDF of the model output given the
PDF's of model parameters and inputs. Except for rare situations, the exact solution
to the stochastic model is impossible, hence central to this objective is our ability to
the approximate the response variables. Monte Carlo and the finite element methods
provide formal means to put this objective into action. Monte Carlo methods seek
discrete approximation of the output PDF by repetitively evaluating the model at
randomly chosen points of the input probabilistic space, as illustrated in Figure 5-2.
Because the original model is evaluated a large number of times, Monte Carlo meth-
ods may be prohibitively expensive except for cases for which the model evaluation
is simple and straightforward. Though variance reduction techniques are effective in
reducing the number of model evaluations while maintaining the accuracy of approx-
imation, the computational burden associated with Monte Carlo methods for most
realistic models in energy and chemical engineering is unaffordable. For a detailed
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description of Monte Carlo methods, see Halton's paper [73].
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Figure 5-2: Monte Carlo methods approximates the output uncertainty with a prob-
ablistically contructed response surface.
The spectral-based finite element methods have sought to reduce the computa-
tional burden by representing uncertain variables with polynomial functions of stan-
dard random variables. A series expansion of orthogonal polynomials such as Leg-
endre, Laguerre and Hermite, commonly referred to as polynomial chaos expansion
[197], has shown to be able to approximate arbitrary probability density functions.
A deterministic representation of the original stochastic model is obtained by pro-
jecting the original model onto the space of polynomial chaos. The coefficients of
each polynomial function in the expansion can be determined by setting the proba-
bilistically weighted residual of the model equation to zero, known as the weighted
residual method [56]. This approach has two main advantages compared to Monte
Carlo methods: First, an explicit representation of the response variable is available.
It is more intuitive than the discrete approximation afforded by Monte Carlo and
provides simple means of mathematical computation and manipulation. Secondly,
much fewer model evaluations are required to construct a polynomial chaos expan-
sion of the response variable, therefore it is particularly suited for solving large-scale
complex models. Expanding uncertain variables using polynomial chaos expansion
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and series approximation of probability density functions are central to the Deter-
ministic Equivalent Modeling Method (DEMM) developed by Tatang [180], which
have been received numerous applications in air quality assessment [86], geophysical
models [195, 181], and in computational fluid dynamics [194]. Monte Carlo methods,
and in particular DEIM are chosen to analyze the uncertainties associated with the
IGCC technology.
In principle, the spectral-basedd finite element methods decompose an uncertain
variable into orthogonal basis functions, more precisely polynomials, of independent
standard random variables. This construct offers substantial benefits in terms of
mathematical manipulation, e.g. calculating the moments of the response variables,
because the expectation of the cross-product of independent random variables and the
inner product of orthogonal polynomials simply vanish. In many cases, however, real
quantities of interest may be correlated, hence the independence assumption embed-
ded in the polynomial chaos expansion does not provide an accurate representation.
Direct incorporation of correlation in the DEMM framework has not been fully ex-
plored in previous applications. In this chapter, we propose a technique based on the
principal component analysis [92] for directly representing correlated uncertain vari-
ables. This technique is able to reduce the dimension of the uncertain space by taking
advantage of the information about the correlation structure. It should be noted that
this technique is actually rooted in the Karhunen-Loeve theorem [96], which, in the
theory of stochastic processes, addresses the representation of a stochastic process as
an infinite series of uncorrelated random variables and orthonormal functions.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we present an
overview of the Latin hypercube sampling method which is a popular variance reduc-
tion technique for Monte Carlo implementation. Section 5.3 reviews the mathematical
concepts of the polynomials chaos expansion, which are intended to facilitate the un-
derstanding of the DEMM framework.
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5.2 Latin Hypercube Monte Carlo Method
5.2.1 The Slow Convergence of Monte Carlo
The principle of Monte Carlo and its application in probability density estimation
have been discussed in Chapter 4. In that regard, Monte Carlo methods estimate the
probability of an event, e.g. a random variable taking value in a set, by sampling
randomly from a universe of possible outcomes and calculating the fraction of random
draws that fall in the given set. The Law of Large Numbers ensures that this estimate
converges to the correct value as the number of samples increases. The Central Limit
Theorem provides information about the likely magnitude of the error in the estimate
after a finite number of samples. Consider estimating the integral of a function gx
over the unit interval
I = g(x)dx
The above integral can also be interpreted as an expectation E[g(U)] where U is a
uniform random variable between 0 and 1. The Monte Carlo estimate of I is computed
as, given indepedent draws U1, U2,..., U, can be obtained from U[0, 1]
I= 
-g(Ui)
i=1
Suppose g is in fact square integrable and we compute the variance
a 2 (g(x) -I)2dx
The Central Limit Theorem warrants that the estimation error I - I is approximately
normally distributed with zero mean and standard deviation og//n. In practice, the
standard deviation og would be unknown beforehand, yet a sample estimate can be
computed as
1
89 = (g(Ul) - I)2
Applying the similar idea to uncertainty propagation typically consists of three
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steps
1. Generate a set of values by randomly sampling the probability distribution of
each input variable.
2. For each set of random input values, evaluate the system model and aggregate
the output data.
3. Since the outputs for step 2 collectively constitute a discrete representation of
the PDF of the model output variable, statistical inference can be performed
using the data, e.g. parameterizing the PDF, calculating statistical attributes,
etc.
The standard deviaiton of the Monte Carlo estimate of the model output, e.g. its
sample average, is also given by og//'n. The fact that this standard deviation scales
inversely with the square root of the number of samples, denoted as og ~ O(n-1 /2 ), lies
at the center of Monte Carlo methods. It implies cutting the error by half requires
increasing the number of samples by a factor of four. This feature is commonly
referred to as the square-root convergence of Monte Carlo methods. Since thousands
of samples may be required to get the required accuracy, and the system model needs
to be evaluated for each sample, the use of the basic Monte Carlo methods may well
be intractable for realistic models. This prompts the need for more efficient sampling
algorithms to make Monte Carlo methods less expensive.
5.2.2 Stratified Sampling
The Latin hypercube sampling is an multivariate extension of stratified sampling
which is a widely used variance reduction technique in univariate cases. For ease of
exposition, we briefly introduce the stratified sampling first. For more details, we
refer to Glasserman [70].
Stratified sampling is a mechanism that constrains the fraction of samples drawn
from specific subsets, called strata, of the sample space. Suppose we want to estimate
E[g(U)] with U ~ U[0., 1], where g(x) is an integrable function on [0, 1]. Let A1 , ... , A,
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be a partition of [0, 1]. Then
n
E[g(X)] = E[g(U) IU E Ai Pr(U c Ai) (5.1)
and a corresponding estimator of E[g(U)] is derived from sampling U conditional on
{U E Ai}, i = 1, ... , n. The simplest choice of the strata is the equiprobable intervals
Ai= ,
n
i~
-i , i = 1, ..., n
n_
Figure 5-3 displays ten equiprobable strata for the standard normal distribution,
such that the area under the PDF curve over each interval is 1/10.
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Figure 5-3: A partition of the real line into ten intervals of equal probability under
the standard normal density curve.
is randomly drawn from each stratum. This is achieved, for example, by drawing
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(5.2)
I I I
independent uniform random samples, U1 ,. ., and setting
V + -, i=1,...,n (5.3)
n n
The resulting estimator of E~g(U)] is then given by
E = 9(V) (5.4)
It has been shown that the above estimator is consistent, and its limit variance
is smaller than that is achieved by the basic Monte Carlo method. As an example
[701, 500 samples are drawn from the standard normal distribution N(0, 1) with both
stratified sampling and random sampling. The histograms of the resulting samples are
displayed in Figure 5-4. The stratified sampling draws five random samples from each
of the 100 equiprobable strata, shown in the left panel; while the right panel shows the
histogram of 500 independent random draws from the standard normal distribution.
Figure 5-4 clearly shows that samples generated by the stratified sampling provide a
better approximation of the underlying distribution.
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Figure 5-4: Comparison of stratified sampling (left) and random sampling. The strat-
ified sampling uses 100 equiprobable strata with five samples from each stratum; the
random sampling draws 500 independent samples from the standard normal distri-
bution. Both historgrams use 25 bins.
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5.2.3 Latin Hypercube Sampling
Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is an extension of the stratification in multi-dimensional
cases. The extension, however, is not straightforward. Consider the simplest case
when one wants to sample from the d-dimensional hypercube [0, 1]d by partitioning
each dimension into n strata. This produces nd strata of the hypercube, and will
require at least nd samples to ensure that each stratum is sampled. This sample
size, even for moderately small dimensions, is prohibitively large unless the number
of strata in each dimension n is small, in which case the stratification offers little
benefits.
Latin hypercube sampling, introduced by McKay [123] and further developed by
Stein [173] and Owen [1401, provides an efficient means to extend stratified sam-
pling to multi-dimensions and elegantly avoid the exponential growth in sample size
resulting from full stratification. Suppose the goal is to estimate E[g(U)] where
U = (U1 ,..., Ud) is a uniform random vector in the d-dimensional unit hypercube
[0, 1 ]d. We want to generate n independent samples U = (Ut, ..., U) , i = 1, ... , n.
For fixed dimension d and sample size n, Latin hypercube sampling proceeds in the
following way. For each coordinate j = 1. ..., d, independently generate a strati-
fled sample (Uf,..., Un) from n equiprobable strata of the unit interval, so that each
Uf , i = 1.n is uniformly distributed over [(i - 1)/n, i/n]. Then generate d indepen-
dent permutations rl, ... ,7 rd of the set 1, ..., n that make all n! permutations equally
probable. Denote by ri the value to which i is mapped by the j-the permutation, a
Latin hypercube sample is given by
Tr? - 1IU
V/= + , j= 1, ... d, i=1...,n (5.5)
ni n
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If we arrange the n. d-dimensional samples in rows
V1 V ,7 . .. V~
1 1T 1
1 71-2 d
~2 ~22
v1v V... V
each row of the above array constitutes a random point uniformly distributed over the
unit hypercube. Moreover, the projection of the n points onto the j-the coordinate,{ ..., V }, form a stratified sample from the unit interval.
An example of a Latin hypercube sample is shown in Figure 5-5. The figure shows
n = 10 samples in the d = 2 dimensional unit square. Projecting the ten points onto
either of the two coordinates shows that there is precisely one point falling in each of
the ten equal-lengthed intervals into which each axis is partitioned. Latin hypercube
sampling ensures samples provide sufficient coverage of the sample space and avoids
drawing samples from each square which results a sample size of 102 = 100.
The LHS estimate of the expectation is then
i=1
Stein [173] showed that the above LHS estimate is consistent and has smaller variance,
for functions g(-) with finite second moment, than the estimate obtained by the basis
Monte Carlo sampling as long as the sample size is sufficiently large. A detailed
discussion of Latin hypercube sampling can be found in reference [701.
5.3 Polynomial Chaos Expansion
One of the most critical element of a systematic treatment of uncertainties in a model
is to find the correct representation of uncertain model parameters and inputs that
are convenient to propagate through the model. Since the probabilistic approach has
been chosen to represent parametric uncertainty, and direct solution of the probability
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Figure 5-5: A Latin hypercube sample of size 10 in the 2-dimensional unit square.
density function of model response variables are generally impossible, the main chal-
lenge becomes to find alternative uncertainty representations that is equivalent to the
probability density function but easy to incorporate in model evaluation. Wiener, in
his seminal paper (1938) [197], argued that Gaussian distribution is the main ingredi-
ent for representing an arbitrary random variable. He then introduced the concept of
polynomial chaos as a functional expansion of Gaussian random variables and showed
a wide range of probability density functions can be approximated sufficiently with
the polynomial chaos expansion. This concept is the central component of many un-
certainty propagation methods developed later, e.g. the spectral-based finite element
method [67] and DEMM [180].
5.3.1 Polynomial Chaos Expansion of Random Variables
Denote by Q the space of all possible outcomes of an random event, i.e. the probability
space. Let x(w) : Q -+ R be a random variable, that is a mapping from 0 to the real
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line. The polynomial chaos expansion of a random variable x(w) is given by
x(w) = aiHi( (w)) (5.6)
i=1
where ((w) = (61(w), ... , (W )) is a vector of independent standard random variables
that are used to miminc the general behavior of x(w); Hi(.), i = 0, 1, ... is a set of
orthogonal polynomials of ((w), called the basis functions, whose forms are specific
to the distribution of ((w); and ai is the expansion coefficient whose value is to be
determined by the characteristics of the probability distribution of x(w). Similar to
the concept of orthogonal basis vectors that span the vector space, the Hi's form a set
of orthogonal basis for the space of all polynomials of ((w). The polynomial chaos
expansion in Equation 5.6 is an equivalent mapping from the probability space 0 to
the real line R, and the mapping involves orthogonal transformation of the standard
random variables ((w). Orthogonal polynomials Hj( ) are the ones satisfying
Hi(()H ()f()d = 6j, Jj = if i (5.7)
{0 otherwise
where f(x) is the probability density function in the probability space, also known
as the weighting function. In Wiener's description, polynomial chaos expansion is
composed of polynomial functions of Gaussian random variables, therefore the natural
basis functions are Hermite polynomials. The univariate Hermite polynomials up to
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the sixth order are:
Ho(() = 1
HJ2('() = -2 __1
H3( ) = - 3
H 4() =4 - 6(2 +3
H5(( = -- 103 + 15(
H6( -6 _ 15(* + 45(2 - 15
The probability density functions corresponding to different orders of Hermite polyno-
mials of Gaussian variable are plotted in Figure 5-6. The probability density functions
shown in Figure 5-6 can be regarded as the basic modes of uncertainty that can be
used to contruct an arbitrary probability distribution. We see H1 (() is nothing but
standard Gaussian density. If the target variable x is Gaussian, a linear function of
H1 () provides the exact representation of x, otherwise, the non-Gaussion features of
x will be accounted for by including higher order Hermite polynomials. The use of
polynomial chaos expansion to represent uncertain variables is based on the premise
that any probability density function, if properly decomposed, can be expressed as a
linear combination of these basic uncertainty modes. It is straightforward to gener-
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alize Hermite polynomials to high dimensions. In the case of 2-D, we have
Ho(1, 2)= 1
H2 ( 1 , 2 ) =2
1-12 -1I 2)
H3(1 2) = f1
H4((1, (2) =1 (12
H5 (1, 2 ) =2 -1
Hence a square-integrable random variable x(w) can be expanded into its polynomial
chaos expansion
x = ao + aj1i + a2 2 + a 3(( - 1) + a 4 61( 2 + a 5 (( - 1) + -
In the most general case, following the conventions of Ghanem and Spanos [67], one
can show that any square-integrable random variable X(w) can be approximated as
closely as desired by a polynomial chaos expansion
00 00 ij.
x =aoHo + E ail H1((ii) + E E ali2 H2( ii, )i 2)
i1=1 ii=1 i2=10 ii i2i2
+ ZZEasi2i3H3 ( iji, 2, i) +.-. (5.8)
ii=1 i2= 13=1
Based on the definition of polynomial chaos expansion and some properties of or-
thogonal polynomials, any square-integrable random variable can be approximated as
closely as desired by a polynomial chaos expansion [180]. Based on the completeness
of Hermite polynomials in the L2 (C) space, Cameron and Martin showed that the
polynomial chaos expansion is convergent in the mean-square sense [28]. These prop-
erties ensure that polynomial chaos expansions provide effective means to represent
uncertain variables.
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Figure 5-6: Probability density functions of Hermite polynomials of standard Gaus-
sian random variables. (a) Hi(x), (b) H2(x), (c) H 3 (x), (d) H4(x), (e) H5(x), (f)
H6(X).
5.3.2 Convergence of Polynomial Chaos Expansion
The theory of polynomials chaos warrants that Equation 5.6 is an equivalent represen-
tation of the probability density function of x, provided appropriate basis functions
are chosen. In practice, the purpose of polynomial chaos expansion is to approximate
the distribution of x with a suitable truncation of the infinite series, that is
N
x (w) ~ ai Hi ( ((w))
i=O
This truncated series is basically a projection of the density function of x in the
subspace spanned by the set of orthogonal polynomials H1 ((), ..., HN((). In fact, the
possibility of approximating the distribution of x with a finite series, i.e. one given by
Equation 5.9, is not a mere practical consideration but also theoretically reasonable.
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Based on the necessary condition of the existence of polynomial chaos expansion, that
is the random variable is square integrable, Wang [191] showed that the expansion
coefficients a have to satisfy
(a2) < oo (5.9)
i=0
which indicates the sequence a0, ai,... converges to zero with a certain asymptotic
behavior. Thus one can safely expect that polynomials have a decreasing contribution
as the order increases, and the coefficient vanishes after a certain order. With the
truncated series, the key question is how many terms to retain so that the finite series
achieve a certain level of accuracy. An estimate of approximation error is provides by
N =IIN+i(x) - JN(X)IIp (5.10)
where fi(x) denotes the approximate probability density function of x obtained with
i-th order polynomial chaos expansion. The LP norm measures the deviation of two
functions in the & space
|Ifi|, =(j If Idy (5.11)
Commonly used measures include the L2 norm, also known as the Euclidean norm,
and the LO norm, or the uniform norm. The cutoff value N* is chosen such that
EN* < ' (5.12)
where '> 0 is a pre-specified threshold value of approximation error. Typically, no
more than a few terms are necessary to achieve a sufficiently accurate approximation.
A high-order expansion may be the result of inappropriate choice of standard random
variables or basis functions, and we have to select another type of distribution as
weighting function for the expansion.
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5.3.3 Determination of Orthogonal Polynomials
Probably due to the popularity of the Gaussian random variable as basis of polyno-
mial chaos, it is well known that Hermite polynomials are the orthogonal polynomials
with respect to standard Gaussian distribution. Nonetheless, the standard distribu-
tion is by no means restricted to Gaussian. Many types of probability distributions,
e.g. uniform, triangular, Beta distributions, etc., as long as they minic the bulk of
the trend in the distribution of the target variable x, can be used in constructing
polynomial chaos expansions. It is therefore convenient to have an efficient means
to derive orthogonal polynomials for arbitrary probability distributions. We have
demonstrated that the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization algorithm precisely fulfills
this goal.
Given the probability density function f(() of the chosen standard random variable
(, and linearly independent functions {Gi}o, e.g. {1, , (2, ... }, the set of orthonormal
functions {I}qjo can be generated via the following iterations Table 5.2 summarizes
Table 5.1: Generate orthogonal polynomials using the Gram-Schmidt algorithm.
Initialize, set Wo(i) = Go( )
Normalize Wo(()
V f = * ()f
Assume q, 1(() G1 ( ) + aiobo( ), where aio is an coefficient to be determined
Find aio that makes I1 orthogonal to (o, that is to set f I( (o(f( = 0
Solve for aio
aio =( d
Normalize i(()
Vf pI( (C)2 t
The i-th (i = 2, 3, ...) orthogonal polynomial is of the form
Wj( ) = Gj(() + ajo(o( ) + aj 1# 1 ( ) + - + ajj_1i_1()
where the coefficient aij is given by
aij = - f Gj( )@(D()J'( )d
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the orthogonal polynomials suited for some probability distributions commonly used
in practice.
Table 5.2: Orthogonal polynomials for commmon probability distributions.
Probability Density Orthogonal Support
Function Polynomial Range
Gaussian Hermite (-oo, +o)
Po(x) = 1
P1 (x) = x
P2 (x) = X 2 _ 1
P 3 (x) = x 3 - 3x
Gamma Laguerre (0, +o)
Po(x) = 1
PI(x) = -x + 1
P2 (X) = X2 - 4x + 2
P3 (x) = -xa3 + 9X2 18x + 6
Uniform Legendre [-1,1]
Po(x) = 1
P1(x) = x
P2(x) = 3X2 _ 1
P3 (X) =5x 3 - 3x
Triangular f-1i]
Po(x) = 1
P1(x) = x
P2(x) = 6X2 _ 1
P3 (x) = 5x 3 - 2x
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5.3.4 Evaluation of Polynomial Chaos Expansion
Once orthogonal polynomials suited for the standard random variable are derived and
a finite series expansion formulated
N
1,) ai Hi (((w))
i=1
The next step is to determine the correct values of expansion coefficients ai, i
1..., N. This is usually be achieved using the moments method, that is, we express the
moments of x with the coefficients and equate them to the known moments or other
characteristics of the probability density function of x. In principle, a polynomial
chaos expansion of up to Nth order can be solved providing that we have information
about the first N moments of x. Though an equal number of equations as the number
of unknowns are obtained, an optimization scheme, such as the least square method
[180], is preferred to solve these unknown coefficients because there may not exist
exact solution that satisfies all equations simultaneously.
Denote by mi the ith moment of x. The following optimization problem can be
formulated to solve the expansion coefficients a = {ai, i 1, N}
N
min f 2
s. t. mix - m(a) =f i=1. N
where mix is the ith moment of x, and mi(a) is the corresponding moment ex-
pressed with a. For example, if we know the first four moments of x: mean p2, vari-
ance o , skewness 71x and kurtosis 72x, we can formulate the following least square
problem to calculate the values of ai, a2 , a3 and a4
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4a ,a2 a3 ,a4
S. t. pt - p=fi
o - 2 = '2X f2
1 - = f3
72x - 7Y2 =4
It should be noted, however, the above formulation may not lead to the optimal
solution. The magnitude of the differences in moments has to be taken into account.
It may frequently be the case that the mean and variance has a much larger absolute
value than the other moments. The optimization should be formulated so that the
relative importance of f, is properly reflected [191], for example, the differences in
skewness and kurtosis should be weighted more if their values are much smaller than
those of mean and variance.
Wang [191] also suggested additional constraints to ensure the polynomial chaos
expansion provides a continuous and smooth approximation to the target probability
density function over the entire support region. A new constraint needs to be added to
the aforementioned general formulation when the number of terms in the expansion
is odd, i.e. the highest order of the polynomial is even. Examples of this type of
constraint can be found in reference [191].
5.4 Deterministic Equivalent Modeling Method
In this section, an efficient computational framework for propagating parametric un-
certainty in stochastic models, named Deterministic Equivalent Modeling Method
(DEVM), is presented. Central to this framework is that uncertainty is represented
by polynomial chaos expansion and the original stochastic model is transformed into a
deterministic model through the probabilistic collocation method. DEMNI possesses
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two main advantages over the traditional uncertainty propagation methods outlined
in Section 5.1. First, explicitly characterization of the model output using polyno-
mial chaos expansion allows fast computation of its probability density function since
evaluation of polynomials is extremely simple. The computational time required to
determine the expansion of the model output, i.e. the number of model evaluations, is
O(M1) where A is the number of uncertain parameters. This may be orders of magni-
tude smaller than required by Monte Carlo methods whose computational time grows
exponentially with A. Secondly, DEMM is applicable to implicit models, or some-
times termed black-box models, that is no closed-form expression of the functional
structure exists. The traditional methods, like moments method and spectral-based
finite element method, need to access and restructure the model equations directly
so they cannot be applied to implicit models.
In the rest of the section, we first discuss the transformation of a stochastic model
to its deterministic equivalence using the weighted residual method. Two approaches,
the Galerkin's method and the probabilistic collocation approach, are introduced. The
latter forms the core of the DEMNIM framework, which is then explained in details.
Finally, the application of DEMM is illustrated on a simplified reaction engineering
problem.
5.4.1 Trfansformation of Stochastic Model
The notion of representing a random variable with a certain probability distribution
can be extended to a model response variable whose distribution is yet to be deter-
mined. Consider a function y = g(x) whose independent variable may in general be
a random vector x = (x1 ,..., x,). Provided that the distributions of x are known, a
polynomial chaos expansion is obtained
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.N.
1 ZailHi()
i=o
Nx
Xn = E ain H i(n
i=O
where ( = ... , n) is a vector of independent standard random variables, and
Hj, i - 1, ... , N2, j = 1, ... , n are orthogonal polynomials derived based on the distrib-
utons of (. Likewise, the model response y can also be approximated by orthogonal
expansion
Ny
y= biGi( ) (5.13)
i=o
with Gsi = 1,..., N. consisting of combinations and multiplications of orthogonal
polynomials Hj. Now if we replace y in the original model equation with the above
polynomial chaos approximation, we have an error or a residual function
NVY N., N.
RN( ) = biGi( ) - g(( an Hj,{g) ,...,(E anl H(l) (5.14)
i=O i=O i=O
When a finite number of terms are used in the series expansion, the above residual
will not be zero and needs to be minimized. The optimal values of coefficients bi, i =
1...., Ny can be obtained by minimizing the average residual. The methods of weighted
residuals method (MWR) has been developed for this precise goal.
MWR is a well-known approach to solving the coefficients of orthogonal basis
function expansions in spectral methods [188]. It solves the expansion coefficients by
setting to zero the inner product of the residual and a weighting function, VV(():
R()I()f()d = 0 (5.15)
where ft(() is the probability density function of (. In other words, the expected
value of the product vanishes.
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Two choices of weighting functions have mostly been used in uncertainty analysis
[180]. In the Galerkin's method, the orthogonal basis function, G((), are used as
weighting functions, i.e. WI'() Gj( ). By doing so, the residual function is forced
to be orthogonal to the basis functions space used in the expansion. A integral
equation is set up for each of the Ay + 1 basis polynomials used in Equation 5.13,
including Go(() = 1. Thus, a system of Ny + 1 deterministic equations are obtained
for Ny + 1 unknowns. This system of equations can then be solved simultaneously
for the coefficients bi.
In the probabilistic collocation approach developed by Tatang [181, 180], Dirac
delta functions at Ny + 1 pre-specified collocation points, ci = 1, .... Nu + 1, are
chosen as the weighting function
VV() =( - ci) (5.16)
This essentially forces the residual to vanish at the collocation points ci
R(ci) = 0, i = 1,..., Ny + 1 (5.17)
In other words, the polynomial chaos expansion in Equation 5.13 satisfies the model
equation exactly at the collocation points.
Tatang [180] suggested that, for an N th order polynomial chaos expansion, a
convenient choice of collocation points be the roots of the Ny + ith order polynomial,
Gy,,(a). Collocation points are chosen in a manner analogous to the Gaussian
quadrature method for evaluating integrals. Therefore, the model equation is reused
Ny+1 times to solve the unknown coefficients bi, i = 0, ..., Ny, resulting a set of Ny +1
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deterministic equations
Ny
Z bGi(ci) = g(ci)
i=O
(5.18)
NY
> bjGj(CNy+1) = g(C"\y +1
i=O .
From the above formulation, it is clearly seen that the probabilistic collocation ap-
proach can be applied to black-box models where the model equations are not known
explicitly because it requires only the model be evaluated at the collocation points.
The effectiveness of the probabilistic collocation approach depends on the shape and
smoothness of the response surface. Provided with a smooth and regular response sur-
face that can be approximated by polynomials. this approach becomes more efficient
than Monte Carlo methods [191].
5.4.2 Approximation Error
The truncation error of a convergent polynomial chaos series may be assessed by
comparing the probability density estimates by the Nth order series and Ay + 1
the order series. Tatang [180] proposed a systematic way to evaluate the error of
approximation, in which the model is evaluated at the collocation points correspond-
ing to the Ny + ith order approximation, i.e. at the roots of the Ny + 2th order
orthogonal polynomial, and compare the results to the predictions obtained from the
Nyth order approximation at those points. The error at each collocaiton point may
be expressed by the difference between the exact solution and the approximation,
Ei = yi - yi, i = 1,..., Ny - 2. Tatang [180 defined the sum square error (SSR) and
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the relative sum square root (RSSR) error as
""yl fe~c)e?SSR = (5.19)(Ay + 2)f (Ca)
RSSR SSR (5.20)
E[y]
where f (ci) is the joint probability density evaluated at the ith collocation point, ca
is the anchor point, and E[y] is the expected value of PCE approximation calculated
using the lower order approximation.
The above error measures can be used to guide the decision on the appropriate
order of the PCE approximation. However, the level of accuracy should depend on the
goal of analysis, for example, a larger error may be acceptable for the determination of
the mean than the skewness of an output variable. The acceptable level of error should
be selected based on the target parameter that has the more stringent requirement
for accuracy [144].
5.4.3 Inference Based on Polynomial Chaos Expansion
Once a polynomial chaos approximation of sufficient accuracy is obtained for the
model response variable, stochastic characteristics of the model response can be de-
termined from the PCE approximation. Some characteristics most useful in describ-
ing the behavior of the model response include the probability distribution functions,
confidence intervals, moments, and sensitivity information.
Probability distribution functions, including both the probability density function
(PDF) and the cumulative probability distribution (CDF), provide the most com-
prehensive characterization of an uncertain variable. In principle, provided the PCE
approximation and the distributions of the standard random variables, PDF and CDF
of the model response may be analytically computed. However, this is generally not
practically feasible when the number of uncertain parameters is large and the PCE
is expanded to high-order terms. In that case, random sampling techniques such
as Monte Carlo methods can be used to generate a discrete representation of the
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response PDF. In this regard, the PCE approximation is treated as a simplified or
reduced representation of the original response surface, and is used to solve the re-
sponse variables at points randomly chosen from the parameter space of the standard
random variables. Several techniques are available to estimate density functions using
Monte Carlo results [180, 191]. To generate CDF, the simulation results are arranged
in ascending order and sample fractiles are recorded. CDF provides important in-
formation about the response distribution, e.g. the probability of it falling below
a certain value, and such information is often useful in risk assessment and robust
system design.
Confidence intervals, usually readily available from the estimated CDF, can also
be determined from the ascending empirical samples. For example, a 95% confidence
interval is the range of the empirical samples excluding the lowest and highest 2.5%
tails.
Moments of the model response variables can be calculated using two approaches.
First, the moments of empirical Monte Carlo samples can be used to approximate
the true values. Secondly, they can be determined directly from the coefficients of
the PCE approximation. Consider, for example, a second-order Hermite polynomial
expansion of standard Gaussian variable
y = bo + b1(+ b2(2 - 1) (5.21)
Using the orthogonality of Hermite polynomials and the following properties of stan-
dard Gaussian random variable
0 n = 2k - 1
E[]= (5.22)
1 - 3 5...(n- 1) n = 2k, k = 1, 2. ... , AI
The mean value and variance of y are given by
E[y] = bo (5.23)
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var[y] = E[(y - E[y]) 2 ] = E[(bid + b2 (( 2 - 1))2] = bj + 2bi
Likewise, higher-order moments, i.e. skewness and kurtosis, should be calculated
using the PCE coefficients, though their expressions become more complicated.
Sensitivity analysis is referred here as variance apportionment in which the frac-
tion of total variance of the model output attributable to each input variable is de-
termined. In fact, the relationship between the output variance and PCE coefficients
as shown in Equation 5.24 implies the utility of the PCE approximation in sensitivity
analysis. Suppose the model output y is approximated by second-order Hermite poly-
nomial expansion of M independent Gaussian parameters, neglecting cross product
terms
y = a0 + [ [a2-1 + a2i( - 1)] (5.25)
i=0
The variance of y is computed as
M
var[y] = E[(y - E[y]) 2 ] = 3(ai_1 + 2a2i) (5.26)
i=0
The portion of variance attributable to ith (i = 1, ... , A) parameter is clearly given
by
var[y] = a2i_1 + 2aji (5.27)
This highlights the parameters where reduction in uncertainty would most effectively
improve the predictive performance of the model. Those with negligible contribution
to overall uncertainty can be phased out from further analysis.
5.4.4 Implementing DEMM
DEMM is a general framework in which the probability distribution of model re-
sponse variables can be efficiently estimated. DEMM approximates uncertain vari-
ables, model parameters and responses, by polynomial chaos expansion and solves the
expansion coefficients by means of the collocation approach. In addition, parametric
sensitivity, defined as the relative contribution of individual uncertain parameters to
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(5.24)
the uncertainty of the model response, is readily available once the model response
is approximated by polynomial chaos expansion. The computational procedure of
DEMM consists of six steps, as outlined in Figure 5-7
1. Represent the probability density functions of uncertain model parameters with
polynomial chaos expansion. Solve the PCE coefficients using the moments
method.
2. Derive a polynomial chaos approximation for the model response variable based
on the standard random variables used in the PCE expansions of model param-
eters. Choose a lower-order expansion initially for ease of computation.
3. Solve the coefficients of response PCE using the probabilistic collocation ap-
proach. The original system model is evaluated at collocation points which are
the roots of Ny + 1 polynomials if the response is approximated by an N.,-th
order PCE.
4. Generate the probability density function of the model response and compute its
statistical characteristics based on the derived polynomial chaos approximation.
5. Evaluate the error of approximation, accomplished by comparing the probability
density functions resulted from the Ny-th order PCE with that from the Ny + -
th order approximation.
6. Perform sensitivity analysis using the validated polynomial chaos approxima-
tion. Identify the model parameters with the most significant contribution to
the model response.
Next we illustrate the DEMM methodology on a simple numerical model.
5.4.5 Numerical Illustration
Consider a problem of propagating Gaussian probability density function through a
model
y = g(x) = 0.5 exp (-0.45x) + 0.4 exp (-0.2x + 0.02x2) (5.28)
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Figure 5-7: Recursive implementing DEMM using the probabilistic collocation ap-
proach.
where x is a Gaussian random variable, x ~ N(1, 1). The following procedure is taken
in order to determine the probability density function of y using DEMM
e Represent input variable x with polynomial chaos expansion
Since x is normally distributed, a standard Gaussian random variable ( is nat-
urally the correct choice for constructing the PCE
X = it + U
where y = 1 and a = 1 are the mean and standard deviation of x, respectively.
The above PCE is an exact representation of the distribution of x because
normality is preserved by linear transformation.
* Approximate the response variable with polynomial chaos expansion
The distribution of the response variable y is unlikely to be Gaussian due to the
nonlinear nature of the model equation 5.28, therefore a 2nd-order expansion
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of Hermite polynomials is chosen initially
y = bo + b1 + b2 < _ 1)
Three unknown coefficients in the above PCE approximation for y can be solved
by evaluating Equation 5.28 at collocation points, 0, V35 and -V35 which are
roots of the 3rd-order. A linear system of three equations are obtained
bo - b2 =0.9
bo + v/sb1 + 2b 2 = 0.5297
bo - V5bi + 2b2 = 1.6907
Solving the coefficients yields bo = 0.97, bi = -0.33 and b2 = 0.07, hence a
2nd-order PCE approximation for y is given by
y = 0.97 - 0.33 + 0.07( 2 _ 1)
" Generate probability density function and evaluate the approxima-
tion error
Monte Carlo sampling can be conducted on the PCE approximation of y. A
kernal estimate of the probability density function is fitted to the histogram of
Monte Carlo samples, as shown in Figure 5-8. The true distribution of y can ac-
tually be derived by Monte Carlo sampling on the original model, and is plotted
in red line for comparison. It is seen that the 2nd-order PCE produces a density
more peaked and more left-skewed than the true distribution. This discrepancy
suggests it necessary to include higher-order terms in the expansion.
" Increase the order of polynomial chaos expansion to achieve better
approximation
3rd and 4th-order Hermite polynomials are added and the corresponding PCE
coefficients are solved in a way similar to that described above. We show the
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Figure 5-8: Probability density function estimate of y = 0.5exp (-0.45x)
+0.4exp (-0.2x + 0.02x 2). Red line - true distribution; blue dashed line - a 2nd_
order PCE approximation.
probability density estimates obtained from PCE approximations of up to 4 th_
order in Figure 5-9
Clearly, the probability density estimate becomes closer to the true distribution as the
order of PCE approximation increases. A 4th-order PCE is able to produce a density
estimate almost indistinguishable from the true distribution. Further increasing the
order of PCE will increase computational burden but provide vanishingly small gain in
the accuracy of approximation. Thus this concludes the DEMM-assisted uncertainty
propagation.
Finally, it should be realized that only five model evaluations are needed to com-
pute the coefficients of a 4th-order PCE in this case, whereas basic Monte Carlo
sampling typically requires thousands of model evaluations. This may turn out to be
prohibitively expensive for most realistic models used in practice. It is to this end
that DEMM provides the largest utility.
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Figure 5-9: Probability density function estimates of y = 0.5 exp (-0.45x)
+0.4exp (-0.2x + 0.02X2). (a) 1st-order PCE; (b) 2nd-order PCE; (c) 3rd-order
PCE; (d) 4 th-order PCE. Red line - true distribution; blue dashed line - PCE
approximation.
5.5 Representing Correlated Random Variables
Many uncertain variables of practical use are characterized by two important fea-
tures. First, the marginal distributions are highly non-Gaussian, hence higher-order
moments are essential to representing their uncertainties. Secondly, some variables
may be correlated. For example, the mass fractions of elemental species of coal are
correlated partly because they are constrained by the normalization condition, and
partly because the compositional characteristics are inherently correlated. Represent-
ing non-Gaussian distribution and correlation are two major challenges we have to
carefully address in uncertainty analysis.
We have shown in the last two sections that parametric uncertainties can be
treated in a systematic framework based on DEMM methodology. The essence of
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DEMM is the direct representation of uncertainty using polynomial chaos expansion
(PCE) and approximation of model response as probabilistically weighted polyno-
mial functions of standard random variables. Non-Gaussian features, or high-order
moments, of a probability distribution can be characterized by including high-order
polynomials in PCE. Probability distributions of virtually any shape are approximat-
able provided sufficient number of terms are used in the PCE approximation.
In theory, PCE is constructed with uncorrelated random variables. Correlation
among the parameters is treated with cross-products of the uncorrelated variables.
This approach is manageable when the number of correlated variables is small. Unfor-
tunately, with increasing number of correlated variables, the number of unknowns to
evaluate quickly becomes too large to be tractable. This prompts the need to develop
effective means of reducing the dimension of the problem. This can be achieved by
taking advantage of the interdependence structure of the uncertain variables. In this
section, we propose a technique based on the principal component analysis (PCA)
to characterize correlation in the DEMM framework. We first introduce the basic
concept of PCA and mathematical formulation. The application of this technique is
then demonstrated on a chemical kinetics model.
5.5.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis is a powerful variable reduction procedure. It can be
used to reduce a large number of observed variables to a lower dimension. The re-
maining variables, called principal components, will account for most of the variance
and correlation of the original data set. Principal component analysis reduces redun-
dancy in the correlated observed variables. Correlation implies some variables tend
to move in tandem with one another thus the principal components can be used as
predictor for the entire group. High correlation usually leads to high redundancy and
vice versa. The concept of redundancy is illustrated in Figure 5-10.
The mathematical foundation of PCA involves the change of basis in order to
filter out noise. More precisely, PCA attempts to find a new set of basis, which is a
linear combination of the original basis, to best express the observed data. Here, to
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Figure 5-10: Redundancy exists among correlated variables. Uncorrelated variables
have zero redundancy because information on one variable cannot be used to predict
the other variable.
"best express" means to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Suppose a sequence of
paired variables, (Xk, Yk) , k = 1, ... , N, have been recorded. Assume y is the variable
of interest, also termed signal, whereas the value of x is not of direct use though it is
related to y, as such x is generally referred as noise. Measurement noise in any data
set must be low or otherwise, regardless of the analysis technique, no information
about a system can be extracted. There exists no absolute scale for noise but rather
all noise is measured relative to the measurement. A common measure is the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), or a ratio of variances
SNR - signal (5.29)
"noise
A high SNR(> 1) indicates high precision data, while a low SNR indicates noise
contaminated data. Figure 5-11 (a) shows a scatter plot of simulated data, and is
intended to illustrate the concept of SNR. The variances of y and x, which can be
measured by the spread of the cloud along each axis, are of comparable magnitude
in the canonical coordinates. If we rotate the axes to where the two perdendicular
lines are located, the variance due to the signal and noise are indicated by each line
in the diagram. Qualitatively speaking, by properly positing the axes, we are able
to find the optimal direction p* on which the ratio of the two lengths, the SNR,
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is maximized. as shown in Figure 5-11 (b).
appropriate rotation of the canonical axes so
It is the intuition of PCA to find the
that the SNR is maximized. In fact. the
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Figure 5-11: (a) The signal and noise variances are graphically represented by the
two lines subtending the cloud of data. (b) Rotating these axes finds an optimal p*
where the variance and SNR are maximized. The SNR is defined as the ratio of the
variance along p* and the variance in the perpindicular direction.
mathematical construct of PCA is so closely related to singular value decomposition
(SVD) that the two names are often used interchangeably. A detailed discussion of
PCA theory can be founded in reference [115]. We now briefly describe how to use
PCA to represent correlated random variables.
PCA expresses a vector of N random variables, X = [x 1 , x 2, ... , XN]T as a linear
combination of orthogonal basis and uncorrelated random variables
X = y + VAq (5.30)
where t is the mean vector of X, and q is a vector of uncorrelated random variables
of the same dimension as X. Assume X has a variance-covariance matrix E =
[cov(xi, xr)], i, j = 1, ... , N, with eigenvalues Ai and eigenvectors vi, i = 1, ... , N
Evi = Avi, i = 1, ... , N (5.31)
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The matrix V in Equation 5.30 consists of the eigenvectors of E as columns
V = [viv2,.., ov] (5.32)
The matrix A is a diagonal matrix with the square roots of the eigenvalues of E as
diagonal elements
A-1
A = (5.33)
Because the variance-covariance matrix E is at least positive semi-definite, all its
eigenvalues, Aj, i 1,. N must be non-negative and V is an orthogonal matrix.
In practice, the number of uncorrelated variables used in Equation 5.30 may be
reduced to MA(M < N) if some of the variables are correlated. High correlation among
the variables can lead to disproportionate eigenvalues. In that case, Equation 5.30 will
be predominantly determined by the eigenvalues of large magnitude and the rest can
be neglected without significantly compromising the accuracy of approximation. This
is why PCA can reduce a large number of correlated variables to a lower dimension. In
case of high correlation, PCA could reduce the dimension of the problem considerably
compared to the direct solution of the original problem. The number of required
uncorrelated random variables can be selected on the basis of fractional variance, Ek,
also termed "energy" in some literature [180]
1k
Ek = EZ Ai (5.34)
i=1
where E = C~L Ai. The cutoff value depends on the desired level of accuracy of
approximation and the available computational capacity.
We have shown PCA can be used to represent the correlation structure of random
variables through orthogonal decomposition. We want to point out, however, PCA
is based on a key assumption, that is mean and variance are the sufficient statistics.
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This implies the random variables should be normally distributed, therefore PCA,
in its original construct, cannot account for non-Gaussian distributions. One way to
work around this problem is by re-expressing q with polynomial chaos expansion.
Solving for rj from Equation 5.30 yields
q = A-' VT(X - (5.35)
Because the elements of q are uncorrelated, they can be represented by means of
polynomial chaos expansion with high-order terms to account for the non-Gaussian
features.
It is interesting to note that the mathematical formulation of PCA resembles that
of Karhunen-Loeve (K-L) series expansion [96]. The K-L expansion is a powerful tool
for representing random processes with known covariance functions. The K-L expan-
sion decomposes a random process into an infinite series of products of uncorrelated
random variables and orthonormal functions of the parameters of the random process,
which is similar to the decomposition used in Equation 5.30. Since a vector of random
variables can be considered as a random process with integer-valued parameters, the
K-L expansion is also applicable for representing uncertainties of a random vector. A
more detailed discussion of the properties and applications of the K-L expansion has
been provided by Huang et al. [83].
5.5.2 Numerical Illustration
A simple chemical reaction mechanism is considered to illustrate the application of
PCA in characterizing correlated random variables. The mechanism, showed in Fig-
ure 5-12, consists of first-order reactions involving four species, A, B, C and D.
Assume the rate constants are known deterministically and unchanged over time, as
listed in Table 5.3. The total initial concentration is assumed to be 1 mol-L- 1 which
also remains constant due to the reaction stoichiometry. The initial mole fractions
of the four components are considered uncertain with normal marginal distributions.
The key statistics of the parameters are shown in Table 5.4. The standard devia-
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Figure 5-12: A first-order reaction mechanism.
Table 5.3: Rate constants of the reaction system.
ki(s- 1) k2(s~ ) k3(s-1) k4(s-1)
0.088 0.043 0.109 0.187
k5(s- 1) k6(s- 1 ) k7(s-1)
0.048 0.026 0.031
tion of XBO is not specified because mole fractions are constrained by normalization
condition therefore have one fewer degree of freedom.
Table 5.4: Initial mole fractions as uncertain variables and their statistics.
XAO XBO Xco XDO
Mean
0.6957 0.1402 0.1135 0.0506
UAO BO C0 ODO
Standard deviation
0.1XAO - 0.05Xco 0. 2 XDO
XAO Xco XDO
Correlation XAO 1 0.17 0.36
coefficient Xc0 0.17 1 0.55
XDO 0.36 0.55 1
The concentration profile resulted from solving the model deterministically using
the mean values of initial mole fractions is shown in Figure 5-13.
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Figure 5-13: Concentration profile of a first-order reaction system. The model was
solved deterministically using mean values of the uncertain initial mole fractions.
The objective is to determine the uncertainty of the concentration of final product
D at a certain time, for instance 10s after the beginning of the reactions. Polynomial
chaos expansion is used to approximate the uncertain response with uncertainties in
model parameters represented by K-L expansion. The procedure of the analysis is as
follows
1. Generate n samples of the "free" uncertain variables Xa0, Xc0 and XDO from
their joint distribution defined by the known mean vector and covariance matrix.
2. For each set of samples, calculate the value Of XBO from the normalization
constraint
XAO + XBO + XC0 + XDO ~ 1
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This yields samples from the joint distribution of the correlated and constrained
parameters, {X' 0 , X' 0, X' , Xb} i 1, .n.
3. Compute the covariance matrix, E = [cov(Xi, Xj)], of the samples
4.40 x 10-3
-4.64 x 10-3
5.81 x 10-5
1.89 x 10-4
-4.64 x 10-3
5.08 x 10-3
-1.19 x 10-4
- 3.09 x 10-4
5.81 x 10-5
-1.19 x 10-4
3.14 x 10-5
3.09 x 10~5
1.89 x 10-4
-3.09 x 10-4
3.09 x 10-5
9.32 x 10-5
4. Compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors of E
-0.5 -0.12 -0.52 0.68
-0.5 -0.12 -0.44 -0.73
-0.5 0.81 0.31 0.01
-0.5 -0.56 0.66 0.04
8.66 x 10-6
4.44 x 10-3
1.30 x 10-2
9.70 x 10-2
where the diagonal elements of A are the square roots of the eigenvalues of E.
5. Determine the relative importance of eigenvalues, listed in Table 5.5 The co-
Table 5.5: Relative importance of eigenvalues.
Eigenvalue A, = 0.0094 A2 = 1.70 x 10-4 A = 1.98 X 10-5 A4 = 7.52 x 1011
Energy 0.9818 0.9980 1 1
variance matrix is heavily stiff with the largest and smallest eigenvalues differ
by nearly eight orders of magnitude. The largest eigenvalue is nearly 100 times
of the second largest which is manifested in Table 5.5. The largest eigenvalue
A, accounts for 98% of the total energy. This suggests a K-L expansion of
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two standard Gaussian variables be sufficient to represent the four uncertain
parameters.
6. Characterize uncertain parameters with K-L expansion. Two standard Gaussian
variables are used, yielding the following expression for the random vector
XAO 0.6957 -0.52 0.68
XBo 0.1402 -0.44 -0.73 1.30 x 10-2
Xco 0.1135 0.31 0.01 9.70 x 10-2 2
XDO 0.0506 0.66 0.04
(5.36)
where il1 and '/2 are uncorrelated standard Gaussian random variables.
7. Approximate the model response, concentration of D at 10s after reaction be-
gins, using a second-order polynomial chaos expansion
XD1o = ao + 0111 + a 2 (?7 - 1) + a3 2 + a4 (q2 - 1) + a5 71 72  (5.37)
8. Solve the coefficients of Equation 5.37 using collocation methods. Collocation
points are chosen to be the roots of the third order Hermite polynomial. The
actual parameter values are computed by plugging the collocation points in K-L
expansion 5.36. Totally six model evaluations are needed to solve the unknown
coefficients of Equation 5.37.
9. Estimate the probability density function of XD1o by Monte Carlo sampling.
10. In order to validate the results obtained using K-L expansion, Monte Carlo
sampling is performed to propagate the input uncertainties through the original
model. The reaction model is evaluated at 10000 sets of samples generated using
the procedure described in steps (1) and (2). Figure 5-14 compares the "true"
PDF, obtained by Monte Carlo sampling on the original model, and the PDF
estimated via PCA. The histogram shows the samples generated by Monte Carlo
sampling on the original model. The solid line represents the probability density
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estimated via PCA.
Monte CarloL - DEMM
00.12 0.13
i ll IIIIIIh--- I ---
0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19
Concentration of D at t = 10 s
Figure 5-14: Probability distribution of the concentration of D at 10s. The histogram
shows the samples generated by Monte Carlo sampling on the original model. The
solid line represents the probability density estimated via PCA.
It is seen that DEMM coupled with PCA, with only six model evaluations, is capable
of closely approximating the result of Monte Carlo sampling. PCA has proven an
efficient means of characterizing uncertainties of parameters with known covariance
structure. By explicitly accounting for the correlation of the parameters, the number
of standard random variables used in polynomial chaos expansion is significantly
reduced, magnifying the efficiency gain brought along by DEMM.
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Chapter 6
Case Study 1: Evaluating IGCC
Plant Performance
6.1 Introduction
Intergrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) systems are viewed as a promising
alternative to traditional pulverized-coal fired power generation technologies. IPCC
and other studies [125, 126, 135] have found it potentially simpler to integrate CO 2
capture and storage (CCS) with IGCC with a more modest energy penalty and lower
costs for CO 2 removal. IGCC power plants with CO 2 capture have been the subject
of extensive studies over the past two decades [82]. These studies include concep-
tual design, flowsheet modeling and cost estimation based on different technology
selections and assumptions [34, 25, 68, 139]. More recently, research efforts have
been focused on comparative studies of alternative CCS technologies for fossil fueled
power plants, including pulverized coal (PC), natural gas combined cycle (NGCC),
and IGCC [155, 148]. Chen and Rubin [155] presented a comprehensive analysis of
the factors that may influence the performance and cost of IGCC power plants with
CCS.
However, traditional modeling studies have relied on deterministic simulation and
largely ignored uncertainties. Explicit treatment of uncertainties in power plant mod-
eling has been found only in a limited number of publications which were all based on
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the modeling framework developed at Carnegie Mellon University. Frey and Rubin
[58, 59] evaluated the performance and costs of two IGCC plant designs based on
explicit characterization of uncertainties of key technological and economic parame-
ters. It was shown that point estimates obtained from deterministic modeling may be
poor representation of the actual process given the variability in model predictions.
Rao and Rubin [147] investigated the CO 2 capture cost of an amine-based absorption
system under performance and cost uncertainties. They showed a strong dependence
of the CO 2 capture cost on the assumptions of power plant and capture system de-
signs. Chen [31, 30] applied a stochastic modeling methodology to alternative IGCC
designs with and without CCS, and identified major contributors to the uncertainties
of plant capital cost and cost of electricity.
Previous research on uncertainty analysis can be found to have several limita-
tions. First, potential correlations of model parameters and input variables were not
directly accounted for because Monte Carlo methods, e.g. Latin hypercube sampling,
are inadequate to represent correlated uncertain variables. Secondly, the relatively
large computational requirement of Monte Carlo methods could limit the dimension
of uncertainty analysis, i.e. the number of uncertain variables analyzed or the level
of granularity afforded by the process model. Furthermore, multivariate regression
techniques, such as standardized regression coefficient (SRC) or partial correlation
coefficient (PCC) [58], were often used to identify sensitive parameters. These meth-
ods are not only less intuitive to interpret, but they can rank input parameters only
by their relative importance not absolute contribution to output uncertainties.
In this chapter, we propose a systematic framework to evaluate the impacts of
uncertainties on the performance of IGCC technologies, shown in Figure 6-1. The
uncertainty analysis is carried out on a newly developed IGCC plant model. The
model was created to serve as a common modeling platform for the BP Advanced
Conversion Project. For our purpose, the model structure or specs do not matter
so much as the input-output relationship. In this context, the model is treated as a
blackbox that translates certain inputs to model outputs. A Microsoft Excel appli-
cation is used to populate input parameter set and interface with the plant model.
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The ability of handling blackbox models is one of the most important features of the
DEIM methods. Moreover, correlations of input uncertainties, such as coal com-
position, will be explicitly characterized in the analysis. As shown in the previous
chapter, DEMM methods combined with PCA are well suited for this task. In this
chapter, we will be focusing on the technological aspect. The outcomes will also have
important bearing on the economic evaluation which will be the topic of next chapter.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the rationale
of developing a comprehensive model of IGCC power plant with CCS is described with
an emphasis on specific modeling assumptions and the domain of applicability. Se-
lections of uncertain model parameters and quantification of parametric uncertainties
are explained in Sections 6.3 and 6.4. Section 6.5 presents the estimated probability
distributions of key performance measures of the IGCC technology. The parameters
of significance with respect to uncertainties in model predictions are highlighted in
Section 6.6.
Uncertain Parameter Probability distributions of physical and
Feedstock properties economical metrics that can be used forThermo-chemical
Kinetic parameters technology evaluation and decision making
Material, utility price
_ __ Economic Evaluator Uncertainty
Excel Capital and operating cost Propagation
Aspen Simulation Workbook Cost of Electricity Energy efficiency
Net power output
C02 emission
IGCC Plant Model
Figure 6-1: Modeling framework for analyzing the impacts of uncertainties on the
performance and cost of IGCC technologies.
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6.2 IGCC Process Model Development
As the first step towards a comprehensive analysis of uncertainties in IGCC power
plants. this section presents a brief introdunction to the gasification and IGCC tech-
nologies. It is not intended to provide a detailed description of all IGCC components
as the engineering model of IGCC systems used in this thesis has been built based
on information from Case 2 of the NETL baseline studies [135]. Rather, the distinct
features of the conceptual design will be highlighted. The model was developed in
the AspenPlus process design environment. The design was based on market-ready
technologies that are assumed to be commercially available.
6.2.1 Process Description
The nominal system design employs a GE radiant-quench gasifier, followed by a water
scrubber to remove chlorides and particulate. Slurried coal is fed at the top of the
gasifer and is blown with 95% 02 which is produced at the air separation unit (ASU).
The quenched syngas contains mainly H2 and CO, roughly 30% in mole each, and a
large fraction of steam. In order to capture C0 2, the IGCC plant design employs a
two-stage catalytic water gas shift (WGS) reaction unit (including a high-temperature
shift (HTS) reactor and a low-temperature shift (LTS) reactor) located downstream
of the scrubber. Almost all the CO in the syngas is converted to CO 2 in the WGS
unit according to the reaction
CO + ['20 -+ C02 + [2 + 44.48A'J/rnoleCO
The H20 in this reaction is provided by the moisture in the quenched syngas, plus
additional steam added to the WGS reactor. Due to the temperature driving force in
the HTS, the shift reactor can be kept relatively small. However, the conversion would
be incomplete if only an HTS is used. Therefore, an LTS with a lower temperature
and a more active catalyst is used to boost the overall conversion to over 98%.
Downstream of the WGS reactors, consisting of mainly CO 2 and H2 , is separated
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in an acid gas removal (AGR) system which is intended to removed 90% of the CO 2
and almost all H2 S. The AGR system employs a two-stage Selexol process which is
similar to the Selexol process used for sulfur removal in power plants without CCS.
The Selexol process can be configured in different ways, depending on the properties of
the feed gas and the requirements for acid gas removal. The general AGR performance
requirements for an IGCC process with 90% carbon capture are
" Remove more than 94% of the CO 2 from the water-shifted syngas.
" Recover more than 99.5% of the H2 S from the syngas.
" Deliver acid gas to the Claus unit with at least 40% mole fraction of H2S.
" Less than 4 ppm H2S and 4% N2 and more than 95% CO 2 in the CO 2 seques-
tration product.
" Remove less than 1% of the H2 from the syngas.
The CCS plant in our model has been configured to maximize H2S and CO 2 removal
and H2 recovery by modifying the vapar recycles from the flashing of the C0 2-rich
Selexol and the H2 S concentrator based on the NETL model. The H2S recovered in
the AGR unit must be converted to sulfur so that it can be sold and transported as
a byproduct. This plant employs a well-establish Claus process for sulfur recovery.
This process involves two key reactions
3
H2S + -02 = H20 + SO2  H2S oxidation reaction2
2H2S + S0 2 7 2H2 0 + 3S Claus reaction
The overall reaction is given by
$32[- 2S+ -02 # 3H20+332
The oxidation reaction is very exothermic and enables the sulfur plant to be a net
exporter of steam. The Claus plant in our model is configured differently from the
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NETL model to be suited for the oxygen-fed system. It is able to achieve higher
conversion to sulfur. For the purpose of sequestration, the captured CO 2 has to be
compressed to a supercritical condition before transported to a storage site where it
is injected into a deep saline formation. In this plant design, dry, high-purity CO 2 is
pressurized to approximately 15.3MPa via multiple compressors and pumps.
The combined cycle power plant consists of a gas turbine (GT) and a multi-stage
heat recovery steam generator (HRSG). Power is generated by syngas combustion and
expansion in the GT and steam generated by recovering heat from various process
sources. Part of the steam generated by HSRG is also used for the WGS reactor and as
heat source in the AGR system. The steam cycle system of the NETL model has been
significantly modified to meet all the steam and water requirements by integrating all
available heat sources from different processes. The N2 generated by the ASU system
is fed to the gas turbine as diluent to avoid temperature overshooting the materials
limit and assure combustion stability.
Figure 6-2 illustrates the plant level configuration of the IGCC system with CCS.
It should be noted that three subsystems, the WGS reactor, the Selexol unit and CO 2
compression system, are added particularly to aid CO 2 capture. Our IGCC model
has been constructed as a hierarchical framework that can incorporate mechanistic
models of higher fidelity for each subsystem.
6.2.2 Process Modeling Assumptions
Due to lack of high-fidelity, mechanistic gasification model, the gasifier is currently
represented using standard AspenPlus models RYield and RGibbs. The RYield model
is simply a vehicle to convert of the coal composition information into molecular
chemical species, while the RGibbs does the real work of determining the restricted
equilibrium composition in the gasifier. The HTS and LTS are modeled as equilibrium
reactors with restricted equilibrium based on temperature approach. The amount of
steam added is set by a calculator block to achieve a H20 to CO ratio of 2:1.
The process is designed with a requirement of at least 90% CO 2 capture rate. To
achieve an overall capture rate of about 90%, the Selexol process is designed for a
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Figure 6-2: A schematic representation of the IGCC power plant with CO 2 capture
with a WGS reactor followed by a two-stage Selexol unit for acid gas removal and a
Claus plant for sulfur recovery.
95% capture rate. The H2S and CO 2 absorbers and stripper in the Selexol process
are modeled with AspenPlus RadFrac columns which calculate the material balance
and energy consumption based on the VLE behavior of Selexol. However it has been
noted that this equilibrium approach tends to over predict the recovery than can be
achieved in the actual equipment because the mass transfer driving force becomes
very small for low concentration components. Ideally, a rate-based approach such as
the RATESEP model is preferred.
On the power plant side, an adiabatic RGibbs is used to calculate the composition
and temperature for the syngas combustor. The nitrogen diluent flowrate is manipu-
lated by a design spec to achieve the target lower heating value (LHV), based on the
NETL Case 2 [135], for the syngas stream. For the heat recovery steam generator
(HRSG) system, we employ the MHEATX model. On the basis of energy balances
and internal zone analysis, MHEATX represents the ideal theoretically achievable
exchange of heat between multiple hot and cold streams.
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6.2.3 Selecting Evaluation Metrics
The IGCC plant is evaluated with respect to four key performance metrics:
" Gross power output
" Net power output
" Net plant efficiency
" Specific CO 2 emission
The gross power output is the total power produced by the syngas expander and
gas turbine in the GT process, and various steam turbines in the HRSG system
0VG = Wt + We + WS
where IV is the gas turbine power, Ve the expander power, and W, the total steam
turbine power. It represents the maximum power generation capacity of the IGCC
process.
The net plant power output was defined as:
WN = WG - (Wcomp + W + Waux)
where Wcomp the total power consumption by the air and CO 2 compression, W/ is the
total pump power in various subsystems, and 'Va, is the auxiliary power requirement.
Note that all the power terms are defined as their absolute values, meaning all power
terms are considered positive and the sign is handled in the equation itself. The net
power output is the total power generation net of the energy consumption and utility
requirements for plant operation. It represents the real utility produced by a power
plant, therefore is more relevant to performance evaluation.
Another important performance metrics was the net plant efficiency, defined as
WN
T/N H IfV)col
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where racoal is the coal mass flowrate entering the system and HHIcoal the higher
heating value of the coal. r/N measures the efficiency of the IGCC plant converting
chemical energy into electric power. Higher efficiency means not only more power
is generated from same amount of fuel but also less pollutant is produced per unit
amount of power output. The net plant efficiency is perhaps the most important
performance measure of power generation technologies.
In the context of greenhouse gas abatement, an useful measure of the environmen-
tal performance of power plants is the specific CO2 emission which is defined as the
mass of carbon dioxide emitted in the power plant stack, mco2,emi, per kWh of net
plant electric output WN
Specific CO2 emission = mco2emi /r )
The specific CO 2 emission reflects the carbon intensity of the power generation pro-
cess, and is determined jointly by the power generation and CO2 capture capabilities
of power plants. With the capture rate of the AGR system dictated by design spec as
is the case in our model, the CO 2 emission increases with the reciprocal of the power
plant efficiency.
6.2.4 Baseline Model Performance
The key technical design specifications of our IGCC plant model are given in Table 6.1.
The nominal characteristics of Illinois #6 coal are listed in Table 6.2. However, it
should be realized that coal composition may display substantial variability with its
geological origin. Even within the same coal seam, samples from different locations
could have drastically different composition, thus different heating values. The uncer-
tainty associated with the properties of coal feed is likely to have enormous impact on
the power generation capability of IGCC plant, therefore it will be carefully examined.
The IGCC plant model is simulated deterministically based on the plant con-
figuration described in Section 6.2.1 and design specifications in Table 6.1 and Ta-
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Table 6.1: Key design specifications for the IGCC plant model.
Specification Value
Reference fuel type
Coal input flowrate
HHV thermal input
Gasifier type
Gasifier temperature
Number of gasifiers
ASU oxygen purity
Gas turbines
Steam condition
Sulfur recovery rate
CO 2 capture rate
CO 2 product final pressure
Illinois #6 coal
2.2684x 101 kg/hr
1710.78 MW
GE Energy Radiant-Quench
13700C
1 operating, no spare
95%
2 Advanced F Class Combustion Turbines
(taken from NETL report)
12.41 MPa/538"C/538"C
99%
90%
15.3 MPa
Table 6.2: Illinois #6 coal ultimate analysis (mass %) and HHV.
Element As received Dry
Moisture 11.12 0
Ash 9.79 10.91
Carbon 63.75 71.72
Hydrogen 4.50 5.06
Nitrogen 1.25 1.41
Chlorine 0.29 0.33
Sulfur 2.51 2.82
Oxygen 6.88 7.75
total 100.00 100.00
HHV (Btu/lb) 11,666 13,126
ble reftable:coal. The nominal values of the plant performance are given in Table and
compared with the reference model - NETL report Case 2 [135]. In both cases, the
gross power output is approximately equal, however our model predicts a 15.71 MW
shortage in net power output compared with the NETL model, resulting a 1% loss
in overall plant efficiency. This difference is primarily due to the power consumption
escalation in the AGR and CO 2 compression processes in our model, which in part
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explains the lower CO 2 emission predicted by our IGCC plant model.
Table 6.3: Baseline performance of IGCC power plant. "MIT" refers to our plant
design, and "NETL" refers to the reference model from NETL report Case 2.
Gross power output Net power output
Plant design (IW AW(MW) (MW)
MIT 748.96 539.97
NETL 744.96 555.68
Net plant efficiency Specific CO 2 emission
Plant design (HHV)(%) (g/kWh)
MIT 31.58 54
NETL 32.51 93
6.3 Coal Characteristics
An important class of uncertain parameters is the composition of coal. The character-
istics of coal vary substantially by its geological origin. Even within the same coalfield,
coals from different seams may have different composition thus different caloric values.
For example, Illinois coals cover the full range of the high volatile bituminous coals.
Studies indicate that the calorific value of Illinois coals increases systematically from
about 11,000 Btu/lb in the northwestern part of the state to about 15,000 Btu/lb in
the southeastern part of the state. The effect of the uncertainty of the rank of coals is
likely to be significant because the power generation of the IGCC plant is sensitive to
the caloric value of feedstock coals. The accuracy of the uncertainty analysis results
will depend on the accuracy of the probability distributions that characterize the coal
composition. Therefore a detailed analysis of coal composition is necessary.
Illinois #6 coal is used as feedstock in the IGCC model under development. By
courtesy of the Energy Institute of the Penn State University, we received data on the
25 samples of the Illinois #6 maintained by its coal sample bank, shown in Table 6.4.
The locations where they were collected are marked on the state map, shown in
Figure 6-3. The nominal values of ultimate analysis, ash and moisture content (in
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mass %) as being used in the model are shown in Table 6.2. However, there is
considerable variability in the elemental composition even for this specific type of
coal. For example, the carbon content, as discussed in Section 3.4.1, varies from
63.5% to 74.5%, a range that is 16% of its mean value. Given the strong dependence
of the caloric value of coal on its composition, it would be overly hazardous to overlook
this uncertainty.
Uncertainty of each of the elements in ultimate analysis as well as ash (all on
dry basis) is estimated using the sample data. A Johnson system distribution is
identified and its parameters estimated using the minimum Loo-norm method. A
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is performed to determine how well the data follow the
fitted distribution. The estimated parameters of the Johnson distributions and K-S
test results are shown in Table 6.5.
The bounded Johnson distributions are obtained for all components. This is con-
sistent with the observation of DeBrota et al. [46] that fitting Johnson distribution to
small sample data almost always results in the bounded distribution due to scarcity
of the data. In principle, the bounded distribution serves our purpose well in char-
acterizing uncertainty of the coal composition because the random variables, mass
fraction, are naturally confined in the interval [0, 1]. It would be unjustifiable if other
types of Johnson distribution were obtained as they all have unbounded support. The
bounded Johnson distribution has a closed-form probability density function (PDF)
6 , (x-{ \( 1F x-( 2f ( = h ( exp - + 6h (6.1)A V2 A X J 2L\ AJ
where
h(y) = In . h'(y) 1 (6.2)
1 -y y(1-y)
The PDF's of all components are plotted in Figure 6-4 with the histograms of sam-
ple data. We can see good agreement between the fitted Johnson distributions and
those of the sample data in all cases. Again, the Johnson system proves effective
to model the uncommon distributional shapes associated with small sample data.
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Figure 6-3: Geographical distribution of Illinois #6 coal samples. Source: Penn State
University Coal Databank.
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Table 6.4: Illinois #6 coal samples, in mass %. Source: Penn State University Coal
Databank.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Moisture
17.69
12.10
8.83
4.19
4.32
4.80
7.30
7.53
6.76
4.32
5.22
5.30
8.08
6.95
8.17
6.64
8.82
8.73
5.92
7.40
7.04
8.16
9.43
10.43
13.20
Ultimate, Dry
Ash C H N S 0
10.14
10.84
15.86
15.86
11.06
14.84
11.50
10.80
13.12
13.50
12.80
10.84
11.49
11.51
10.16
10.40
9.42
8.00
8.34
11.98
12.61
12.38
15.17
16.16
13.39
70.78
68.92
66.32
67.48
68.70
65.40
68.40
67.20
68.10
66.30
63.50
71.20
67.50
66.30
68.80
71.70
71.30
72.90
74.50
66.10
66.40
66.70
66.23
65.49
66.05
5.22
5.01
4.69
4.82
4.86
4.59
4.76
4.41
4.53
4.38
4.28
4.99
4.29
4.26
4.29
4.46
4.56
5.04
5.01
4.50
4.43
4.46
4.17
4.56
4.59
1.39
1.01
1.23
1.22
0.93
0.82
0.75
0.91
0.88
0.79
0.90
1.42
1.17
1.11
1.25
1.43
1.44
1.44
1.53
1.36
1.34
1.26
1.27
1.11
1.14
2.59
6.66
4.88
3.98
4.71
4.84
4.05
3.95
2.89
5.31
4.73
4.10
4.70
5.28
3.79
2.83
2.52
2.63
2.17
4.15
4.81
4.66
4.98
4.52
5.53
9.88
7.56
7.02
6.64
9.74
9.51
10.54
12.73
10.48
9.72
13.79
7.45
10.85
11.54
11.71
9.18
10.76
9.99
8.45
11.91
10.41
10.54
8.18
8.16
9.30
In some cases, like the nitrogen content shown in Figure 6-4 (c), the shape of the
distribution goes beyond anything that can be characterized by common probability
distribution functions. This is when the Johnson system distribution can offer the
highest value-added. However we can only be cautiously optimistic with the perfor-
mance of the Johnson system distribution as imperfection indeed exists. For instance.,
the histogram of the samples for hydrogen content, as seen in Figure 6-4 (b), exhibits
bimodality which the fitted Johnson distribution fails to catch. It has been reported
that Johnson system distribution may not be a good match to multimodal data [187].
Nonetheless, there is little additional evidence to discern whether the bimodality is
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Table 6.5: Fitted Johnson distributions and the estimated parameters for coal com-
position.
Ash C H N S 0
Distribution SB SB SB SB SB SB
7 1.09 0.41 -0.32 -0.57 3.59 1.18
Parameter 6 0.73 0.81 0.57 1.22 6.26 1.35
Estimate 65.08 4.17 0.71 0.36 -7.29 7.09
-y 11.95 1.09 0.76 6.30 47.19 15.96
Mean pL 68.06 4.61 1.16 4.15 9.76 12.16
Standard
Deviation o 2.49 0.26 0.22 1.09 1.74 2.36
K-S Statistics 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.16 0.17 0.11
p-Value 0.78 0.55 0.66 0.62 0.37 0.46
Reject Null
Hypothesis No No No No No No
the result of increased randomness associated with small sample data or it correctly
characterizes the. population distribution.
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Figure 6-4: Probability density functions of sample data (column) and fitted bounded
Johnson distributions (red line). a) carbon, b) hydrogen, c) nitrogen, d) sulfur, e)
oxygen, f) ash.
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Figure 6-4 shows the marginal distributions of the elemental components and ash,
characterized by the bounded Johnson distribution. However, it should be realized
that compositional characteristics are correlated and constrained by the normaliza-
tion condition, hence the correlation structure needs to be explicitly treated when
uncertainties of these variables are propagated using DEMM. The principal compo-
nent analysis introduced in Section 5.5.1 is used to decorrelate these variables and
construct their polynomial chaos approximation. PCA identifies two principal con-
ponents out of six observed variables (moisture is considered uncorrelated to the other
components which are measured on dry basis). We represent the two principal compo-
nents with a third-order PCE and solve the PCE coefficients by the moments method.
The results can be evaluated by comparing the marginal distributions reproduced by
the PCE approximation to the empirical distributions of sample data, as shown in
Figure 6-5.
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A close examination of Figure 6-5 indicates the approximate distributions gener-
ated by PCA coupled with PCE are in reasonably good agreement with the data.
Comparing the results in Figure 6-5 to Figure 6-4, we see evident differences in the
distributions of ash and nitrogen. In addition, the distributions of hydrogen and sul-
fur appear to have different characteristics despite the similarity in shape. The errors
of approximation by PCE-PCA can be primarily attributed to the orthogonal decom-
position and elimination of insignificant eigenpairs. Truncation of PCE is unlikely to
add to the differences because both PCE and Johnson distributions are fitted using
the first four moments of the data.
6.4 Uncertainty Quantification of Model Parame-
ters
During the development of the IGCC plant model, a number of parameters regarding
the plant configuration and equipment specification have been selected to consider in
the uncertainty analysis, based on recommendation of the technology experts respon-
sible for model development. Depending on the available information, the probability
distributions of uncertain parameters can be estimated by statistical inference or elic-
itation of experts' judgments. Statistical inference is the preferred method whenever
measurements of a quantity of interest are available. However data may be lacking
for some empirical parameters pertaining to specific model assumptions, e.g. tem-
perature approach used in equilibrium model of reactors, or those variables for which
it is impossible to make measurements. In those cases, we have to exploit informed
judgments of technical experts in order to estimate uncertainty. The procedures of un-
certainty quantification based on statistical inference and entropy maximization have
been described in detail in Chapter 3. Table 6.6 presents a list of model parameters
considered in the uncertainty analysis of our IGCC power plant model.
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Table 6.6: Parameters
of IGCC plant model.
No. Unit
Coal
Gasification
10 WGS reaction
CO 2
compression
Gas turbine
Steam cycle
ASU
and their probability distributions used in uncertainty analysis
Variable
Moisture
Ash
Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Sulfur
Oxygen
Overall carbon conversion
Quench temperature
Temperature approach
LP compressor efficiency
MP compressor efficiency
HP compressor efficiency
CO 2 pump efficiency
Expander efficiency
Air compressor efficiency
GT isentropic efficiency
GT mechanical efficiency
HP turbine efficiency
MP turbine efficiency
IP turbine efficiency
NP turbine efficiency
LP compressor efficiency
Air compressor efficiency
02 booster efficiency
N2 compressor efficiency
Nominal Value
11.12%
10.91%
71.72%
5.06%
1.41%
2.82%
7.75%
0.98
208.50C
250C
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.99
0.88
0.88
0.90
0.90
0.89
0.80
0.74
0.80
Distribution
Johnson SB
Johnson SB
Johnson SB
Johnson SB
Johnson SB
Johnson SB
Johnson SB
Triangular
Uniform
Uniform
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
Triangular
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6.5 Uncertainty Analysis of IGCC Plant Perfor-
mance
The IGCC plant model is exercised probabilistically in DEMM framework to char-
acterize uncertainties in key measures of plant performance and emission, based on
the input uncertainties discussed in previous sections. Four performance measures,
gross power output, net power output, net plant efficiency and specific CO 2 emission,
are used to evaluate the performance of the IGCC plant. The model is run in As-
pen Plus 2006.5 simulation environment on a Dell Precision 690 workstation. Each
deterministic simulation takes approximately 5 min. The probability distributions
of the target performance metrics are estimated using the probabilistic collocation
approach described in Section 5.4. Based on convergence test, a fourth-order poly-
nomial chaos expansion is found to provide sufficiently accurate approximation to
the output probability distributions. The uncertain input parameters are ranked in
terms of their contribution to the output uncertainty. In the following sections, the
probability density function (PDF), the cumulative distribution function and the first
four moments of the corresponding distribution are presented for each performance
measure.
6.5.1 Gross Power Output
The sum of the power produced by gas turbine and heat recovery steam generation
units (HRSG) represents the maximum power generation capacity of the process.
The PDF and CDF are shown in Figure 6-6. Key statistics of the distribution are
summarized in Table 6.7.
Table 6.7: Key statistics of the gross power output.
Standard
Average (MW) Deviation (MW) Skewness Kurtosis
744.66 42.12 -0.1367 5.8762
The average gross power output is slightly lower than the deterministic estimate,
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Figure 6-6: Probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the
gross power output.
based on "best guess" of all model input parameters. This is likely due to the differ-
ence in feedstock coal properties. For example, the average carbon content of the coal
sample used in our analysis is 68%, lower than the value 71% used in the deterministic
model. The difference will probably diminish as more data of the coals are collected
and more precise estimates are used. Standard deviation is small compared to the
average, indicating small variability in the prediction of gross power output. In face
of highly non-Gaussian distribution, as is evident in Figure 6-6, extra consideration is
needed to evaluate the risk in addition to standard deviation. The negative skewness
indicates the probability distribution has a longer tail toward lower values. A careful
examination reveals it is mainly caused by a small number of simulation results which
are far below the average. However, they should be not of great concern because the
likelihood of those huge fallouts is vanishingly close to zero. There is approximately
90% chance that the gross power output exceeds 700MNW. Lastly, the distribution
has a large kurtosis, which measures the peakness, nearly twice the value of normal
distribution. High peakness implies large probability concentration around the mode
of the distribution. As a result, the chance of observing extreme values in either
direction is small. The prediction of our model is fairly precise.
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6.5.2 Net Power Output
A fraction of the total energy produced will be consumed to power the auxiliary
equipments of the plant. The actual electricity output of the plant is thus smaller
than the total generation capacity. From an economic perspective, net power output
is more relevant to the plant's performance. The PDF and CDF of the net power
output are shown in Figure 6-7, and key statistics are listed in Table 6-7.
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Figure 6-7: Probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the
net power output.
Table 6.8: Key statistics of the net power output.
Standard
Average (MW) Deviation (MW) Skewness Kurtosis
526.57 31.00 -0.5750 6.0439
The probability distribution of the net power output is similar in shape to that
of the gross power output. The range of possible values for net power output is from
400 to 600 MW, with a median value (50th percentile) of 525.7 MW. Like gross power
output, net power output is negatively skewed mainly due to a few "rock-bottom" but
improbable values. Interestingly, the skewness of the distribution excluding the values
less than 400 MW is -0.1219. If excluding more values toward the lower end, e.g. below
450 MW, the skewness becomes to 0.2238. This suggests if eliminating the values
below 450 MW, which account for only 2.7% of the total probability, the distribution
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will become positively skewed. A possible explanation relies on the distributions of
input parameters and the sensitivity of the model outcomes to input uncertainties.
We will elaborate on this point when we present the parametric sensitivity results in
Section 6.6.
6.5.3 Net Plant Efficiency
Net plant efficiency is computed as the ratio of net power output to the rate of energy
input on HHV basis. It represents the efficiency of conversion of chemical energy to
electricity and is one of the most important performance measures of power plants.
The probability distribution of net plant efficiency is shown in Figure 6-8. The key
statistics of the distribution are listed in Table 6.9.
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Figure 6-8: Probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the
net plant efficiency.
Table 6.9: Key statistics of the net plant efficiency.
Standard
Average (%) Deviation (%) Skewness Kurtosis
29.21 1.06 -0.4989 4.9955
The average net plant efficiency is 29.21%, lower than the baseline value of 32.5%.
Taking uncertainty into acount, the difference is statistically significant. As seen
from CDF, it is almost certain the predicted plant efficiency will be short of 32.5%,
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given the current input parameters. Lower plant efficiency may be due to the fact
that the coal samples used in our analysis is of lower rank than in the baseline
model. Sensitivity analysis indicates, which will be presented shortly, that net plant
efficiency is very sensitive to uncertainties in the composition of coal. Our model
predicting a plant efficiency lower than the baseline model is not as significant an
conclusion as the evidence behind this conclusion. Without considering uncertainty,
it is less meaningful to judge a model based on point-value esimates of performance
measures. Uncertainty analysis provides the evidence that enables us to make more
sound judgment in model comparion.
6.5.4 Specific CO 2 Emission
The IGCC model used here is based on a process designed to capture 90% of CO 2
in the syngas exiting WGS unit. The amount of CO 2 emitted from the power plant
could be a key factor in economic evaluation, should carbon emission reduction policy
be put in place. In this study, we consider the specific CO 2 emission, defined as the
CO 2 emission per unit of electricity output. The probability distribution of specific
CO 2 emission is shown in Figure 6-9, with key statistics in Table 6-9.
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Figure 6-9: Probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the
specific CO 2 emission.
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Table 6.10: Key statistics of the specific CO 2 emission.
Standard
Average (g kWh-') Deviation (g kWh- 1) Skewness Kurtosis
57.08 2.46 -0.4277 8.7086
6.6 Parametric Sensitivity Analysis
Global sensitivity analysis can be performed using the PCE of model outcomes to
identify the major input uncertainties that drive the uncertainties in key performance
measures. Global sensitivity, as opposed to local sensitivity, accounts for not only the
sensitivity of model outcomes to the change in input parameters, but also the total
variability of the input parameters. A highly uncertain parameter may contribute
little to the uncertainty of model outcome if the model is insensitive to that parameter.
Therefore global sensitivity offers more insights to the impact of input uncertainties
on model prediction.
In this study, we use the variance contribution as a measure of parametric sensitiv-
ity. It is defined as the percent of total variance of model outcome that is attributable
to individual input parameters. The major sources of uncertainty and their contri-
bution to the variance of model outcomes are shown in Figure 6-10. Coal ultimate
represents the collective effect of uncertainties in the ultimate analysis and ash con-
tent. It is proven the biggest contributor to uncertainties in the plant performance.
Moisture content also significantly affects the outcome, in particular net plant effi-
ciency. One thing of special interest is whether we can break up the coal ultimate
and evaluate the effect of individual components. The answer is yes but extra caution
has to be taken.
The six variables constituting the coal ultimate - ash, carbon, hydrogen, nitro-
gen, sulfur and oxygen - are characterized by a linear combination of two principal
components. So in Figure 6-10, the coal ultimate bars essentially represent the ag-
gregate effects of the two principal components, instead of the original variables.
Because PCA involves change of basis by rotating the canonical basis, the principal
components are actually quantities over the new basis. Therefore it is necessary to
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Figure 6-10: Sensitive input parameters and their contribution to the variance of
model responses.
compute the projection of the principal components on each of the canonical coordi-
nates. First, we find the relation of variances of the original variables and the principal
components. The variance- covariance matrix of X based on the PCA representation
in Equation 5.30 is
E [(X - p) (X - p.)T = E [(VAq) (V Aq)T
= E [VA71TTAVT] (6.3)
Knowing the variance contribution of 77, it is possible to compute the variance
contribution of the original variables using Equation 6.3, results shown in Figure 6-
11. It is important to realize that the variance contribution computed in this way
is not additive because it is the projection of principal components on the canonical
coordinates. The results in Figure 6-11 have been normalized by the total variance of
respective model outcomes and reflect the relative importance of individual variables.
Among the active components of coal, carbon, oxygen, sulfur and hydrogen have
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the largest impact on the power output of the IGCC plant. It is primarily because the
calorific value of coal strongly depends on these components. The following model is
used to calculate the HHV of coal of different composition - this is often regarded
as the Dulong formula.
HHV = 14600C + 62000 H - -)+ 4050S8
where HHV is the higher heating value in Btul/b, and C, H, 0 and S are the mass
fractions of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and sulfur, respectively, from the ultimate
analysis of coal. Ash also shows material sensitivity as an inert component. It affects
the total amount of active components hence the overall heating value input to the
power plant. This is exacerbated by the negative correlation between carbon and
ash content, as will be seen later. One interesting observation from Figure 6-11 is
that oxygen shows oversized contribution to the uncertainty of specific CO 2 emission.
It is important to realize oxygen represents a minor component in coal hence does
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not translate to CO2 formation as much as the above figure suggests. Majority of
elemental oxygen in CO 2 derives from the concentrated oxygen supplied by ASU
which is a necessary input to gasifier. The oxygen content in coal impacts the specific
CO 2 emission mainly through power output as the specific CO 2 emission stands for
the amount of CO 2 emitted per unit of electricity output.
The overwhelming impact of uncertainties in feedstock coals is manifested in Fig-
ure 6-10. Coal ultimate is responsible for about 80% of uncertainties in gross and
net power output. This is mainly due to the fact that the caloric value of coals is
a major determinant of the power generating capability of power plants. M/loisture
accounts for approximately 20% of uncertainties in power output mainly through its
influence on the energy balance. Moisture is immaterial in terms of power genera-
tion however its presence could influence energy penalty of the plant. Interestingly,
moisture surpasses coal ultimate to become the largest uncertain input for net plant
efficiency. Because plant efficiency is computed as the ratio of the net power output
and the energy input rate on dry basis, moisture affects both quantities on the numer-
ator and denominator. We also notice carbon conversion and gas turbine efficiency
become increasingly important for the uncertainty of plant efficiency. Carbon conver-
sion represents the amount of coal that can be converted to syngas in the gasifier. A
small fraction of coal passes through the gasifier without being gasified due to design
defection therefore the conversion is incomplete and will vary depending on gasifier
design and operating condition. While coal ultimate and moisture still dominate in
the uncertainty of specific CO 2 emission, temperature approach of the water gas shift
(WGS) reaction stands out as the third largest contributor. Temperature approach
serves as a tuning factor in WGS which is modeled using an equilibrium reactor. The
temperature approach controls the state of chemical equilibrium thus the amount of
CO 2 produced.
In the discussion of net power output, we found the probability distribution is
positively skewed if excluding a small number of values toward the lower end, while it
is negatively skewed over the entire range. To understand why this is the case, we need
to examine the coal ultimate components and their correlation. Figure 6-11 indicates
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Table 6.11: Correlations of key components of coal.
Ash Carbon Oxygen Moisture
Ash 1 -0.7668 -0.3413 -0.1112
Carbon -0.7668 1 -0.2579 0.1062
Oxygen -0.3413 -0.2579 1 -0.0926
Moisture -0.1112 0.1062 -0.0926 1
carbon, oxygen and ash are among the top uncertain parameters. We then compute
the sample correlations of the three variables and moisture, listed in Table 6.11.
Carbon is seen to be strongly negatively correlated with ash. From Figure 6-5, the
distribution of carbon used in our analysis is positively skewed but negatively skewed
for ash. The interplay of these two variables may shed light on the distribution of net
power output. As carbon content increases, the plant is likely to generate more power
because of coal quality improvement. Therefore net power output should resemble
the distribution of carbon on the upper side. Consider the coals with low carbon
content, it should contain more ash because of negative correlation between these
two components. Low carbon and high ash represent poor quality coals which will
reduce power output. This may lead to the negative skewness of net power output
toward the lower end.
6.7 Conclusion of Uncertainty Analysis on IGCC
Plant Performance
Evaluation of the performance of IGCC power plant based on explicit characteriza-
tion of model uncertainties has permitted us to gain understanding into the risk of
an immature technology and the key factors driving the risk. Deterministic analysis
is intended to find estimates of the plant performance based on the "best estimates"
of model parameters. However, uncertainty or variability makes such an attempt
unrealistic and more error-prone. There has been a tendency to interpret "best es-
timates" as the most likely values of parameters, hence simulation results based on
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those values might represent the most likely values of model outputs. As evident from
the previous analysis, solving the model with the most likely values of inputs does
not necessarily yield the most likely output values. Non-Gaussian input uncertainties
such as skewness may shift the central tendency of predicted outputs, and lead to
distributions with stretched tails representing unfavorable outcomes. As such point
estimates obtained from deterministic analysis are likely to be misleading and must
not be used for making decisions.
Based on the current available information, the average gross power output and
net power output predicted by our IGCC model are slightly lower than the respective
deterministic estimates, mainly because the HHV of coal samples based on which
input uncertainties were estimated is on average lower than the nominal value used
in deterministic analysis. This observation shows the importance of coal properties
on the power generation capability of an IGCC plant. It is further confirmed by
sensitivity analysis which ranks the importance of input parameters in terms of their
contribution to the output uncertainty. Coal composition has proven to be the most
influential determinant of the plant performance, with carbon, oxygen and ash having
the largest impacts. Therefore, it is helpful to collect more data on the feedstock coal
and refine the uncertainties estimates. In terms of plant operation, reducing the
feedstock variability will be favorable to improve stability and avoid plant disruption.
The IGCC model predicts small uncertainties for all performance measures com-
pared to their respective average values, based on current estimates of input uncer-
tainties. For example, the standard deviations of gross power output and net power
output are merely 5.6% and 5.8% of their respective average values. For another
measure of overall variability, there is about 82% probability that the gross power
output falls between 700 MW and 800 MW, indicating the distribution is concen-
trated around the near vicinity of the average. Furthermore, the distributions of all
four performance measures are highly peaked, as suggested by their kurtosis values,
which implies high precision of the predictions.
Compared to previous studies of the IGCC power plants, our analysis offers three
advantages. First, the uncertainty propagation method based on DEMM framewor
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requires far fewer model evaluations than Latin hypercube sampling. This results in
significantly shorter computational time, given the complexity of the plant model.
Secondly, uncertainty representation based on polynomial chaos expansion allows the
ranking of input parameters be determined based on their contribution to overall
variance of outputs, a more intuitive and explicit measure of parametric sensitivity.
Thirdly, the PCE-PCA technique is well suited to deal with correlated uncertainties
whereas Latin hypercube sampling is only applicable to independent parameters. Be-
ing able to incorporate correlation turned out to be critical in our analysis as coal
composition, the largest determinant of output uncertainties, are essentially corre-
lated.
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Chapter 7
Case Study 2: IGCC Economics
and the Impact of Uncertainty
7.1 Introduction
Commercial investment in IGCC technology will require a careful evaluation of the
capital cost and cost competitiveness compared to other generation technologies. Due
to lack of commercial experience with IGCC - there is not yet a standardized com-
mercial design or well-established cost and performance characteristics - there is
considerable variability in IGCC cost estimates. Consequently, the economic evalua-
tion of IGCC technology has to account for the uncertainty in the choice of technology,
design configurations and fuel feedstock. Furthermore, the investment analysis is con-
founded by two other risk factors: market and regulation. Power generation firms are
facing a business environment characterized by volatile energy prices and uncertain
future regulation of carbon dioxide. The dynamics of fuel and power prices has a
substantial impact on the financial performance of energy projects thus is a key con-
sideration in the investment decision-making. The stringency of emission regulation,
as well as the timing of its implementation, strongly affects the relative cost of carbon
abatement options.
A number of studies have been undertaken to evaluate investment in power gener-
ation and emission reduction technologies under various sources of uncertainties. Frey
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and Rubin [58) explicitly characterized parametric uncertainties of an IGCC process
model. Using a probabilistic modeling method, they estimated uncertainties in key
measures of plant performance and costs. They were able to uncover potential risks
of cost growth and performance shortfalls and identify the primary sources of uncer-
tainties which should be the focus of further research. Frey and Rubin [59], in another
study, showed substantial underestimation of cost could result from overlooking pro-
cess uncertainties. They also demonstrated comparing two alternative IGCC designs
under uncertain input conditions and quantified the risk of an advanced technology
compared to the conventional technology.
Investment analysis of multiple power generation technologies and determination
of optimal investment timing have been the focus of several recent papers. Reinelt
and Keith [152] applied a dynamic programming method to analyze a deregulated
private energy firm's decisions on the timing and technology choices of power plant
investment under market and regulatory uncertainties. Five power generation tech-
nologies were examined: NGCC, advanced PC, IGCC, IGCC/CCS and nuclear power.
Optimal investment decisions were derived given certain stochastic behavior of na-
ture gas price and carbon tax rate. Sekar [163] evaluated the investments in three
coal-fired power generation technologies: PC, IGCC and IGCC/CCS using real op-
tions approach (ROA). Laurikka [113] used ROA in the investment appraisal of IGCC
within the European Union Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS). Valuation of IGCC
investment was conducted under the influence of stochastic prices of electricity, fuel
and emission allowances. The study revealed that conventional discounted cash flow
(DCF) analysis can bias results in current competitive energy markets regulated by
an emission trading scheme. The cost premium of IGCC technology is too high to
be competitive within EU ETS, when accounting for price uncertainties. Yang et
al. [199] developed an ROA model to quantify the option value associated with the
flexibility in technology choices and investment timing under climate policy uncer-
tainty. They concluded that the impact of climate policy uncertainty depends on the
time between the investment decision and implementation of carbon regulation. It
is therefore favorable policy for government to implement long-term regulation than
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short term one.
Despite the relatively extensive research on the economic appraisal of IGCC tech-
nology under uncertainty, several important issues remain unresolved. First, few pa-
pers considered technical risks such as uncertainties in plant performance, load factor,
availability and capital cost, some of which might have considerable impact on the
financial performance of the project. Second, most papers have assumed uncorrelated
market and regulatory risk factors, such as the fuel price and carbon tax. There is
strong evidence though this is an oversimplified assumption. Reinelt and Keith [152]
argued that a rise in CO 2 price may encourage fuel switching from coal to natural
gas thus drives up the price of natural gas. Consequently, the positive correlation
between the two factors would make natural gas a less attractive option. Rigorous
treatment of correlation of different uncertain factors would improve the accuracy
of the investment evaluation. Finally, the representation of regulatory uncertainty
through carbon tax should be subject to deliberation. Although being a convenient
surrogate for analytical purposes, CO 2 price is inadequate in characterizing the com-
plete spectrum of possibilities of climate change policy, which may include allocation
of emission allowances and incentives for non-carbon energy. Uncertainty in these
aspects can be an additional source of risks that alter the relative competitiveness of
technology options.
In this chapter, some of the outstanding issues mentioned above will be addressed.
We will incorporate process performance and costs in the evaluation of IGCC invest-
ment. An array of parameters regarding the process configurations and cost estima-
tion will be explicitly treated in the uncertainty analysis. Special attention will be
directed to the quality of coal feedstock, spare gasifier, plant load factor and avail-
ability. Furthermore, the stochastic behavior of coal prices will be characterized using
rigorous statistical methods. Additional efforts will be directed to modeling the cor-
relation between these risk factors. Finally, we attempt to quantify the significance
of individual uncertain factors so that suggestions can be given in terms of optimal
allocation of R&D resource to reduce uncertainty.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the
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methodology for estimating the costs of an IGCC plant, including plant capital cost,
operation and maintenance cost, and levelized cost-of-electricity (LCOE). In Section
7.3, this method is applied to our IGCC plant model with baseline configurations. The
uncertainties of major cost measures are estimated based on explicit characterization
of the uncertainties of cost parameters. The analysis is also aimed to identify sensitive
economic parameters which will be incorporated in a comprehensive analysis of the
impact of both technical and economic uncertainties on IGCC technology. In Section
7.4, uncertainties of key technical and economic parameters are jointly analyzed using
DEMM methodology. We conclude this chapter by discussing the implications of
uncertainty analysis for investment decision making of IGCC technology in Secton
7.5.
7.2 Development of IGCC Economic Model
Investment decision on power generation projects has to take into account overall
capital requirement and profitability from continuous operation. The economic fea-
sibility of an IGCC power plant has traditionally been evaluated with respect to two
criteria: plant capital cost and cost of electricity. Capital costs refer to the costs
incurred on the purchase of land, materials and equipments needed to construct the
plant, the cost of the plant's construction including labor costs used for construction,
and the cost of financing. Unlike operating costs, capital costs are one-time expenses,
although payment may be spread out over many years in financial reports and tax
returns. Capital costs are fixed therefore are independent of the level of output. A
more comprehensive economic assessment of the cost of a power plant is the levelized
cost of electricity (LCOE). LCOE is an average cost of electricity generated from a
power plant, including all the costs over its lifetime: initial investment, operation and
maintenance, cost of fuel and cost of financing.
During the development of IGCC economic model, we have adopted the concep-
tual cost estimating framework used by NETL in power plants evaluation, with the
exception of equipment capital costs which are estimated with scaling models. An
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overview of the cost estimating methodology is presented in this section. More details
can be found in the reference [135].
7.2.1 Plant Capital Costs
Capital costs are computed at the Total Plant Cost (TPC) level. TPC consists of the
following components:
" Bare Erected Cost (BEC): BEC is the sum of costs of all process equip-
ments (including initial chemical and catalyst loadings), supporting facilities,
and direct and indirect labor. BEC is the most fundamental cost estimate and
is used s the basis for calculating engineering and home office fees.
" Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) Costs: EPC is the
fee that the plant owner agrees to pay the EPC contractor for designing the
installation, procuring the necessary equipments and materials, and construct-
ing the plant. In an EPC contract, the EPC contractor agrees to deliver the
completed plant to the owner in return for a fixed price. EPC is estimated as a
percentage of BEC and entered as a lump sum amount in the cost model.
" Project Contingency: The project contingency costs represent all unforeseen
costs that are expected to be spent in the construction of a plant but are not
yet fully reflected in the conceptual design. It is common practice to include
project contingencies in the TPC to cover project uncertainty and the cost of
any additional equipment that could result from detailed designs. The project
contingency cost is calculated as a percentage of total BEC, depending on the
level of estimation detail and degree of confidence in the technical design. An
appropriate level of project contingency can be derived from interpolating ex-
isting data of project costs. In the NETL studies, it was recommended that the
project contingency be in the range of 15 to 20 percent, with risky technologies
like IGCC with CCS being at the higher end.
" Process Contingency: Process contingency is intended to compensate for
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uncertainties arising from the development status of a particular technology
and the inability to perfectly characterizing its performance. It is usually ap-
plied to specific plant units such as gasification or CO 2 removal, instead of the
whole plant. Like the project contingency, process contingency is calculated
as a percentage of the total BEC. According to NETL guidelines, the level of
process contingency should lie in the range of 0 to 40 percent, depending on the
technology status.
e Additional Capital Requirements: Besides the above cost items, the total
capital expenditure often consists of technology licencing fees, owner's cost,
start-up cost, initial working capital, interest payments during construction,
and other financing fees. These could all be calculated based on the BEC
estimate, if necessary.
For plant capital costs, equipments costs are the most fundamental components
as other capital cost items are directly or indirectly estimated based on equipment
costs. There are usually two means of estimating equipment costs: direct estimation
and cost scaling. Direct estimation has to rely on cost data from equipment vendors
or manufactures, for example, the capital cost estimates in NETL studies were based
on an in-house database of WorleyParsons Group Inc., a professional engineering
service provider in the energy industry. While public access to such information is
restricted, cost estimation can be performed using data from project reports and
papers published by academic and industrial institutions with real-world experiences.
In such cases, the cost of a system or equipment used for a reference design is scaled
up or down based on the capacity of the counterpart in the target plant design. A
scaling equation of the following form
C CR S(7.1)
can then be used for cost estimation, where C denotes capital cost and S is a measure
of the equipment size or capacity; the subscript T refers to the target design, and R
the reference design; a is a equipment specific scaling factor whose value is determined
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by interpolating cost data of similar equipments. The scaling approach is employed
in our IGCC economic model with the NETL Case 2 as reference. In accordance with
cost estimating convention, capital costs are grouped according to a process/system
oriented code of accounts. This structure has the advantage of grouping all reasonably
allocable components of a sytein or process so they are included in the specific account.
7.2.2 Operations and Maintenance Costs
Operations and Maintenance (O&7,M) costs refer to the expenses associated with op-
erating and maintaining a power plant over its expected lifetime. These include costs
for fuel purchase, variable O&NI costs, and fixed O&M costs.
Fuel: Although coal is a relatively inexpensive fuel source, fuel costs are still a
significant operating cost component, typically accounting for 20 to 25 percent
of total O&M for an IGCC or PC power plant [153]. Fuel costs are a function
of the price of the coal and the plant heat rate or efficiency. Coal price can
be either input in the form of forecasted sequence over the expected life of the
plant, or calculated on the basis of a specified escalation rate. Coal price is likely
an important factor that impacts the uncertainties of the financial performance
of IGCC plants, given its relatively large volatility.
* Variable O&M: Variable O&M costs depend on the output level of the plant.
They include costs of maintenance materials, all chemicals and consumables,
waste disposal, and other items that fluctuate with the actual plant output.
Variable O&M costs can be specified as a percentage of total BEC cost. They
can also be determined on the basis of unit cost of individual consumable com-
modity, the rate of consumption and the annual operating hours of the plant.
The rate of consumption is taken from the heat and mass diagrams generated
by the engineering model of the plant. The plant capacity factor is critical to
the variable O&M costs as it determines the annual operating hours. A nominal
value of 0.8 is assumed in our IGCC economic model. The revenue from sale
of by-products or emission allowances can offset the variable costs hence can be
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treated as negative variable costs.
* Fixed O&M: Fixed O&M costs include operating, maintenance and admin-
istrative labor costs and other items that are independent of the plant output
level. They must be paid whether or not the plant produces any output. Fixed
costs can be calculated as a percentage of total BEC cost. Our current cost
model is built upon an hourly wage of $30 and operating labor burden of 30%.
In addition, labor administration and overhead charge are estimated at a rate
of 25% of the burdened operation and maintenance labor.
7.2.3 Levelized Cost of Electricity
Each of the costs discussed above, plant capital costs and O&M costs, all contribute
to the cost of producing energy (expressed as $/MWh) from an IGCC power plant.
Financial appraisal of the IGCC power plant is conducted using the Revenue Re-
quirements (RR) method developed under the Electric Power Research Institute's
Technical Assessment Guide (EPRI TAGT") [84]. The RR method evaluates power
generation projects on the basis of the Levelized Cost of Electricity (LCOE) which
is generally interpreted as the minimum required price of electricity that makes the
project break even. The RR method has been widely used for financial analysis of reg-
ulated utility power projects. In contrast, another popular financial analysis method,
the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis was designed for, and is most suited to
evaluate independent power projects that will operate in competitive markets.
The RR and DCF methods differ in one important aspect. DCF calculates the
Return on Equity (ROE), assuming the Cost of Electricity (COE), the Cost of Debt
(COD), O&M expenses and depreciation are known, and reports it as the Internal
Rate of Return (IRR) as the investment decision criterion for equity investor. Whereas
in RR, ROE is assumed known as well as COD, O&I expenses and depreciation,
the methodology calculates the necessary COE to support the capital investment
and operating expenses of the plant. One major difficulty in applying DCF is that
electricity prices are generally too volatile to forecast, thus ROE estimate based on
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forecasted COE could be more error-prone.
The RR method calculates LCOE using the following expression [136]
(CCFN)(TPC) + Zi= (LFFi)(OCFi) + (CF) (LFvj)(OCvj)
(CF) (MW h)
(7.2)
where
LCOEN - Levelized cost of electricity over N years, $/MWh;
CCFN - capital charge factor for a levelization period of N years;
TPC - total plant cost;
LFFi - levelization factor for category i fixed operating cost;
OCFi - category i fixed operating cost, expressed in dollars of the first year of con-
struction;
CF - plant capacity factor;
LFvj - levelization factor for category j variable operating cost;
OCvj - category j variable operating cost at 100% plant capacity, expressed in dol-
lars of the first year of construction;
MWh - annual power output generated at 100% plant capacity.
All cost items and LCOE are expressed in dollars of the first year of plant construc-
tion. In accordance with the NETL model, the first year of plant construction is
assumed to be 2007.
7.2.4 Economic and Financial Assumptions
Building a power plant requires financing during the design and construction period
which is typically assumed 4 years. Firms generally finance a power plant project
through common stock, preferred stock and long-term debt. The debt-to-equity fi-
nancing ratio of a project may depends on the perceived level of risk of the project and
the firm's ability to raise funds. A typical capital structure of power plant projects
consists of about 60% equity (common and preferred stock) and 40% long-term debt.
A pre-tax ROE of 15.0% is used in this model, consistent with estimates of typical
power and utility firms in regulated markets [153]. Typical mid-grade utility debts
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yielded about 5% in 2007. With a federal tax rate of 34% and average state tax rate
of 5.2%, the combined tax rate is about 39.2%. A straight line depreciation over 20
years is adopted in this model. No real price escalation is considered for EPC costs,
yet a general inflation rate of 2.0% is assumed so the nominal escalation rate is 2.0%.
The key economic and financial assumptions used to calculated the capital charge
factors and levelization factors are listed in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2.
Table 7.1: Economic parameters for calculating capital charge factors.
Parameter Value
Discount rate (%) 9.5
Inflation (% ) 2.0
Book life (years) 30
Tax life (years) 20
Depreciation straight line
Tax rate (federal and state) (%) 39.2
Property tax rate (%) 1.0
Insurance tax rate (%) 1.0
Construction period (years) 4
Owner's cost (as percentage of TPC) 10.0
EPC escalation (%) 0
Table 7.2: Capital structure of an IGCC development project.
Securities % of Cost of Average pre-tax Average after-tax
Total capital (%) cost of capital (%) cost of capital (%)
Equity 60 15.0 9.0 9.0
Debt 40 5.0 2.0 1.3
Total 11.0 10.3
7.3 Cost Estimation of Baseline Model
Predictions of the plant capital cost and cost of electricity depend on estimates of the
plant performance and equipment sizes. These are further compounded by the eco-
nomic assumptions and cost parameters that underlie the economic model of IGCC
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plant. Therefore, economic uncertainty analysis of the IGCC plant requires direct
incorporation of uncertainties regarding both plant performance and cost. Unfortu-
nately, comprehensive cost estimation combining technical and economic uncertainties
has rarely been undertaken in part due to the limitations of traditional uncertainty
analysis methodology. In this section and the next, we show how some key under-
standings of IGCC gained in the last few chapters can help us navigate through this
underexplored territory. Again, DEMM method is shown to be particularly useful in
propagating uncertainties in complex models with multi-hundreds parameters.
Like many practical engineering models, the economic model of IGCC consists
of hundreds of parameters regarding equipment costs, O&M costs, project financing
and macroeconomic factors. Unlike technical parameters which can often be esti-
mated based on experimental measurements or scientific principles, data are lacking
for many economic parameters, hence they are expected to be subject to a higher
degree of uncertainty. Given the complexity of the problem, it is helpful to first elimi-
nate unimportant cost parameters by conducting uncertainty analysis on the baseline
IGCC model. Those cost parameters with significant impacts will be input to the
combined performance and cost model along with the key technical parameters iden-
tified in Section 6.6. A schematic illustration of our strategy for the comprehensive
uncertainty analysis of IGCC economics is shown in Figure 7-1.
7.3.1 Uncertainty Quantification of Cost Parameters
The parameters used to calculate the plant capital cost and cost of electricity can be
classified into seven categories: equipment cost, material cost, labor cost, engineering
and construction management, process and project contingencies, cost scaling factor,
O&M cost, and economic and financial parameters. The equipment, material and
labor costs constitute the so-called Bare Erected Cost (BEC) which is the capital ex-
penditure required for equipment purchase and plant construction. The Total Plant
Cost (TPC) consists of BEC, engineering and construction management, and con-
tingencies. The parameters belonging to each category and determination of their
uncertainty estimates are briefly summarized in the following:
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Figure 7-1: Strategy for comprehensive uncertainty analysis of the IGCC economics.
" Equipment cost - Cost etimates of major equipment items in the baseline
model are adopted from the NETL report Case 2. These estimates carry an
accuracy of ±30 percent [135). Lacking more price quotes from equipment
manufacturers and vendors, we want to play it safe by assuming uniform dis-
tribution for each cost item, with half width of the range equal to 30% of its
nominal value. It is unnecessary to assign larger uncertainties to technologies
deemed less mature and riskier because project contingency is used to account
for any unexpected deviation from baseline costs.
" Material cost - The material cost is calculated as a percentage of the corre-
sponding equipment cost. For the consistency of estimation, we use the same
percentage for each equipment item as in the NETL study. These variables are
assumed uniformly distributed with half width of the range equal to 20% of the
nominal values.
" Labor cost - Labor costs are estimated in a similar way as material costs.
Uniform distributions with 50% up and down variations are assumed for each
equipment item.
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" Engineering and construction management - Same as labor costs.
" Process and project contingencies - Uniform distributions are assumed for
all contingencies. The range of distribution depends on the technology status:
25% half width for commercial technologies and 50% for new technologies with
little or no test data. Again, nominal values are taken from the NETL study.
" Scaling fator - Most scaling equations used in engineering cost estimation use
a scaling factor in the range of 0.6 to 0.8. Triangular distributions are chosen
to represent uncertainties of scaling factors. The most probable value of the
triangular distribution is set at the nominal value of each scaling factor. The
lower and upper bounds are chosen on a case by case basis taking into account
the technology status and equipment specifics.
" O&M cost - The operating labor wage, operating labor burden, and mainte-
nance labor cost are treated as uncertain variables in calculation of fixed O&M.
The maintenance labor cost is calcualted as a percentage of BEC. In terms of
variable operating costs, maintenance material cost, prices of consumables, and
the coal price are considered. The distribution of coal prices is estimated based
on NYMEX daily prices of the Central Appalachian coal (The Illinois coal is
a subgroup of Central Appalachian coal) from January 2009 to April 2010 1,
shown in Figure 7-2. The coal prices starting in January 2009 are chosen be-
cause the plant construction is assumed to start in 2007 and continue through
2010. This price histogram, as shown in Figure 7-3, suggests a log-normal dis-
tribution may be a good approximation. Another parameter critical to O&M
cost calculation is the capacity factor. It is assumed to be normally distributed
with mean 80% and standard deviation 5%.
" Economic and financial parameters - Five parameters are considered in
this category: discount rate, inflation, reture on equity, return on debt, and
owner's cost. Triangular distributions are assumed for all except the inflation
'Source: http://www.eia.doe.gov/fuelcoal.html
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Figure 7-2: NYMEX Daily prices of Central Appalachian coal. Jan 1, 2009 to Apr
30, 2010.
which can be calculated using the Consumer Price Index (CPI) data published
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics 2. The empirical distribution of inflation is
estimated based on monthly data from January 1999 to March 2010, shown in
Figure 7-4. The histogram in Figure 7-5 is approximately symmetric except for
the tail near lower end, suggesting normal distribution may be used as first-order
approximation.
7.3.2 Estimating Uncertainties of Capital Cost and Cost of
Electricity
The estimated TPC of the baseline IGCC plant is $2705/kW, with BEC, engineering
and construction management, and contingencies accounting for 76%, 7% and 17%
of overall TPC, respectively. The 20-year LCOE, at a capacity factor of 80%, is
2 http://www.bls.gov/cpi/. Also CPI data can be downloaded from the FRED@(Federal
Reserve Economic Data) database provided by the Federal Reserve Bank of St Louis:
http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/
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Figure 7-3: Price histogram of Central Appalachian coal. Jan 1, 2009 to Apr 30,
2010.
$120.20/MWh. Table 7.3 shows a detailed breakdown of LCOE.
Table 7.3: Levelized cost of electricity of the baseline IGCC plant. Unit: $/MWh.
Capital Fixed O&M Fuel Non-Fuel Consumables C02 TS&M Total
65.90 6.71 20.27 11.60 15.72 120.20
Uncertainties of TPC and LCOE of the baseline plant are estimated by propagat-
ing uncertainties of the cost parameters using Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS), while
keeping the plant configuration and feedstock coal properties fixed at their nominal
values. The IGCC economic model is implemented at 5000 random samples gener-
ated from the input parameter space so the resulting samples of TPC and LCOE can
be used to infer their probability distributions and statistical characteristics. LHS
precludes the consideration of correlation among parameters, and this may overesti-
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Figure 7-4: Monthly US inflation rates. Jan, 1999 to Mar, 2010.
mate the output uncertainties. Uncorrelation could be poor representation of some
variables, for example, the prices of coal and other consumables are likely to move in
tandem and they are certainly correlated with inflation rates. However, the approxi-
mation error should be tolerable given that this analysis is primarily for the purpose
of parameter screening.
The empirical probability density function of TPC is estimated from Monte Carlo
samples using kernel density estimation, as shown in Figure 7-6. The average and me-
dian TPC of the baseline plant are both approximately $2714.7/kW with a standard
deviation of $150.1/kW. PDF is close to symmetry with a small positive skewness.
The deterministic estimate of TPC is slightly below the probabilistic average. There
is an approximately 52% chance that the capital cost would be higher than the deter-
ministic estimate, when only economic uncertainties are considered. The estimated
PDF and CDF of LCOE are shown in Figure 7-7. The average LCOE is projected to
be $110.66/MWh, lower than the deterministic estimate. Given the relatively small
standard deviation $6.04/MWh, there is almost a 92% chance that the IGCC plant
would require a smaller than "expected" cost of electricity to break even.
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Figure 7-6: Probability density function and cumulative distribution function of TPC
of the baseline IGCC plant.
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LCOE of the baseline IG.CC plant.
The ranking of uncertain cost parameters can be determined by multiple regres-
sion. Samples of model responses, TPC and LCOE obtained by Monte Carlo sim-
ulation, are regressed to the samples of input parameters. The relative importance
of each parameter can be measured by the magnitude of its regression coefficient. It
should be realized that, by doing regression, TPC and LCOE are essentially assumed
to be linear functions of input parameters. While this representation is exact for TPC,
a linear model is only an approximation to LCOE. Table 7.4 shows a list of param-
eters with significant impacts on the predictions of TPC and LCOE. It is seen that
capital costs of immature technologies such as gasifier, ASU and combustion turbine,
and of bulky processes such as Selexol and HRSG, play a critical role in determining
TPC. As is well expected, capacity factor has a significant influence on the annual
power output and overall O&M costs, hence is a major determinant of LCOE. The
uncertainty in LCOE is also attributable to the volatile coal prices which is a main
component of overall O&M costs. Moreover, the sensitivity results also offer insights
into the probability distribution of LCOE. Being modeled as a Gaussian random vari-
able, capacity factor has a 50% chance of exceeding its mean which is the nominal
value used in deterministic simulation. Higher level of plant availability increases the
annual power output and lowers the maintenance costs hence drives down the cost
of electricity. Also a log-normally distributed coal price has larger chance of falling
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below its mean value which in turn contributes to a shift of LCOE to the lower end.
Table 7.4: Sensitive cost parameters for TPC and LCOE.
Category Item TPC LCOE
Slurry Preparation and feed x
Gasifier x x
ASU/Oxidant Compression x
Scrubber & low temperature cooling x
Two-stage Selexol x x
Equipment Elemental sulfur plant x
Cost CO 2 compression & drying x
Combustion turbine generator x x
HRSG and stack x
Steam turbine generator & accessories x x
Slag dewatering & cooling x
Main power transformers x
Gasifier x x
Two-stage Selexol x
Direct Labor HRSG and stack x
Steam turbine generator & accessories x
Accessory electric plant x
Engineering &
Gasifier x
Construction Management
Process Gasifier x x
Contingency Combustion turbine generator x x
Gasifier x x
Two-stage Selexol x
Project Combustion turbine generator x
Contingency HRSG and stack x
Steam turbine generator & accessories x
Accessory electric plant x
O&M Capacity factor x
Economic &
Financial Coal price 
x
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7.4 Comprehensive Uncertainty Analysis of IGCC
Economics
Accurate estimates of equipment costs are essential to estimation of capital cost and
cost of electricity. Uncertainties in plant simulation results can propagate to TPC
and LCOE via material and energy balance, and equipment sizing. In this section,
a comprehensive study of the IGCC plant's economic feasibility is conducted on the
basis of our understanding of the plant performance and baseline plant cost.
7.4.1 Combining Technical and Economic Uncertainties
The IGCC plant model developed in Aspen Plus is integrated with the Excel-based
economic model. Key simulation results, such as coal feed, syngas flow rate, cooling
water requirement, CO 2 compressors' power load, combustion and steam turbines
power output, heat exchangers' duty, etc., are input to the economic model and
used for estimating equipment costs through scaling relations. The important plant
performance and cost parameters identified in Sections 6.6 and 7.3 are directly treated
using the DEMM methodology. Interactions among uncertainties in technical and
economic parameters lead to more realistic characterization of the uncertainties of
plant cost measures.
As shown in Figure 7-8, the probability distribution of TPC spans a wider range,
from about $1000/kW to $4500/kW, than in the baseline case in Figure 7-6. The
average and median of TPC are both $2705.4/kW, approximately equal to the de-
terministic estimate. This indicates there is about a 50% chance that the capital
cost overrun if decision making is based on the deterministic analysis. The model
predicts TPC has a standard deviation of $512.6/kW, almost 19% of its average and
more than three-fold the standard deviation in the baseline case where uncertainties
in plant performance was not considered. It is therefore well expected that a few
performance-related parameters would top the list of sensitive parameters for TPC.
LCOE is the single most comprehensive measure of a plant's economic viability
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Figure 7-8: Probability density function and cumulative distribution function of TPC
of the IGCC plant, accounting for important technical and economic uncertainties.
because it takes into account all the performance and cost factors that affact the
capital cost, operating costs and project financing. The empirical PDF and CDF of
LCOE are shown in Figure 7-9. It has an average of $121.89/MWh, slightly larger
than the deterministic estimate. However, the chance of the actual LCOE exceed-
ing the deterministic estimate is about 53% because the distribution is positively
skewed. The predicted standard deviation is $22.65/MWh, again more than three
times larger than in the baseline case, signifying the significance of uncertainties in
plant performance. The positive skewness of LCOE may be a result of the negative
skewness of net plant efficienty manifested in Figure 6-8 because LCOE is expressed
on a net electricity production basis, a long downward tail in the distribution of net
plant efficiency can lead to a long upward tail in the distribution of LCOE.
7.4.2 Identifying Major Sources of Uncertainties
Through DEMM, we are able to apportion the total variance of TPC and LCOE to
each input parameter so that their contribution can be ranked on a absolute basis.
The contributions of individual input parameters are calculated and expressed as a
percentage of total variance. Using a cutoff value of 1%, the most sensitive parameters
and their contributions are listed in Table 7.5. For both TPC and LCOE, moisture
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LCOE of the IGCC plant, accounting for important technical and economic uncer-
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Table 7.5: Sensitive input parameters and their contributions to total variance of
TPC and LCOE.
Parameter TPC (%) LCOE (%)
Moisture 31.43 32.80
Coal composition 34.21 41.86
Equipment cost - Gasifier 6.23 2.25
Equipment cost - ASU 3.71 1.53
Equipment cost - Selexol 1.36 0.50
Direct labor - Gasifier 2.58 0.84
Direct labor - Selexol 7.08 2.25
Project contingency - Gasifier 5.33 1.70
Project contingency - Selexol 2.48 0.81
Capacity factor 0.01 11.94
Coal price 0.02 1.11
and coal ultimate composition account for over 65% of total variance. Since coal
composition has proved to be the dominant sources of uncertainties affecting the
plant's power output and thermal efficiency to which both TPC and LCOE are quite
sensitive, it is no surprise that it continues to dominate the plant economics. Several
cost factors pertaining to major risky components of the IGCC technology, such as
gasification, acid gas clean-up, and ASU, also have considerable influence on the
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plant's capital cost, whereas they impact the cost of electricity to a lesser extent.
It should be noted that project contingencies, cost allowances that are intended to
account for performance-related uncertainties, are treated as uncertain parameters
themselves. Some have been concerned that this might have inflated the uncertainty
estimates as uncertainties in equipment costs are also explicitly characterized. We
do not think it is redundant because different cost estimators may choose different
values of contingency, and lack of unique and unambivalent choice contributes to the
uncertainties of cost estimates. More than any other capital cost or O&M cost-related
parameter, the capacity factor determines the cost of electricity. Coal price is shown
to have a modest effect on LCOE, however it is likely to be increasingly important
as price volatility grows. The plant capital cost is independent of capacity factor and
coal price, thus the corresponding values should be due to computational error.
7.5 Conclusion of Uncertainty Analysis of IGCC
Economics
In a comprehensive study of IGCC economics, all performance and cost parame-
ters that can affect plant capital, operating, and financing costs have been explicitly
characterized and their impacts on TPC and LCOE have been evaluated. Our un-
certainty analysis predicts average values of $2705.5/kW and $121.89/MWh for TPC
and LCOE, respectively. Although the average values of both TPC and LCOE are
close to their deterministic estimates, deterministic analysis would expose decision
makers to a substantial chance of cost overrun. Comparing the uncertainty esti-
mates resulting from the economic uncertainties only and from combined technical
and economic uncertainties reveals that both cost measures are quite sensitive to plant
performance, in particular the thermal efficiency. High-efficiency plants are capable
of producing more electricity from the same amount of coal feed, hence incur lower
capital and operating costs per unit power output. Given the current assumptions
of input uncertainties, the standard deviations of both TPC and LCOE increase over
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three folds when performance-related uncertainties are accounted for, compared to
the case where only economic uncertainties are considered.
Among the performance-related parameters identified in Section 6.6, coal compo-
sitional characteristics are responsible for a considerable portion of uncertainties in
TPC and LCOE. Feeding the gasifier with higher quality coal increases the temper-
ature and concentration of syngas which results in larger power output and higher
thermal efficiency. The overall effect of improved coal quality on plant costs is more
complex. Hotter syngas may be of higher volumetric flow rate, hence larger pipes
and vessels may be needed. Also higher load of heat exchangers would increase their
size requirements. These effects would all increase plant costs. However, larger power
output due to increased plant efficiency should more than offset the cost ramp-up and
reduce the capital cost per unit power output. In addition, several factors related to
the capital costs of immature technologies have been shown to have considerable ef-
fects on TPC. Developing more accurate cost estimates of the gasifier, Selexol, ASU
or obtaining prices quotes directly from vendors is helpful in reducing uncertainties
in plant cost estimates.
Our analysis shows that LCOE is largely sensitive to the assumption of plant
capacity factor, which ranks second only to coal composition in terms of variance
contribution. Even with a relatively small uncertainty, normal distribution with a
mean of 80% and standard deviation of 5%, capacity factor accounts for 12% of over-
all variance of LCOE. A detailed reliability analysis which can produce finer estimate
of plant availability would be able to reduce the uncertainty in LCOE. vlore im-
portantly, any measures that could improve plant's operational stability and prevent
disruption should be exploited in order to control O&M costs. It should be real-
ized that key economic factors, such as coal price, inflation, are assumed static and
modeled with simplified distributions. We have also neglected potential correlation
among economic factors. It would be helpful to evaluate their effects based on more
accurate uncertainty characterization.
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Chapter 8
Case Study 3: Uncertainty
Analysis of Hydrogen Combustion
Mechanism
8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 Hydrogen Combustion Modeling
The H2/0 2 oxidation is among the most extensively studied chemical reaction mech-
anisms. It has tremendous theoretical implication as it is the cornerstone for many
hydrocarbon oxidation mechanisms. The utlization of hydrogen as gas turbine fuel
makes the hydrogen combustion mechanism a vital part of the development of IGCC
technology. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, gas turbine accounts for a large
portion of uncertainty in the overall cost of IGCC plant. This fact motivates us to
further investigate uncertainties of the hydrogen combustion mechanism.
Several detailed mechanisms for H2 and H2-CO combustion have been developed
recently [44, 1, 132, 117, 159]. Since Mueller et al. developed the mechanism on
the basis of careful evaluation of kinetic parameters and flow reactor measurements
[132], it has been updated by several researchers to reflect newly available kinetic or
thermodynamic data. The mechanisms of Li et al. [117] and O Conaire et al. [1]
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made good efforts toward comprehensive mechanisms of H2 combustion by validating
the model against a broad range of experimental measurements including shock tube
ignition delay time, laminar flame velocities and flame structure in various conditions.
Both mechanisms were found to be in good agreement with experimental data. The
updated H2/CO submechanism by Saxena and Williams [159] was shown to produce
good agreement with burning velocities, extinction strain rates in counterflow diffu-
sion flames and ignition delay times. Davis et al. developed a H2/CO mechanism
based on the GRI 3.0 mechanism and showed that an optimization with respect to
a large number of experiments improved predictions of the model [44]. Recently,
Konnov examined a H2 combustion mechanism with an exhaustive inclusion of ele-
mentary reactions and updated thermodynamic and kinetic parameters [106]. It was
found certain elementary reactions that were not included in previous mechanisms
might be important to predictive abilities of the model under certain conditions. Tak-
ing account of parametric uncertainty, the mechanism was found to agree well with
experimental data from various sources though disparities existed for others.
8.1.2 Estimating Parametric Uncertainty
While increasing efforts are being directed to developing comprehensive mechanisms
which are capable of predicting broad-spectrum experiments, one important question
remains - whether discrepancies between model predications and experimental data
are a consequence of inadequacy of the mechanism or due to model uncertainty. An-
swer to that question requires careful estimation of uncertainty in both model predic-
tions and experimental data. Uncertainty analysis is not only important in validating
kinetic mechanisms against experimental data, it is also necessary from a practical
point of view - design of robust engineering systems relies on uncertainty of model
predictions. In general, uncertainty exists in both the mechanism and parameters.
Mechanistic uncertainty stems from the possibility that a set of elementary reactions
may not precisely adapt to the experimental conditions. Quantification of mechanistic
uncertainty requires deeper understanding of the reaction process and more advanced
mathematical tools thus is more difficult than parametric uncertainty. The present
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analysis therefore assumes the only source of uncertainty is in model parameters.
Despite the self-evident existence of uncertainty in most kinetic parameters, un-
certainty quantification has received slight attention. Throughout the majority of
research articles and kinetic databases, uncertainty factor (UF) is found to be the
single most widely used measure of uncertainty in rate constants. The range in which
the true value of rate constant k possibly lies is defined by its nominal value k and
UF.
< k < k x UFUF~--
Vaguely defined as it is, UF is not convenient to use in uncertainty analysis. First, it
does not explicitly indicate the distribution of the uncertain parameter or the variance
of it. Lack of such information impedes the propagation of uncertainty through the
model. Although a log-normal distribution can be inferred from UF as we will show
later, the transformation is not trial. Second. UF or its equivalent form (A log k)
was usually assigned on the basis of "subjective assessment" by the researchers [11],
so that it may not precisely reflect the actual uncertainty of the parameters. In
order to evaluate model uncertainty systematically, direct estimation of probability
distributions of uncertain parameters is needed.
8.1.3 Uncertainty Propagation
Estimation of uncertainty in model parameters is of great scientific importance as it
reveals how confident we are in values of model parameters. Propagation of paramet-
ric uncertainty through models is perhaps more useful from a practical point of view.
In practice, uncertainty in model parameters gives rise to uncertainty in model predic-
tions. Modeling complex chemical processes is highly complicated with the inclusion
of uncertainty. In particular, nonlinear models tend to magnify the uncertainty of
some parameters and damp the uncertainty of others. It is therefore important to
investigate the influence of uncertain input parameters on the uncertainty of model
predictions.
Unfortunately, uncertainty analysis has not received sufficient attention in the
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study of combustion mechanisms. Brown et al. estimated variance of H2-air burn-
ing velocity from uncertain rate constants using local sensitivity method [24]. This
method was also used by Zsely et al. to assess their updated H2-air and wet CO-
air mechanisms [201]. Incorporation of uncertainty bounds enhanced the credibility
of model predictions since those experimental measurements which do not coincide
with prediction lines may lie within the uncertainty bounds. Zsely et al. also used
Monte Carlo with Latin Hypercube sampling to show that the local uncertainty anal-
ysis led to uncertainty estimates comparable to those obtained by global methods.
Nonetheless one of the major limitations of Monte Carlo-based methods is they are
computationally inefficient for complex models even with variance reducing techniques
like Latin Hypercube sampling. Phenix et al. investigated the uncertainty of species
concentrations of a hydrogen oxidation mechanism at supercritical conditions using
the deterministic equivalent modeling method [141]. The spectral uncertainty rep-
resentation developed by Reagan et al. was based on the same concept as DEMM
[149]. Both methods were able to produce probability distributions of model outputs
in good agreement with those from Monte Carlo sampling and evaluate parameter
sensitivities to highlight parameters where reduction in uncertainty can significantly
improve prediction accuracy.
This chapter is divided into two parts. First, we reevaluate the uncertainty of
kinetic parameters of a hydrogen combustion mechanism. Probability distributions
will be computed based on experimental measurements of reaction rate constants.
The second part investigates the effects of parametric uncertainty on the predictive
performance of the mechanism. The primary objective is to update uncertainty esti-
mates of input data and assess the overall uncertainty of the mechanism due to the
input uncertainty. We demonstrated uncertainty analysis of kinetic mechanism can
be carried out on a more rigorous and systematic manner.
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8.2 Analytical Methods
8.2.1 Reaction Mechanism
The hydrogen combustion mechanism of Li et al. [117] was used in this study. The
mechanism was updated from that of Mueller et al. [132] and validated against a wide
array of experimental data, including shock tube ignition delay, laminar flame speed
and composition profiles in flow reactors. It was found to be in good agreement with
experimental data under a wide range of conditions. The mechanism consists of 19
reversible elementary reactions. Thermochemistry data, such as standard-state heats
of formation, entropies and heat capacities were also taken from Reference [117].
To compare uncertainty estimates from our analysis with what are available in
literatures, we drew uncertainty factors (UF) of the elementary reaction rates of the
mechanism in interest from Konnov [106]. They are listed in Table 8.1. We will
show in the next section that uncertainty factor implies a log-normal distribution of
the rate constant. Among the thermochemistry properties, we assumed the standard-
state enthalpies of formation as uncertain variables and all the others as deterministic
(their values are known exactly). The enthalpies of formation were assigned normal
(Gaussian) probability distributions which were parameterized by their mean values
and standard deviations. The mean values were kept the same as in Reference [117]
and standard deviations were estimated based upon reported experimental error lim-
its [132]. The mean values and standard deviations of standard state enthalpies of
formation are shown in Table 8.2.
Quantification of parametric uncertainty requires the use of probability distribu-
tion. In this work, pre-exponential factor A and activation energy Ea were treated
as random variables and their probability distributions were estimated from experi-
mental measurements of rate constants. The advantage of probability distribution as
an uncertainty measure is tangible. First, it indicates the likelihood of the parameter
taking any value within its feasible range. This is significantly richer in informa-
tion content than the interval representation by uncertainty factor. Second, many
characteristics of the uncertain parameters are readily available from the probability
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distribution. Last and the most importantly, probability distribution can be directly
propagated through models to lead to uncertainty estimates of model predictions.
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No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Table 8.1: Kinetic Mechanism of Hydrogen Combustion.
Reaction UF
H+0 2 = 0 + OH 1.5
0 + H2 = H + OH 1.3
H2 + OH = H20+ H 2.0
0 + H20= OH + OH 1.2
H2 + M = H + H + M 2.0
0 + 0 + M = 0 2 + M 2.0
0 + H + M = OH + M 3.0
H + OH + M =H 2 0 + M 2.0
H+0 2 + M =H02 + M 1.2
H0 2 + H = H2 + 0 2  2.0
H0 2 + H = OH + OH 2.0
H02 + O = OH +0 2  1.2
H02 + OH = H20+0 2  3.0
H0 2 + H02 = H2 0 2 + 0 2  2.5
H20 2 +M=OH+OH+M 2.5
H2 0 2 + H = H20+ OH 2.0
H2 0 2 + H = H2 + H0 2  3.0
H2 0 2 + O = OH + H0 2  3.0
H20 2 + OH = H20+ H0 2 2.0
Reference
[106]
[106]
[106]
[177]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
[106]
Table 8.2: Mean Values and Standard Deviation of Standard-State' Enthalpies of
Formation2 AHy.
Species H 0 OH H2  02 H20
p3 52.103 59.56 8.91 0.0 0.0 -57.80
2a4 0.001 0.02 0.29 0.0 0.0 0.01
Species HO2  H20 2  N 2  Ar He
p 3.0 -32.53 0.0 0.0 0.0
2o- 0.4 0.455 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.2.2 Analysis
The two principal elements of uncertainty analysis of kinetic mechanisms are pa-
rameter estimation and uncertainty propagation. Parameter estimation is aimed to
calculate uncertainties of model parameters. It is routinely performed by experi-
mentalists to obtain the point estimates of parameters as well as errors associated
with them. However probability distribution has been a rare outcome from previous
research. We will show it can be obtained using advanced estimation procedure. Un-
certainty propagation computes uncertainties of model outputs induced by uncertain
inputs. Another important outcome of uncertainty propagation is identification of
parameters which contribute the most to model predictions.
Bayesian estimation is used to evaluate uncertainties of kinetic parameters of the
hydrogen combustion mechanism. The objective is to obtain probability distributions
of kinetic parameters based on reaction rate measurements. Our analysis features data
collected at different times and with different levels of precision. Sequential Bayesian
method allows incorporation of heterogeneous data and determination of incremental
information gain. We intended to distinguish Bayesian estimation as a versatile and
efficient estimation scheme. Uncertainties obtained from our analysis are compared
'Standard state is that of ideal gas at 1 bar and 298.15 K.
'Unit: kcal/mol.
3 Mean value [117].
4 Standard deviation [132]. The error limits are interpreted as 95% confidence intervals thus equal
to two standard deviations for normal distribution.
5No data found in reference.
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with those implied by uncertainty factors.
It is important to interpret estimates of parametric uncertainty correctly. Un-
certainty of random variables can be well characterized by probability distributions.
Although the parameters of kinetic mechanisms are not random in nature - they bear
fixed values which cannot be measured or calculated exactly, our belief of the true
values of the parameters, if any, is essentially random. WNe want to point out that
no attempt has been made to discover the true values of model parameters which
would be extremely difficult to achieve if not impossible. We focused on quantify-
ing our knowledge about the parameters based upon currently available experimental
evidence.
In study of combustion kinetics, several integral characteristics are mostly mea-
sured to evaluate performance of mechanisms. These include shock tube ignition
delay time, larminar flame speed and species profiles under various flow conditions.
In application, the predictive abilities of the mechanisms in these characteristics are
essential to design and operation of combustion systems. The mechanism of Li et al.
[117] was used without modification. Since it was available in the CHEMKIN format,
all simulations were performed using the latest release of CHEMKIN applications,
CHEMKIN-PRO 6. The CHEMKIN-PRO transport parameter database was used.
Uncertainty propagation was carried out using the Deterministic Equivalent Mod-
eling Method (DEMM). It has been demonstrated to be a computationally efficient
approach to propagating uncertainty through complex models. DEMM features di-
rect representation of parametric uncertainty via polynomial chaos expansion and
approximation of the response variables as probabilistically weighted polynomials of
uncertain parameters. The response distributions are calculated using orthogonal
collocation method which requires considerably smaller number of model evaluations
than conventional Monte Carlo-based methods. DEMM also provides a systematic
way of identifying the model parameters to which the uncertainty in response vari-
ables is most sensitive, thus highlighting those where reduction in uncertainty would
improve the prediction precision of the models.
6 CHEMKIN-PRO. 2008, Reaction Design: San Diego
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8.3 Sequential Estimation of Arrhenius Parame-
ters
Bayesian estimation is applied to the kinetic parameters of the reaction H2 + OH =
H20 + H using the SISR algorithm introduced in Chapter 4. A large set of reaction
rate data have been collected by various researches over the past few decades and
compiled by Baulch et al. [11], shown in Figure 8-1. Also shown in the graph are
estimated standard deviations of rate constants (expressed as log 0 k). For those
data with heterogeneous accuracy, the range of standard deviation is given in the
bracket. There have been numerous studies of this reaction over a wide temperature
range. The recommended values of Arrhenius parameters over 250-2500K by Baulch
et al. [11] are listed in Table 8.3. The values used by various other researchers in
their respective hydrogen combustion mechanisms are also included in Table 8.3 for
comparison.
There has been relative little information regarding the uncertainty of the rate con-
stant. Baulch suggested logi0 k be accurate to ±0.3 at 2500K. Uncertainty factor(UF),
which implies the rate constant is expected to fall in the range [k:/UF, k x UF], is
sometimes cited in literature. Davis [44] used an uncertainty factor of 1.3 in optimiza-
tion of the predictability of their mechanism. Konnov [106] estimated an uncertainty
factor of 2 over 300-2500K.
Table 8.3: Arrhenius parameters of H2 + OH = H20 + H.
A/cm 3 mo 1 s' n Ea/kcalmol' Reference
Baulch et al. 2.17 x 10' 1.52 3.46 [11]
Li et al. 2.16 x 10' 1.51 3.43 [117]
O Conaire et al. 2.16 x 108 1.51 3.43 [1]
Saxena et al. 1.17 x 10' 1.3 3.64 [159]
Davis et al. 2.16 x 108 1.51 3.43 [44]
We intend to estimate the probability distributions of the kinetic parameters im-
plied by experimental measurements and evaluate the value of experimentation by
investigating the evolution of parametric uncertainty with accumulation of data. This
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analysis is not meant to be done in a retrospective manner, rather we believe that
the analytical framework demonstrated here will enable experimentalists to estimate
parameters on a consistent basis and use existing data to guide further experimental
design.
8.3.1 Model Description
The rate of the reaction H2 + OH = H20 + H can be expressed by the Arrhenius
equation
k = AT"exp (8.1)
Due to the prevalence of rate constant data given in log k - I format, it is convenient
to use the log-transformed equation
1 _Ea logi0 elog 0 k = log1 o A - n logio 1  - (8.2)T RT
Define the unknown parameter triplet in Equation 8.2 as x = {logio A, 77, Ea}T, where
the superscript T denotes matrix transpose. We consider a dynamic system consist-
ing of Equation 8.2 in order to formulate a sequential Bayesian estimation problem.
Define the vector x of unknown parameters as the hidden state vector. We want to
estimate the state vector x from a sequence of discrete measurements y = log 0 k
which relates to the state vector according to Equation 8.2. The system evolution
and observation equations can be written as
k =k-1 (8.3)
Yk = Bxk + Vk (8.4)
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* Brabbs 19710 = 0.18
* Eberus 1971 = 0.09
A Stuhl & NikI 1972 0 = 0.07
X Gardiner 1973 a = 0.09
X Westen berg 1973 a = 0.04
* Smith & Zeller 1974 a = 0.03
+ Atkinson 1975 a= 0.04
-Vandooren 1975 a= 0.07
-Sworski 1980 a = 0.09
*Tu ly 1980 a = [0.01, 0.04]
UZellner& Steinert 1981 a= 0.09
x Ravish ankara 1981 a = [0.02, 0.06]
Frank& Just 1985 a = 0.04
Olden borg 1985 a = [0.005, 0.022]
Talukdar 1996 a = [0.002, 0.066]
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Figure 8-1: Arrhenius plot of H2 + OH = H20 + H. The sources of measurements
are displayed in the order of time the respective work was published.
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where the coefficient in observation Equation 8.4 is B ={1, - log1 0 T, - I.
is a sequence of white noise independent of past and current state and measurement.
Note that vk does not necessarily follow a common distribution, reflecting the fact
that measurements may have been taken with different precision. The evolution
Equation 8.3 is resulted from the non-dynamic nature of the problem in that the
parameters of the Arrhenius equation are assumed constant and free of disturbance
at least under the experimental conditions of interest. Equations 8.3 and 8.4 define
a linear dynamic state space model with deterministic evolution equation.
8.3.2 Formulation of Sequential Bayesian Estimation
The simplicity of model equations 8.3 and 8.4 enables the use of optimal importance
density. According to Equation 8.3, the values of the sample Xk are completely
determined once the sample Xk1 are given. Therefore the optimal importance density
takes the form
p (xk I -, y ) = p (Xk I_) = J (x - Xii) (8.5)
which is the Dirac delta function at xi 1 . The optimal importance density is equiva-
lent to the prior density in this case as a result of the deterministic system equation.
Without system noise, all particles will be propagated without being altered. Assume
the pdf pv(vk) of the observation noise ok is known, the likelihood of measurement yk
is given by
P (Yk I =) P (Yk |xi, V ) p (Vk) dVk
= J [Vk - (yk - Bx)] pv (vk) dVk (8.6)
PV (Yk - Bx4)
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With the importance density 8.5 and likelihood function 8.6, we obtain the following
equation for weight updating
wk oc0wC lip (yk 4_.1)
= iPV (Yk - B4 1 ) (8.7)
The SISR algorithm for estimating the Arrhenius parameters proceeds as folloivs.
This formulation of the SISR algorithm which utilizes prior density as importance
density is also termed as bootstrap filtering in some literature [71].
Two importance issues remain to be addressed, prior distribution and observation
noise model. The choice of prior distributions is contingent on the level of knowledge
available before any data was collected. A reasonable choice is a non-informative
distribution for the parameters vector whose components are uncorrelated. It reflects
the minimal information pertaining to the unknown parameters at outset. A Gaussian
distribution of large standard deviation can be an alternative. Estimation results
using the two options are compared. The likelihood model depends on the precision
of the measurement. Experimentalists typically report their data with measurement
errors, as shown in Figure 8-1. Gaussian distributions with standard deviations equal
to the measurement errors are assumed for the likelihood. Other options of likelihood
model will be investigated in future research.
8.3.3 Posterior Distributions
To initialize the sequential Bayesian estimation, the prior distributions of logio A and
E, are assumed to be independent Gaussian. The mean values of their marginal dis-
tributions are assumed equal to those recommended by Li et al. [117], and standard
deviations equal to 30% of the respective mean values. For simplicity, we also assume
the measurement errors of logi0 k are normally distributed with standard deviations
approximated by the sample standard deviations. The third Arrhenius parameter,
temperature factor n, is considered as deterministic variable whose value is equal to
that recommended in the literature since the data in Figure 8-1 only exhibits minor
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Table 8.4: Sequential Bayesian estimation of Arrhenius parameters with SISR algo-
rithm.
k = 0, Initialize the filter by drawing samples from the prior density, x ~ p )
i=1 2,... N. Assign equal weight to all initial samples w' ~ i = 1, 2,..., N.
For k = 1, 2...K, K is the total number of measurements.
For i = 1, 2, ... , N
Propagate particles through system model xi = x_
Evaluate the likelihood of each prior sample and obtain the unnormalized
weight using Equation 8.7.
End For i.
Normalize the weights
(=z k, i = 1, 2..., N
Compute the effective sample size
N
'ef f = +N (wi)
If Neff > Nt
Accept samples, xi* = x, for i =1,2, ..., N.
Otherwise
Resample using the procedure described in Section 4.5.2.
Roughen the new samples.
End if.
End For k
curvature. The uncertainty in n, if any, is likely to be negligible compared to the
other two parameters. The posterior distribution is approximately with histograms
of ten thousand particles. The data shown in Figure 8-1 are assimilated in chrono-
logical order. The posterior distributions of logio A after certain number of data
being assimilated are shown in Figure 8-2. The posterior plots of Ea are displayed in
Figure 8-3.
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Figure 8-2: Prior and posterior distributions of logio A of H2 + OH = H20 + H.
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Figure 8-3: Prior and posterior distributions of Ea of H 2 + OH = H20 + H. Note
that the horizontal scale shrinks in the last three plots to reflect the decreasing spread
of the distributions.
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It is interesting to observe the dynamics of posterior distributions, representing
the state of knowledge of the unknown parameters. logo A starts off with a prior
distribution of excessive uncertainty. We see a sharp decline in standard deviation
after the first ten data being assimilated. As more data are fed through, the estimate
becomes more precise as is evident from the increasingly narrow spread of the posterior
distribution. The decreasing uncertainties as a result of information gain from data
is clearly represented in Figure 8-4 where the estimated standard deviation of each
parameters is plotted with the number of data used in parameter estimation. The
top part of Figure 8-4 shows that the first few data have the most effective in pushing
down uncertainty in logio A. The incremental gain from additional experimental
data afterwards is diminishing, though by and large, the plot is trending downward.
Another useful observation from Figure 8-2 is that normality may not be preserved
in posterior distributions though both the prior distribution and error distributions
are assumed normal. This is one of the major advantages of Bayesian estimation.
The evolution of posterior distributions of E is characterized by some features also
seen with logo A, except that the first 30 data have virtually no effect in reducing
uncertainty of Ea. For both parameters, we see uncertainties as measured by standard
deviation flat after certain time. This phenomenon should provide experimentalists
with a rough indicator of possible stopping time. Simply from the perspective of
uncertainty reduction, experimental data after certain time do not do much to drive
down uncertainty. Given that experimentation is costly, assessment of the information
gain from additional experimentation should be an important part of experimentalists'
strategy especially under budget constraint.
However, we by no means intend to undervalue these researchers' work. In fact,
many of the more recent studies, e.g. those of Zellner and Steinert and Talukdar, were
carried out at low temperatures which are more relevant to atmospheric modeling.
The work of Tully and Ravishankara spanned the range between low temperatures
and the shock tube studies at higher temperatures. These studies have contributed
to a significant extent to our understanding of the kinetics of H2 + OH = H20 + H
in a broad range of temperature.
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Figure 8-4: Change of standard deviation of the estimates of logio A and E, of H2 +
OH = H20 + H.
Contour plots in Figure 8-5 provide direct visualization of the magnitude of vari-
ability and correlation of the parameters. All contours are made of 10 equipotential
curves. The area inside the outer curve is an indication of the spread of the joint distri-
bution. We can see that the contour shrinks as more data are assimilated. Shrinking
contours reflect reduced uncertainty in the joint distribution. Positive correlation ex-
ists between the two parameters. Positive correlated variables tend to change in the
same direction, e.g. increase in one variable often comes with increase in the other.
Contours in the first plot are radially symmetric, indicating negligible sample corre-
lation. It is because log,, A and E, were assumed independent for prior distribution.
However correlation increases significantly with the accumulation of data. as seen in
the plots that the roughly elliptical contours become more eccentric.
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Figure 8-5: Contours of joint distributions. 10 equipotential curves are drawn in each
graph.
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8.3.4 Forecasting Reaction Rate Constant
Uncertainty estimates of Arrhenius parameters can be validated by forecasting the
reaction rate constants of H2 + OH = H20 + H. The latest joint distribution of
log 0 A and Ea is sampled, and the rate constant k is evaluated with these random
pairs. The pdf's of k are then compared with those implied by uncertainty factor.
One of the popular ways of interpreting the uncertainty factor is that. it implies a log-
normal distribution for k. Its density function can be parameterized by assuming the
range [IUF, k x UF] represents the 95% confidence interval. The most probable
values (mode) of k at six temperatures, 250, 700, 1150, 1600, 2050 and 2500K, are
computed using literature model and our model, as listed in Table 8.5. The standard
deviation and uncertainty ratio which measures the relative maganitude of standard
deviations with respect to the mode, are also included.
Table 8.5: Mode values and standard deviations of the reaction rate constant of H2
+ OH = H20 + H. Results are based on uncertainty factor and Bayesian estimation.
k/cm 3 mol'-s' ok/cm3 mo1Is- 1  Uncer. Factor
T/K UF Bayesian UF Bayesian UF Bayesian
250 9.11 x 108 1.28 x 109 3.72 x 108 2.68 x 108 0.41 0.21
700 3.64 x 1011 4.55 x 10" 1.49 x 10" 2.01 x 1011 0.41 0.44
1150 2.02 x 1012 2.31 x 1012 0.82 x 1012 1.28 x 1012 0.41 0.56
1600 5.07 x 1012 5.38 x 1012 2.07 x 1012 3.44 x 101 0.41 0.64
2050 9.33 x 10" 8.85 x 1012 3.81 x 1012 6.61 x 1012 0.41 0.74
2500 1.46 x 1013 1.41 x 1013 0.60 x 1013 1.07 x 1013 0.41 0.76
The mode values obtained from Bayesian estimation are quite comparable to those
computed with literature model; the largest deviation is about 25% of the litera-
ture value, occurring at 700K. Constant uncertainty factor implies the forecast error,
measured by standard deviation of k, is proportional to the mode value. In contrast,
forecasts based on Bayesian estimates suggest the assumption of constant uncertainty
factor is invalid. The forecast error increases with temperature as a proportion of the
mode value. The probability distributions of the forecast k at these temperatures are
plotted in Figure 8-7, where red solid lines represent results from Bayesian estimation
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and blue dash lines are obtained based on uncertainty factor. Finally, we notice that
the forecast of k approximately follows log-normal distributions. This can be verified
by means of quantile-quantile (QQ) plot of the sample quantiles of logi0 k versus the-
oretical quantiles from a normal distribution. Samples of a log-normal k will exhibit
a close to linear QQ plot. The QQ plot at 250K is shown in Figure 8-6, which agrees
well with our log-normal expectation.
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Figure 8-6: Normal quantile plot of the forecast of
+ OH = H20+ H at 250K.
the reaction rate constant of H2
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8.4 Uncertainty Analysis of Hydrogen Combustion
Model
This section aims to assess the impact of parametric uncertainties on the prediction
of the hydrogen combustion model. The analysis is performed in two steps: First,
we try to identify the elementary reactions with the largest impact on predicted
combustion characteristics. Second, we compute the probability distributions of these
variables based on inputs of the sensitive reactions found in step one. The combustion
characteristics we will examine include shock tube ignition delay time, and laminar
flame speed.
8.4.1 Sensitivity Analysis
For simplicity, the pre-factor A is assumed the sole source of uncertainty for every
elementary step of the mechanism. The uncertainty factors listed in Table 8.1, defined
in terms of rate constant k, can be applied to pre-factors under the above assumption.
This is evident from Arrhenius equation and the definition of UF
k
UjF <k <k x UF
AT exp ( a ) /UF < AT"exp (_ Ea ) T exp a x UF(_RT RT RT
A
UF A<A x UF
It is further assumed that A is log-normally distributed and the range defined by UF
represents the 95% confidence interval. The log-normal distribution can be parame-
terized upon this assumption.
Second-order polynomials are used to approximate lognormal random variables.
The response variables are also represented by second-order polynomials of model
parameters but without cross product terms. Parametric sensitivity is evaluated in
terms of ignition delay time and laminar flame speed. Ignition delay time is simulated
at the conditions used by Slack [167] and flame speed at the conditions by Tse et al
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[184]. Parametric sensitivity is computed as the percentage of variance from individual
parameters in the total variance of response variables. The sensitive reactions, with
greater than 1% contribution to output variance, are shown in Figures 8-8 and 8-9.
1350K
H02+H=H2+02 1200K -
1050K
H2+OH=H20+H
O+H2=H+OH
H+02=O+OH
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Percentage Contribution to
Total Variance (%)
Figure 8-8: Sensitive reactions and percentage contribution to total variance of igni-
tion delay time. Ignition delay time is computed for H2/0 2/N 2 mixture at P = 2atm,
T = 1050K, 1200K and 1350K, 112 = 29.6%, 02 = 14.8%. Ignition delay time is de-
fined by temperature inflection.
Sensitivity of ignition delay time indicates a single most important reaction H +
02 = 0 + OH. At all three temperatures, uncertainty in that reaction contributes over
90% to the uncertainty in ignition delay time. Three other reactions have sensitivity
greater than 1% however ignition delay time is much less sensitive to them. This
result is consistent with literature that the chain-branching reaction H + 02 = 0 +
OH is the most important in combustion models and extremely sensitive for ignition
delay time. The sensitivity analysis of laminar flame speed shows different pattern as
illustrated in Figure 8-9. Seven reactions are found to have greater than 1% sensitivity
indicating flame speed is affected by more factors than ignition delay time. The four
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Figure 8-9: Sensitive reactions and percentage contribution to total variance of lam-
inar flame speed. Laminar flame speed is computed for H2/0 2/He mixture at P =
3atm, equivalence ratio <b = 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5, 0 2/H 2 = 1:7.
sensitive reactions for ignition delay time are also found sensitive for flame speed.
The relative importance of H + 02 = 0 + OH drops whereas H2 + OH = H20 + H
takes a significant role.
Sensitivity analysis provides us with critical insights regarding relative importance
of individual parameters prior to uncertainty propagation. It has been found input
uncertainty of only a small subset of the entire mechanism dominates the uncertainty
of model outputs. All the other reactions can be neglected in uncertainty analysis.
Exclusion of insensitive reactions leads to considerable reduction in the scale of the
problem thus the level of complexity faced in uncertainty propagation. It is known
that all uncertainty propagation methods that are capable of approximating prob-
ability distributions of response variables rely on repeated model evaluation. The
number of model evaluations thus computational time to large extent depends on
the number of uncertain parameters. Reducing the number of uncertain parameters
serves to improve the efficiency of uncertainty propagation. This advantage becomes
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more apparent for complex mechanisms.
We want to distinguish the sensitivity measure used in this analysis with the local
sensitivity coefficient used extensively in literature. Local sensitivity coefficient of
response variable y with respect to parameter k is just the partial derivative a givenak
other parameters fixed. It only provides insight on how response reacts to small
changes in parameter value around its nominal value. The likelihood and magnitude
of value changes are not captured by local sensitivity coefficient. It can be misleading
in case where a parameter with a large local sensitivity is not much uncertain. The
percentage contribution to total variance, as used in this analysis, takes probability
distributions into account thus represents a global measure of response sensitivity to
parametric uncertainty.
8.4.2 Uncertainty Propagation
Upon identifying the sensitive reactions, we update the uncertainty estimates of pre-
factor A and activation energy Ea. Their nominal values and some statistics are listed
in Table 8.6. Note that the nominal values of both Arrhenius parameters are adopted
from the mechanism [117] without modification due to the relative closeness of our
Bayesian estimates to the literature values.
Table 8.6: Kinetic parameters and uncertainty estimates of sensitive reactions of the
hydrogen combustion mechanism [117].
A/cm 3 mol's- Ea /kJmol 1
Reaction Mode StdDev Skew Mean StdDev
H + 02 = 0 + OH 3.55 x 101" 2.86 x 1016 4.41 69.39 3.06
0 + H2 = H + OH 5.08 x 104 2.19 x 10 3.98 26.29 5.15
H2 + OH = H2 0 + H 2.16 x 108 2.79 x 109 2.82 14.23 1.33
H + OH + M = H2 0 + MI 3.80 x 1023 1.38 x 1024 3.77 0.00 0.00
HO 2 + H = H2 + 02 1.66 x 1013 2.77 x 1014 4.38 3.43 1.04
HO 2 + H = OH + OH 7.08 x 1013 1.39 x 1014 4.04 1.25 0.39
HO 2 + OH = H2 0 + 02 2.89 x 1013 1.60 x 1014 3.42 -2.09 0.76
In formulating PCE-based uncertainty analysis, the obvious correlation among
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Arrehnius parameters is explicitly incorporated using the PCA technique described
in Section 5.5. Third-order polynomials are used to approximate both input and re-
sponse variables. Figure 8-10 compares the simulated profile of ignition delay time
at conditions in Reference [167] with experimental measurements. The solid line
represents deterministic predictions using the nominal values of model parameters.
The upper and lower dashed lines are the 97.5% and 2.5% percentiles estimated from
the empirical probability distributions. The area between the two lines encompasses
approximately 95% of the predicted response values. Confidence region provides an
effective gauge for comparing model predictions with experimental data. It is seen the
overall agreement is good over the temperature range simulated. Within low temper-
ature range (about 980K to 1100K), experimental data scatter around the predicted
line but all fall in the 95% confidence region. More accurately, model predictions
in this range are statistically indistinguishable from experimental data at 95% con-
fidence level in spite of the observed discrepancies. This reinforces the belief that
model predicts experimental data well in the low temperature range. Nonetheless the
model predictability should be subject to scrutiny at high temperatures as the two
high-temperature data are likely to fall out of the 95% confidence region. This obser-
vation suggests attention be directed to high temperature range in order to improve
the predictive capability of ignition delay time over a broad range of temperature.
Figure 8-11 shows uncertainty in ignition delay time decreases with temperature.
This is also shown by the narrowing confidence region as temperature increases. It is
difficult to explain the trend of uncertainty in a rigorous manner due to the complex
dependence of ignition delay time on kinetic parameters. Nonetheless a simple first-
order analysis can shed some light on the trend. As shown by sensitivity analysis,
ignition delay time is mostly sensitive to the kinetics of the chain-branching reaction
H + 02 = 0 + OH. A first-order approximation of the variance of k can be expressed
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Figure 8-10: Ignition delay time of H2/0 2/N 2 mixture at P = 2atm, H2 = 29.6%,
02 = 14.8%. Ignition delay time is defined by temperature inflection. The solid
line represents deterministic predictions using the nominal values of parameters. The
upper and lower dashed lines are 97.5% and 2.5% percentile limits. Experimental
data are adopted from Reference [167].
by
2 )2
O 8A UA 8Ea OEa
07 +[+-
= T"exp A+ Tn exp o)] (8.8)
Assume the value of n is known with certainty. Ignition delay time should be inversely
related to the rate of this reaction, i.e. r ~ , thus the variance of ignition delay time
is
12 2
o ~ O =2 + (RT) 2  (8.9)
which depends on the inverse of T 2. It is clear that the uncertainty of ignition delay
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Figure 8-11: Standard deviations of ignition delay time over temperature.
time should decrease with temperature.
The uncertainties of ignition delay time are better visualized via probability dis-
tribution curves. Figure 8-12 (a)-(d) are probability distributions of ignition delay
time at 1000K, 1100K, 1200K and 1300K respectively. It can be seen clearly how
uncertainty evolves with temperature. At 1000K, the PDF curve is highly skewed to
the right and is quite flat which is an indication of large uncertainty (note the scale
of vertical axis). As temperature increases, the curves become less and less skewed;
it is almost symmetrical at 1200K. At 1300K, the curve becomes slightly skewed to
the left. The PDF curves become thinner as temperature rises which is the result of
decreasing uncertainty.
The influences of individual parameters and their cross products on uncertainty of
ignition delay time were studied. The percentage contributions from several important
terms are shown in Figure 8-13. Those terms which have constantly low impacts are
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Figure 8-12: Probability distributions of ignition delay time of
at P = 2atm, H2 = 29.6%, 02 = 14.%. (a) 1000K,; (b) 1100K;
1300K.
neglected. It can be seen that parameters of the reaction H + 02 = 0 + OH, A1 and
Ea1, dominate over other parameters in the response uncertainty. Their combination
A1 - Eai is important only at the lowest temperature. The influences of A1 and Ea1 fall
as temperature increases. It is noteworthy that at 1200K and higher temperatures,
the uncertainty in reaction HO 2 + H = H2 + 02 becomes significant.
Uncertainty propagation was also performed to predict uncertainty of other re-
sponse variables. Figure 8-14 shows simulation results of laminar flame speed at con-
ditions used in Reference [184] over a wide range of equivalent ratio. Uncertainties
of the flame speed predictions were computed using the same uncertain parametric
inputs as for ignition delay time. The upper and lower dashed curves define the
95% confidence region of predictions. It is seen the experimental measurements lie
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closely along the solid curve of deterministic predictions throughout the entire range.
Moreover, they are all within the 95% confidence region which reaffirms that model
predictions agree well with experimental data.
8.5 Conclusion of Uncertainty Analysis of Hydro-
gen Combustion Mechanism
Uncertainty in kinetic mechanisms of hydrogen combustion has not been included in
the development of mechanisms in a systematic way. Experimentalists tend to take
a shortcut approach to quantifying uncertainty which gives rise to the uncertainty
factor. Although it may satisfy the need of recognizing experimental errors, rigorous
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Figure 8-14: Laminar flame mass burning rate of H2/0 2/He mixture (0 2:He 1:7)
at P = 3atm. The solid line represents deterministic predictions using the nominal
values of parameters. The upper and lower dashed lines are 97.5% and 2.5% percentile
limits. Experimental data are from Ref. [184].
quantification of uncertainty is required to fully assess its impact on predictive perfor-
mance of the models. The use of uncertainty factor to represent kinetic uncertainty is
problematic in that its interpretation is somehow vague (the assumption that it rep-
resents 95% confidence interval is not validated!); it fails to reveal the uncertainties
of the more fundamental parameters (A, n and E,) thus propagation of uncertainty
is not very convenient; most importantly, it often overestimates uncertainty in rate
constants. We recommend rigorous parametric uncertainty estimation should be an
integral part of kinetic mechanism development. This is achievable with the help of
advanced tools like the Bavesian estimation.
We have shown that Bayesian estimation provides a unified framework for efficient
estimation of parametric uncertainty by combining prior knowledge and information
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from experimental measurements. The superior performance of Bayesian estimation is
attributable to its root in Bayes' theorem which is the most general estimation scheme.
As the most commonly used estimation method, least square regression has collected
the prevalence for its extreme convenience of implementation. It is able to produce
highly accurate estimates of parameters provided the restricting assumptions are met
to a good extent; however, we want to emphasize that Bayesian estimation is more
favored if uncertainty needs to be seriously considered. Bayesian estimation possesses
tremendous merits for parameter estimation some of which have been demonstrated
in this paper; while others that are noteworthy include:
" Existing knowledge of the parameter uncertainty can be formally incorporated
through prior distribution; whereas least square method excludes such possibil-
ity by assuming uniform, non-informative priors.
" The uncertainty in the experimental data can be exploited through likelihood
function with no restriction applies regarding its functional form.
" Complete representation of the parameter uncertainty after estimation is attain-
able with posterior distribution which has no restriction on its shape. Calcula-
tion of its summary variables, i.e. expectation, variance, and other statistical
analysis, i.e. confidence interval determination, are easily undertaken.
" Progressive estimation is allowed by Bayes' theorem upon arrival of new infor-
mation. Posteriors from previous estimation serve naturally as priors for the
subsequent estimation.
We have demonstrated on a hydrogen combustion mechanism that parametric
uncertainty, in the form of probability distribution, can be propagated through com-
plex models with DEMM to yield probability distributions of model outputs. DEMM
enables more efficient propagation of uncertainty than Monte Carlo methods. This
is a direct consequence of the reduced probabilistic representation of uncertain vari-
ables with polynomial chaos. More rigorous validation of model predictions against
experimental measurements is possible with uncertainty estimates.
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Chapter 9
Directions of Future Research
In this thesis, a variety of statistical and mathematical modeling tools have been
developed to examine the effects of uncertain inputs on simulation results. A coin-
prehensive uncertainty analysis has yielded enhanced understanding of the risks asso-
ciated with the IGCC technology under development. Although the performance and
cost measures of the IGCC plant have been characterized based on detailed quantifi-
cation of input uncertainties, much efforts remain to be taken in further quest for a
risk-informed decision making in IGCC technology development. Following the work
presented in this thesis, we suggest the following three directions for potential future
research.
9.1 Investigate Efficient Alternatives to Stochastic
Collocation Methods for Uncertainty Propa-
gation
Under the DEMM framework, a natural choice for the solution of the stochatic for-
mulation of system model is the probabilistic collocation method (PCM). Although
PCM has been successfully applied to various engineering systems of different com-
plexity, it relies on proper selection of the collocation points at which system model is
evaluated. In its most general form, PCM requires an ensemble of collocation points
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that grows exponentially with the dimension of random variable space. In this the-
sis, we have actually employed a simple heuristic approach, also known as Efficient
Collocation Method (ECM) [85]. In ECM, collocation points are chosen as the roots
of the higher order polynomial which makes the total number of collocation points
equal to the number of basis employed in the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE).
However, there have been evidences that this approach will show slow convergence
for high-order polynomial chaos expansions and may fail to converge in certain cases
[179]. We also observed that PCM suffered from slow convergence when a group of
26 uncertain inputs were analyzed. In that case, a sixth-order PCE was needed for
the approximate probability density function to converge, which is relatively unusual
for lower-dimension problems. Therefore it would be helpful to develop more efficient
algorithms for solving the PCE of stochastic models.
9.2 Improve the Uncertainty Analysis of IGCC Per-
formance and Cost
An accurate estimation of uncertainties in the performance and cost of the IGCC plant
requires realistic and precise quantification of input uncertainties. The technical and
economic parameters which have the largest impact on the model predictions were
identified in previous chapters. Some of these parameters, such as coal composition,
were statistically estimated based on available data. The probability distributions
of other parameters were selected as the maximum-entropy distributions constrained
by certain characteristics afforded by technical experts. Lack of reliable information
often leads to imprecise estimates of uncertainties. For example, the uncertainties
of coal composition were estimated based on a set of 25 samples, and as a result, it
can be reasonably expected that the approximate distributions have a large degree
of variability. It is imperative to collect additional data and refine the estimates of
uncertainties. Therefore we recommend that uncertainties in the most sensitive input
parameters, including coal composition, coal price, capital costs of gasifier, Selexol,
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and ASU, need to be calibrated with higher precision. A reliability analysis of the
IGCC plant may be helpful in order to gauge the potential variability in plant capacity
factor.
9.3 Evaluate Technology Options under Market and
Policy Uncertainty
This thesis presents an evaluation of the IGCC plant under assumptions of constant
technology and market conditions. Uncertainties of input parameters were estimated
based on either historical data or judgment of technical specialists. Although the
resulted uncertainty estiamtes of performance and cost can serve as basis for tech-
nology evaluation and investment decision-making, two important aspects have been
neglected. First, power generation firms aiming to invest in carbon mitigation tech-
nology are facing a variety of technology options, such as IGCC, NGCC, advanced
PC, biomass, nuclear, etc, each of which has a unique risk-benefit profile and can be
favored in certain circumstances. No sound investment decision is possible unless all
available technology options have been taken into account. Secondly, firms do not
only face uncertainty from volatile prices in the energy market, but also from the
less conceivable uncertainty of energy and environmental policy. For instance, the
recent plunge of natural gas price as the result of huge discoveries of shale gas may
potentially alter the landscape of energy market and make natural gas-based tech-
nologies more competitive than coal-based technologies. The uncertainty over the
prospect of climate change legislation in the US has imposed significant chanllenges
to clean technology investors and may induce investors to wait and see whether the
government will further commit to enacting stricter climate change policy. Therefore
we suggest a dynamic programming approach be employed in further evaluation of
power generation technologies. Research could be focused on IGCC, advanced PC,
NGCC and biomass to leverage projects that have already been undertaken at MIT.
The uncertainty domain has to encompass potential evolution of technology, volatility
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in energy market, and the pending climate change legislation.
9.4 Apply Uncertainty Analysis to Polygeneration
Models
Coal gasification technologies have the potential to raise the efficiency of coal con-
version far above that of the conventional coal combustion, and offer the promise of
economically and environmentally acceptable uses of coal in power and fuel produc-
tion. One of the more exciting concepts that utilize coal gasification is an integrated
approach to polygeneration from coal. A polygeneration plant is able to generate elec-
tricity via conventional IGCC systems, and concurrently produce commodity chemi-
cals and/or liquid fuels. Increased operational flexibility offers economic benefits, yet
pose greater chanllenge to technology designers as we have to cope with a significantly
larger problem space. The plant configuration and operational status will be adapted
to market conditions to optimize profitability. Uncertainty analysis needs to focus on
identifying the factors driving the variability of plant performance and cost, but more
importantly, it should be used in search for optimal strategies under the confluent
uncertainties of technology and market. For this purpose, a stochastic optimization
formulation should be investigated. Incorporation of uncertainty in the optimization
problem and efficient solution algorithms should be the focus of future research along
this line.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions
This thesis bears two objectives. First, we aimed at devising a systematic way to
quantify uncertainty and evaluate its impact on emerging technologies. Built upon
previous research on the methodology of uncertainty analysis, the methods we de-
veloped allow more effetive utilization of information in parameter estimation and
uncertainty propagation. Secondly, we wanted to provide a comprehensive and ac-
curate assessment of uncertainty for the IGCC technologies that is currently under
development. While specific concluding remarks were given following the discussion
of each topic, we may draw some general conclusions on the development of methods
and IGCC technologies evaluation in the following text.
10.1 Uncertainty Analysis Methods
The methods developed in this thesis can help address the following three issues:
" Parameterize the probability distribution of a random variable based on small
sample data.
" Estimate the unknown parameters of dynamic models. This type of models are
composed of uncertain and time-variant parameters.
" Determine the uncertainty of model outputs when correlations in input variables
cannot be neglected.
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Each of these contributions is discussed below.
Since we choose the probabilistic approach to describe uncertain variables, find-
ing the appropriate probability distribution function and estimating its parameters
are the crucial elements of uncertainty quantification. Should a large number of in-
dependent measurements of an unknown variable be available, a probability density
function can be approximated by the normalized histogram. This approach becomes
problematic as there are too few data. Exacerbated randomness can lead to oddly-
shaped histograms for which it is difficult to find a probability density function from
commonly used family. We propose the use of the Johnson system of distributions
to treat small sample data. Owing to its increased degrees of freedom, the Johnson
system offers more flexibility to incorporate the higher moments that are typical for
small sample.
Dynamic models are an important class of tools to study stochastic systems. The
existence of unknown and time-variant parameters requires more efficient ways of pa-
rameter estimation because it has to be done repeatedly over the estimation horizon.
Bayesian approach is naturally oriented to this task since it represents an algorithm
to combine past knowledge and current information. To overcome its computational
hurdle, we implement Bayesian estimation using a sequential Monte Carlo method
based on importance sampling. This method, called sequential importance sampling,
has been proved in theory to be able to obtain samples which are asymptotically
convergent to the true posterior density. We have shown using real-world data that
Bayesian approach, powered by this efficient computational method, delivers superior
performance when applied to nonlinear models compared to traditional methods. In
fact, not being restricted by assumptions on the nature of the model or the types of
distribution is one of the greatest advantages of Bayesian approach.
Deterministic equivalent modeling method (DEMM), which represents random
variables using polynomial chaos expansion, provides an excellent framework to deal
with uncertainty propagation over models of an arbitrary type. Unfortunately, its
application is limited when one needs to approximate the probability distribution of
highly correlated variables because a large number of terms is required to produce
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an accurate approximation [180]. In light of the correlation structure of model pa-
rameters, we propose the use of principle component analysis (PCA) to reduce the
dimension of the problem. We have shown that significant saving in runtime can be
achieved by identifying and retaining the key drivers of uncertainty, while maintaining
the accuracy of approximation.
10.2 IGCC Evaluation
Compared to more mature power generation technologies with carbon mitigation,
such as advanced PC and NGCC, IGCC is characterized by significantly higher de-
gree of uncertainty. Robust process design and active risk management require careful
characterization of uncertainties that affect the predicted model outcomes. In this
thesis, an integrated approach to uncertainty quantification and uncertainty propaga-
tion has been taken to investigate the impacts of uncertainty on the performance and
cost of an IGCC plant with CO 2 capture. The results indicate the deterministic simu-
lation could produces misleading estimates and is certainly unable to predict extreme
behaviors that often represent adverse outcomes. Uncertainty analysis was carried
out in a three-step process: First, the plant performance was evaluated with input
uncertainties in technical parameters. The cost of baseline plant was then estimated
probabilistically given uncertainties in economic parameters. Combining the primary
sources of uncertainty identified in each category, a comprehensive uncertainty anal-
ysis of plant economics was conducted.
Based on realistic assumptions of input uncertainties, extracted from experimen-
tal measurements or experts' judgment, relatively tight probability distributions were
obtained for key plant performance measures, including plant power output, net plant
efficiency and CO 2 emission, an indication of high precision in the predictions. Among
all technical parameters, coal composition appears to be the most influential factor,
with carbon, oxygen and ash having the largest impacts on uncertainties in the pre-
dicted performance measures. Coal ultimate, along with moisture, accounts for over
80% of overall variance in gross and net power output. The high sensitivity of coal
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composition mainly derives from the dependence of HHV on its elemental composi-
tion. The net plant efficiency and specific CO 2 emission are also strongly affected by
ad-hoc design parameters gasifier carbon conversion and VGS temperature approach,
which primarily represent uncertainties in the behavior of gasifier and WGS reactor
in the absence of models of higher fidelity. Further research should be directed at
refining estimates of coal properties and improving models of gasifier and WGS unit.
The cost of building an IGCC plant, both at the capital cost level and cost of
electricity level, depends on the performance of the plant in general, and plant ther-
mal efficiency in particular, as well as various economic and market factors. After an
initial screening of economic parameters, the aggregate effect of technical and eco-
nomic uncertainties was investigated in a comprehensive uncertainty analysis. The
average values of TPC and LCOE were estimated at $2705.5/kW and $121.89/MWh,
respectively. Predictions of both TPC and LCOE have substantial uncertainty, each
with a standard deviation of about 19% of its average value. Sensitivity analysis
indicates a significant portion of the uncertainties in TPC and LCOE is attributable
to uncertainties in performance-related parameters, in particular coal composition, as
both variables are highly sensitive to plant power output and thermal efficiency. In
addition, equipment costs of gasifier, ASU and Selexol all have considerable impacts
on cost uncertainties. Capacity factor, a measure of plant availability, accounts for
12% of uncertainty in LCOE, outweighing all but coal composition. Further work to
model the factors that may contribute to reduced plant capacity is an essential step
toward better quantification of its impact on the power plant.
The uncertainty analysis methodology developed in this thesis would supplement
process engineers' toolkit of mathematical modeling and data analysis. As process
engineering is evolving toward a data-driven approach, the abilities to analyze noisy
data and evaluate uncertain information are imperative to making risk-informed deci-
sions. Although we have taken a static approach to evaluating the IGCC technology
under uncertainty, we want to stress the importance of dynamic perspective. Its im-
plication is two-fold. First, uncertainty which relates to the level of knowledge we
have is not static. Uncertainty is most effectively reduced by the accumulation of
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useful information. Second, the technology we are investigating does not remain un-
changed. Technology innovation, changes in market conditions and public policy, and
shift in competitive landscape will all be likely to alter the status. To this end, the
Bayesian framework for parameter estimation and dynamic programming approach
to technology evaluation should receive more attention in further exploration.
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